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Abstract

Static analysis is one of the techniques at hand in order to aid in improving the security of
software. Yet, also static analysis is far from perfect. Although in theory static analysis has much
advantages over dynamic analysis, in practice static analysis often encounters problems in the form
of moderate accuracy. Users of static analyzers for security purposes often have to dig through
literally hundreds of warnings looking for real dangers. The research done for this thesis is focused
on improving the accuracy of the produced results such that the user of the static analyzer wastes
less time looking over false positives and at the same time he does not get a false sense of security
due to false negatives.

This thesis will start with an introduction explaining the problem (section 1) and give back-
ground information on static analysis (section 2). Then, some of the currently available static
analyzers will be reviewed (section 3). In section 4 a new approach will be proposed in order to
enhance the accuracy for detecting XSS, followed by a validation of the results of the proposed
solution in section 5. Finally a conclusion will be drawn section 6 and some future work will be
presented in section 7.
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1 Introduction

Security vulnerabilities in software account for a large part to the insecurity of current IT systems.
Writing secure software requires great expertise in this area and is extremely time consuming. Hence,
a lot of software that has been developed and is being developed is not secure in the broadest sense
of the word. Finding these security vulnerabilities in existing source code requires the same expertise
and is even more time consuming. Unfortunately, this is an unavoidable fact which is currently being
faced by the industry [19, 7].

In order to facilitate this process, a lot of research has been done in the academic world as well as
in the corporate world. One of these research topics is “Static Analysis”. In static analysis one
is concerned with analyzing the source code in its original form in order to find potential security
vulnerabilities. Here, “source code in original form” refers to the input to the static analyzer which
should be the original source code as written by the developer without any automated optimizations
or transformation. Note that does not restrict the analyzer to perform transformation on the source
code during the analysis process.

Static analysis comes with some advantages and limitations. As pointed out nicely in [8], static analysis
for a developer is comparable to a spell checker for a writer. Even the best spellers make mistakes when
writing. By having a good spell-checker, a good speller can eliminate most of his mistakes. However,
a bad speller who has a spell-checker does not become a good speller. The same applies to developers;
a skilled developer can get the advantage of static analysis, although it is not perfect. However, the
unskilled developer can eliminate the obvious mistakes, but the more subtle or uncommon ones will
remain. A high-level overview of the advantages and disadvantages of static analysis in general is given
below.

• Advantages static analysis:

– Pinpoint the exact location in the original code.

– Can propose fixes for the developer.

– Is relatively fast and scales well.

– Can be performed during development, sometimes even when the code is not fully compiling.

• Disadvantages static analysis:

– Trade-off between false positives and false negatives. Impossible to exclude both.

– The results depend on the quality of the rules.

– Each implementation works for only one language.
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– Very hard to find logical errors leading to security vulnerabilities.

Another approach for automated vulnerability identification in software is dynamic analysis. In dy-
namic analysis, the analyzer analyzes the application while it is being executed and tries to identify
security vulnerabilities or active exploitation of vulnerabilities. In theory, this is easier because one has
more information regarding the state of the application. For example, variable values can all be just
looked up in the memory, hence theorem proofing and reasoning become superfluous. Nevertheless,
this approach has a major disadvantage, vulnerabilities can only be found if the vulnerable code is
executed. Often, vulnerabilities are hidden in corner cases. If such a corner case is not part of the
test cases, the vulnerability will never be discovered. Hence, the false negative rate can become too
high. Moreover, since missing the corner cases is the first reason security vulnerabilities arise, dynamic
analysis is not sufficient from a security point of view.

1.1 Research question & objectives

The main question the thesis should answer is “How and how much can the accuracy of the results
produced by static analysis for security vulnerabilities be improved?”.

Sub question which have to be answered:

• How can performance (including accuracy) be measured or estimated? (subsection 3.1)

• What are specific or general weaknesses of existing tools undermining the accuracy? (subsec-
tion 3.3 & subsection 3.4)

– Why do they exist?

• How can these weak points be improved such that the overall result becomes more accurate?
(section 4)

Although these questions, as proposed above, may seem vague without specifying a combination of
language, platform and application type, the idea is to first research for what specific combination(s)
the results can be the most interesting. After this initial phase, the research will focus on these
combinations of language, platform and application type. After the initial phase of the project where
the research question was better scoped, the project focused on XSS in PHP applications.
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1.2 Outline

First, this document will present a more in-depth view on techniques used for and theories behind
static analysis. Furthermore, the document will zoom in on using static analysis to find security
vulnerabilities. The reader is expected to have deep knowledge of software security and especially the
existing vulnerabilities and ways to exploit them.

Next, the performance of currently existing tools will be reviewed based on samples of code with
intentionally planted security vulnerabilities. An important aspect in this review is to understand in
which cases tools produce false negatives or false positives. Understanding this is crucial to this thesis
since the goal is to improve the accuracy of such tools.

Hereafter, the thesis will discuss the bottlenecks discovered in existing tools with a strong emphasis on
how to improve this bottleneck. In order to see if the proposed solutions are not only correct in theory
but also in practice, a proof of concept will be developed. This proof of concept will be tested using
the same code samples as used before in order to test the effectiveness. Moreover, a few new code
samples will be presented as input in order to see if the proof of concept only works due to overfitting
or that the improvements are of a more persistent nature.

Finally, the conclusion of this thesis will be presented, thereby evaluating the result and proposing
possible future improvements.
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and feedback he provided me from his area of expertise.
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2 Static Analysis

In the context of computer science, static analysis refers to the automated process of analyzing code
without running the code that is being analyzed. One tries to understand the semantics in order to
reason about and deduce properties from this code. In general, these results are used to draw conclusion
concerning the code. Examples of such conclusion could be the quality of the code (measured by a
given metric), reverse engineering code to give humans a structured view, a variety of different kinds
of flow analysis, etc.

Depending on the goal of the user, a wide variety of techniques for static analysis are available ranging
from very simple searches using regular expressions until theorem proofers for finding correctness
proofs.

The main advantage of static analysis compared to dynamic analysis is the fact that with dynamic
analysis, one can only find problems once they occur. Dynamic analysis uses the executing states
and state changes of the code for its analysis. If some state is not reached during execution, dynamic
analysis cannot produce any result concerning that state. The analyzer is not even aware of the
existence of that state.

However, since at runtime more information is available to the analyzer, the number of false negatives is
much lower compared to static analysis. Recently, a growing trend for static analysis is the annotation
of the code by the developers in some formalism in order to provide the static analyzer more information
to reason with. This approach is usually referred to as “Design by Contract”. Examples of such an
approach for static analysis is JML [17, 5], Spec# [3], Eifel [20]. By providing pre-conditions, post-
conditions, loop invariants, class invariants, restrictions on input and output etc, the static analyzer is
able to deduce more properties and hence proof correctness in a more complete way. Doing so brings
the advantages of dynamic analysis partially to static analysis. Of course, the developers still has to
create the annotations, so the completeness of the correctness proof still depends on correctness and
completeness of the annotations.

Static analysis, however, has one large disadvantage. Rice’s theorem [28] states that static analysis
cannot perfectly determine any nontrivial property of a general program. This means that static
analysis can never reach 100 per cent precision and 100 per cent recall for every possible input (see
Equation 1 and Equation 2 on page 12 for the definition of precision and recall). Rice’s theorem states
that checking any nontrivial property of a program can be reduced to the halting problem, which
is undecidable [30]. Of course, there are approximations that produce results which are either not
complete (i.e. there may be false negatives) or not sound (i.e. there may be false positives), usually
both, in form of a trade-off.

Another common way for static analysis is model checking [6, 14, 8]. In model checking one has to check
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if a given model conforms the specifications. The model is deduced from code and the specification is
given in some formalism (e.g. propositional logic or temporal logic). The model itself usually has the
form of a deterministic finite automaton. A model checker then checks if the provided model is the
correct with respect to the specification. In the context of this thesis, model checking can be exploited
to check the presence or absence of some properties in the source. An example of such property is
“each variable is only freed once”. Such a property is converted to the formalism accepted by the
model checker and checked against the model (i.e. code). However, a large issue in model checking is
the so called “state explosion problem” [31].

The following sections in this chapter will give more details on the different techniques used for static
analysis and the last section of this chapter will discuss how static analysis can be used for the purpose
of finding security vulnerabilities.

The general process on how static analysis works on a high level is depicted in Figure 1

Figure 1: High level overview of static analysis, from [8]

The process always starts with source code in any form. The analyzer produces some kind of model
based on the source code. This model is a representation of the source code where details of the
underlying grammar for the programming language are abstracted away. This creates a more straight-
forward model of the source code. A common example of such representation is the so called “Abstract
Syntax Tree (AST)” [1].

Creating such models from source code is similar to what a compiler does. Moreover, a lot of techniques
used for static analysis are borrowed from the compiler field. For that reason, the next section will
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give an introduction to the field of compilers.

Once the model of the source code is built, the analysis should be performed. Input to the analyzer is
the model and “Security Knowledge”. The security knowledge which serves as input for the analyzer is
in the form of rules, propositions or automaton. The analyzer then checks if there is a match between
the model and the security knowledge.

The analyzer outputs a list of matches which are potential security vulnerabilities. However, this
output is in “raw” format and should be post-processed in order to present a nice report for the user.
Note, that the post-processing is not only about lay-out. The post-processor can also decide to sort
and filter the output for an optimal view to the user.

Measuring the accuracy of a error-prone process is often done in terms of precision and recall. In words,
precision means the number of correctly found vulnerabilities from the set of all found vulnerabilities.
Recall refers to the number of correctly found vulnerabilities from the set of all existing vulnerabilities.

Precision =
TruePositive

TruePositive+ FalsePositive
(1)

Recall =
TruePositive

TruePositive+ FalseNegative
(2)

In an ideal situation, one wants to have no false negatives and no false positives. From a security point
of view, false negatives are the worst. It creates the false sense of security and moreover it potentially
leaves a vulnerability in the code. However, having too many false positives is also not desired. It can
become very hard to manually process all the results of the analysis. The person going through the
list of false positives is discouraged and gets the impression that all results are wrong. Consequently
he may overlook an important true positive.

2.1 Compiler Basics

As mentioned earlier, the field of static analysis is closely related to the field of compilers. As a matter
of fact, a lot of techniques used for building a model from source code are equivalent to the techniques
used for compilers. This section will give a short basic introduction to the field of compilers which is
needed for a thorough understanding of static analysis.

One of the most important terms in the field of compilers is the context-free grammar. Each pro-
gramming language is a context-free grammar. Below, the formal definition of a CFG is given as a
reminder. Readers who are not familiar with this topic are referred to [16]
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A context-free grammar is a 4-tuple: G = (N,Σ, P, S) where

• N is the (finite) set of non-terminals

• Σ is the (finite) set of terminals

• P represents the production rules given by N × (N ∪ Σ)*

• S is the start symbol, with S ∈ N

• Finally, it should hold that N ∩ Σ = ∅

Simply stated, building a model from source code is transforming a program with certain semantics
expressed in a certain programming language (say S) to another programming language (say T ) thereby
respecting the semantics. This translation is a function ϕ : S → T where T is the target language.
The function ϕ is said to be a correct translation, if for every x ∈ S it holds that ϕ(x) ≡ x, where ≡
denotes semantic equivalance. The translation function ϕ is the “compiler”.

For common high-level programming languages, the compilation is a threefold process. The first step
is the transformation of the source code into a uniform sequence of symbols which extract all the
syntactical details of the programming language (e.g. comments, spaces, newlines, tabs, etc). This
process is called lexical scanning.

Next, the row of symbols which is obtained from lexical scanning are checked against the context-free
grammar of the programming language. If the inputted symbols are a derivation of the CFG (context-
free grammar), a parse tree is built and later converted to an abstract syntax tree. Transforming the
parse tree to an abstract syntax tree is to make analysis easier. Parse trees are the most direct tree
representations of the source code, which correspond one-to-one to the production rules of the grammar.
Since the grammar for programming languages is designed to make parsing easy and non-ambiguous,
it is not the most efficient representation for performing analysis. Hence, the transformation into an
abstract syntax tree where parse ambiguity is not an issue anymore. Moreover, context conditions (i.e.
is a variable defined, is it defined in the correct scope, is it used after definition, is it only defined once,
etc) can be checked more easily on an abstract syntax tree than on a parse tree.

Finally, the abstract syntax tree is converted to the target language using production rules. Usually,
the target language is some form of assembler code (native or for a virtual machine). Since this final
translation step is outside the scope of static analysis, no further details will be given on this topic.
The reader is referred to [1] for more information on the topic of converting an AST to the intended
language.

Generally speaking, a CFG is non-deterministic, which makes it hard to parse. The easiest and most
naive way of parsing a non-deterministic CFG is by backtracking. Nevertheless, there exits a subset of
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all CFGs which are deterministic to parse, these grammars are called the LL(1) grammars [16]. The
determinism allows the creation of efficient acceptors, which, given an input string x and a grammar
G can determine if x is part of the language created by grammar G.

2.2 Technical Details of Static Analysis

This section will discuss some important techniques and approaches which are used in the field of
static analysis. Please note that this list is far from complete. Only techniques which are relevant
for this thesis or which are considered important [8, 1], are discussed in this section. Program flow
analysis and data flow analysis are used in static analysis for different purposes, while tainting analysis
is very specific for security purposes. For more in depth information regarding techniques used for
static analysis see [24]. This book gives an in-depth overview of the different approaches for analyzing
programs.

2.2.1 Program-flow Analysis

In order to have more accurate results, an analyzer should be able to distinguish the different paths
that can be taken. By analyzing these paths, it should become clear what conditions hold in which
branch and if security vulnerabilities exist by taken some path. To make this clear, consider the
following example.

Listing 1: Basic example� �
1 i f ( f a l s e )
2 {
3 unsa fe ( ) ;
4 }
5 else
6 {
7 s a f e ( ) ;
8 }� �

An analyzer which doesn’t perform flow analysis, will report that there is a call to an unsafe function
on line 3. This is not true since this code will never call the function unsafe(). A static analyzer
which performs program-flow analysis will detect this, and prevent a false positive in the results.

Now, consider the following example:

Listing 2: Annotated example� �
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1 x = q
2 {x = q}
3 i f ( x < y )
4 {x < y ∧ x = q ∧ q < y}
5 x = y
6 {x = y ∧ x! = q ∧ q < y}
7 else
8 {x >= y ∧ x = q ∧ q >= y}
9 x = x + 1

10 {x > y ∧ x = q + 1 ∧ q >= y}
11 {(x > y ∧ x = q + 1 ∧ q >= y) ∨ (x = y ∧ x 6= q ∧ q < y)}
12 i f ( x > y )
13 unsafe1 ( ) ;
14 i f ( x < y )
15 unsafe2 ( ) ;� �

In this example, the code is annotated with red assertions. From this code, one cannot say for sure if
the function unsafe1() will be called since it depends on the value of q. It is often the case that the
value of some variable is only known at runtime, so when performing static analysis, it is not possible
to say if unsafe1() will be called.

For unsafe2() we are more lucky, when reasoning about the possible values of x and y in this program,
we can deduce with certainty that x will never be smaller than y. So we can safely assume that
unsafe2() will never get called, hence that there is no security problem here.

From Listing 2, we can conclude that performing program-flow analysis requires automated reasoning.
Although automated reasoning is generally speaking not a problem and there are theorem proofers
that can do this quite efficiently, there are two major problems. The biggest problem was already
mentioned, viz. that some information is only available at runtime, hence the proofs are not always
strong enough. The second problem is closely related but a more practical one; data flows throughout
the whole application making it hard to keep track of it. Especially in the presence of pointers and
aliasing. The developer can help with this problem by annotating the code (Design by Contract) with
pre-conditions, assumptions, post-conditions and invariants. This makes proofing theorems in some
cases easier, however, having wrong annotations can pose a threat to security. Also in the presence
of global variables and threads, the assertions can become invalidated by another thread introducing
race conditions on the assertions.

Another approach to program flow analysis is to first identify all possible traces throughout the code.
In Listing 2, there are 8 possible traces when performing only a syntactical analysis. When automated
reasoning is applied — thereby only looking at the precondition of each statement as a whole (i.e.
if-else is one statement having one post-codition) — 4 traces are left. For each of these 4 paths, one
has to identify if it contains any insecure code, and if so, report it back to the user. The advantage
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of this approach over only automated reasoning is that it produces a trace for the user in order to
manually analyze it.

2.2.2 Data-flow Analysis

Data-flow analysis is a way to keep track of the data in the source code while it is assigned to variables
and propagates throughout the code. The basic idea of data-flow analysis is quite simple, however,
due to the complexity of modern day programming languages, there are some complications (see [24]).
First, consider an easy example.

Listing 3: Data flow through variables� �
1 public stat ic void Main( s t r i n g [ ] argv )

2 {
3 s t r i n g caps ;
4 i f ( argv . Length > 1)
5 caps = C a p i t a l i z e ( argv [ 1 ] ) ;

6 }
7 private stat ic s t r i n g C a p i t a l i z e ( s t r i n g input )

8 {
9 return input . ToUpperCase ( ) ;

10 }� �
In this example, all the green marked variables are derived from the initial input “argv[1]”. So each
green mark variable inherently has a flow relation with the initial input. Nevertheless, even in this
primitive example, difficulties can arise. Imagine that the function ToUpperCase() is replaced by
CalculateSHA1(), which calculates and returns the SHA1 hash of the input. One can argue if 1) the
result is still related to the original input and 2) if it is desired to have a relationship between the
original input and the hashed value.

The complications come up when pointers are allowed. Aliasing and pointers make it hard to track
data across memory. Consider the following list of assignments in C.

Listing 4: C memory issues� �
1 int∗ a ; int∗ b ; int∗ c ;
2 a = new int ; c = new int [ 5 ] ;
3 ∗a = 5 ;
4 b = a ;
5 ∗( c+2∗s izeof ( int ) ) = ∗b ; // t h i s i s equa l to (∗ c ) [ 2 ] = ∗b ;
6 b = 0 x 1 2 3 4 f f f f� �
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In this example, it becomes already hard to follow the data. Especially, when variable c (which is a
pointer to an array) is index by pointer arithmetic.

It becomes impossible when an arbitrary memory value is assigned to b. When performing static
analysis, it is impossible to tell if the memory value is a valid memory address (for example point to
a). So data flow analysis becomes impossible in this case.

Finally, consider an example where static data-flow analysis is made impossible because of unpre-
dictable branches in the code.

Listing 5: Input data� �
1 i f ( x > y ) //x i s input not known at compile−t ime
2 a = x ;
3 else
4 a = y ;� �

In this example it is impossible to deduce which variable flows into the variable a, given that the value
of x is not know at compile time (e.g. user or network input). In the best case, a static analyzer can
deduce that after executing the code in Listing 5, a has the value of x or y.

A well-known and useful technique in the world of compilers for partially overcoming and formalizing
this problem is Static Single Assignment (SSA, see [10]). SSA prescribes that a function may assign each
variable only once. When in a normal function a variable is assigned multiple times in a function, the
variable is split into multiple variables with an indexed subscript. The following example demonstrates
this.

Listing 6: A snippet in normal form and in SSA form� �
1 //Normal form
2 x = x + 1 ;
3 i f ( x > y )
4 a = x ;
5 else
6 a = y ;
7
8 //SSA form
9 x2 = x1 + 1 ;

10 i f ( x2 > y1 )
11 a2 = x2 ;
12 else
13 a3 = y1 ;
14 a4 = ϕ( a2 , a3 )� �
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When the analyzer is not sure how the data flows throughout the program, the so called φ-function is
used to indicate that there is a choice between multiple possible values. Also, note that the indexing
of a begins with 2 since we assume that a is already initialized with a default value.

Using SSA, it becomes easy to determine where the value of each variable comes from, which is exactly
the purpose of data-flow analysis. Another consequence of SSA is the so called “constant propagation”.
Constant propagation states that whenever some variable is assigned a constant value, the constant
can replace all occurrences of that variable. In the context of static analysis for security purposes, this
technique can be useful to find hardcoded secrets (i.e. password or private keys).

The purpose of data-flow analysis in the security context is to be able to perform a tainting analysis,
which is the topic of the next section.

2.2.3 Taint Analysis

Although security vulnerabilities can occur almost everywhere in a program, they become a threat
when an attacker is able to exploit it. For the most common vulnerabilities, it holds that an attacker
is only able to exploit the vulnerability if he is able to “control the correct data” (e.g. buffer overflow,
xss, sql injection).

An analysis technique used to find such vulnerabilities where controlling the data is required for
successful exploitation is called taint propagation. In software, the usual ways an attacker can control
data is by means of user-input (keyboard, mouse, etc), network-input and environment manipulation.
So when the analyzer follows all data which enters the program through one of these three ways, it
should be able to differentiate between potential dangerous data (i.e. tainted data) and safe data (i.e.
untainted). The places where externally controlled data can enter the application are called “sources”.

Different functions in libraries are inherently vulnerable for exploitation and require validation. These
places in the program are called “sinks”. Examples of common sinks are functions which execute SQL
on a database (SQL injections), functions that print output to the screen (cross site scripting) and
function that manipulate memory directly (buffer overflows). The rule-of-thumb of taint analysis is
that only untainted data may enter sinks. Note that in order to assess if data flows from a source to a
sink, data-flow analysis is required. One can see taint analysis as an analysis on “a higher level” which
uses data-flow analysis for finding security vulnerabilities.

It is too restrictive to prohibit tainted data from any source to flow to a sink. The solution is to have
special function which can remove the taint from data (i.e. sanitize input). These functions are the
input-validators which take tainted data as input and transform them into untainted data. On the
contrary, there are functions which add taint to untainted data. An example is string concatenation,
when a tainted string is concatenated to an untainted string, the resulting string should be tainted.
This process of following the data and adding or removing taint is called taint propagation.
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Listing 7: Taint propagation� �
1 f g e t s ( bu f f e r , s izeof ( b u f f e r ) , s td in ) ;
2 i f ( b u f f e r )
3 {
4 s t r cpy ( secBuf f e r , b u f f e r ) ;
5 th i rdBuf = makeSafe ( b u f f e r ) ;
6 system ( ” l s ” + s e c B u f f e r ) ;
7 system ( ” l s ” + thirdBuf ) ;
8 }� �

Consider Listing 7, in this case, the source is the C function fgets. It taints the variable buffer, since
it reads user input from the standard-in without any validation (except for the length). The next
function which is executed, stcpy, is a sink since it requires that the input is validated to prevent
buffer overflows. On the other hand, it also propagates the taint to the output buffer. On line 5, the
buffer is sanitized and the output of makeSafe is copied to the variable thirdBuf. Finally, on line 6
and line 7 both buffers are fed into the function “system”. This function requires that the input is
untainted, hence by taint propagation we can say that line 6 is unsafe because the input is tainted
while line 7 is safe, given that the makeSafe function is implemented correctly.

The idea of tainting is very bright, however, there are also limitations. Listing 7 is carefully crafted to
demonstrate the limitations. Consider line 4, the function strcpy is a source and a sink at the same
time. It is a source since the input is copied from the second argument to the first argument without
sanitizing the content of the strings. So if the input is tainted, the output should also be tainted.

At the same time, strcpy is a sink since the length of the input should be sanitized to prevent buffer
overflows. If one wants to meet this condition, then the variable buffer should become untainted if the
sizeof(buffer) ≤ sizeof(secBuffer). Imagine a function which checks this and removes the taint
from buffer. Then strcpy gets as input a safe string and produces as output a “safe” string. Of course,
the problem arises when this “safe string” is fed into system. Safeness depends on the context and so
should tainting be. In an ideal case, a variable should have multiple taints indicate for which purpose
a variable is tainted and for which it is already sanitized.

2.2.4 Pattern Matching

Finally, this section will discuss a less sophisticated, but very useful group of techniques for static
analysis. In this thesis, this collection of similar techniques will often be referred to as “pattern
matching”. The most basic example of pattern matching is the find function, which is available in
every programming environment. Often IDEs also offer to search with regular expressions. An often
used tool for basic static analysis is the Linux command line tool “grep”. Grep can perform regular
expressions searches in files offering customizable search and display options. Such search functions are
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often referred to as “context-insensitive search”. Of course, the reason for this name is that the search
function has no intelligence especially designed for static analysis. It is not aware of the programming
environment, the programming language and the security risk which can be involved in a given context.

Pattern matching is used in the security context to find security antipatterns in source code. These
antipatterns often can indicate that something is going on. For example, using certain C functions is
very dangerous from a security perspective, using pattern matching to find such functions may produce
very good results with a very small effort.

A more advanced class of pattern matching algorithms is the so called “context-sensitive search”. Each
algorithm in this class is designed for a specific search purpose. Of course, for this thesis the interest
is static analysis. One name that appears often in the literature in this context is PQL ([18]). PQL
stands for “Programming Query Language” and introduces — among other — a way to simply search
for user-defined patterns in source code. A query in PQL is the smallest code snippet which violates
some design rule - which is in this case a security constraint. By performing data-flow analysis, PQL
can perform a search of related statements on the same data to improve the accuracy of results.

2.3 Security Vulnerability Detection

In the previous section, a list of different techniques was given for analyzing source code. Each described
method has its advantages and its disadvantages with respect to ease of use, accuracy and vulnerability
types that can be detected.

This section will cover some of the most common vulnerabilities (for a complete list, see [29, 13]).
For each type of vulnerability, a short description of the problem will be given including a reason
of occurrence. Moreover, this section will describe how this vulnerabilities can be found using a
static analyzer. It should be clear to the reader that not each vulnerability can be detected with the
same approach. Note that this list is not complete and not in any particular order. The vulnerabilities
presented here are vulnerabilities which are relevant to discuss in the context of static analysis, because
static analysis can aid in the detection of such vulnerabilities as explained throughout [8]. Besides,
the selection of these vulnerabilities is based on their occurrence in production environments, based
on statistics from [27, 13].

2.3.1 SQL Injection

In order for applications to communicate with databases, a common language has been developed.
This language is called the Structured Query Language. SQL is nowadays the most popular query
language, it is supported by all major relational databases. Applications that want to communicate
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with the database send SQL queries to the database. A SQL query is a combination of control
sequences and data. The problem arises when the data — which is potentially user input — is not
sanitized. Whenever the data contains control sequences, these sequences will be executed by the
database, leading to undesired queries.

From a development point of view, there are three ways to prevents SQL injections. Arguable the best
solution is to use prepared statements [25] to prevent SQL injections. With prepared statement, the
control sequences of the query are explicitly split from the data. The developer first writes his query
with variables indicating the location of the data inside the query. Then, the data is separately added
to this “prepared” query. Due to the explicit separation of data and control, control sequences in data
will be treated as data.

Another approach is to create and store the queries on the database, with variables where data should
be inserted. These stored queries are referred to as “stored procedures”. Upon a call to the stored
procedure, the actual data for the variables in the query are given as function arguments. The main
disadvantage is that for each possible query an application wants to executed, the database should be
programmed.

The final solution is to sanitize input “manually”. Some APIs provide ways to sanitize SQL input, how-
ever, sanitizing input is really hard. Moreover, it should be database specific since different characters
have different meaning for different databases.

Detecting SQL injections works in general best with taint propagation, since it is a classical “lack
of input validation” vulnerability. The challenge in this case is to define the source, the sink and
the propagation rules correctly such that the accuracy is high. Moreover, context-awareness is an
issue. Having manual validation which escapes quotes in an unquoted query does not enhance security
compared to no validation at all.

2.3.2 Cross Site Scripting

Cross site scripting (XSS) is notoriously hard to prevent in modern web application. Every once in a
while, XSS vulnerabilities are discovered on major websites. Examples of major websites where XSS
vulnerabilities were recently found are Google1, Facebook2, MySpace3 and VeriSign4. XSS is hard
to prevent since websites want to give the user the freedom to input freely anything they like, which
comes with a price. Validation filters which are loose can often be exploited by smartly crafted strings,
while validation filters which are strict prohibit legitimate user input. Finding the right balance is
quite hard.

1http://www.xssed.com/archive/domain=www.google.com
2http://www.xssed.com/archive/domain=www.facebook.com
3http://www.xssed.com/archive/domain=www.myspace.com
4http://www.xssed.com/archive/domain=www.verisign.com
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The problem with detecting XSS with static analysis is twofold. First, there is no uniform way to
sanitize the input, it depends on the needs of the application how the filter should function [26].
Second, for usability, browser often accept html which is not completely correct/well-formed. This
makes it even harder to build a proper XSS filter. A well known way in Internet Explorer 6 to evade
XSS filters was to use the backtick symbol instead of the single quote.

Due to the variety of ways for filtering, it is hard to detect statically for XSS. Currently, the best known
approach for finding XSS with static analysis is to assume that validation function correct and check if
these validation functions are used before outputting tainted data. However, as described before, the
validation process depends on the application and the location, hence the analyzer will miss potential
XSS vulnerabilities. Another approach is to additionally report all output where the input has gone
through a XSS filter with low priority and all output which has not been sanitized with a high priority.
However, this approach leads to a lot of false positives.

In [33], Wassermann and Su propose a new method of static analysis for finding XSS flaws without
assuming that the validation is correct. The idea is to use an extended context free grammar in
conjunction with Finite State Transducers. See the paper for the details.

There is however one main disadvantage to the method described in [33], which is ignored by the
authors. Building a FST is far from trivial and unfortunately, the authors only give unrealistically
simplified examples. Although this is a very interesting technique for static analysis, even for other
vulnerabilities besides XSS, there is very limited literature. Later, Wasserman and Su proposed an
enhanced method ([34]) based on string analysis to detect XSS. Although this approach is similar to
the approach in this thesis, the key difference is the context sensitive analysis, which is not performed
by the proposal of Wasserman and Su. Although this approach is more accurate compared to tainting
analysis, there is no real implementation of this idea except from the proof-of-concept implemented by
the authors.

To decrease the false positive rate of a static analyzer, the analyzer can require to annotate code which is
used for sanitizing input, this way, taint propagation in conjunction with data-flow analysis can detect
output which has not gone through the sanitization function. Hence, the sanitization function is left
for manual review, which is acceptable in practice since this prevents reviewing the whole codebase.
Instead, reviewing the sanitization function and parts of the codebase where the sanitization function
is not used prior to outputting, is enough. Note that this does not prevent XSS completely, depending
on the type of output, the sanitization function should be different. See [26] for more info.

2.3.3 Buffer Overflow

Historically, buffer overflows were the most common and notorious security vulnerabilities in software
([9]) because a lot of software was written in traditional and unsecure languages. Nowadays, languages
as Java and C#, which run inside a sandbox, are not prone to buffer overflows (aside from some minor
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corner cases which are outside the scope). Hence the shift to XSS being the most reported bug [27].

Detecting buffer overflows is hard because they occur in a lot of different ways. One of the techniques
that can be used for finding buffer overflows is tainting analysis (see subsection 2.2.3). This works
because inherently, non-trivial buffer overflows often occur when writing to memory using some “dan-
gerous” function (i.e. sink). Writing internal data to memory which is not large enough will result
in undefined behavior but is in itself not exploitable unlike writing user-input. Unfortunately, taint
analysis only will not catch calculation errors which lead to buffer overflows. Moreover, the “validation
function” for sinks is often a simple if statement which checks if the destination is large enough.

Another approach is described in [32]. This analysis method is described in detail in the paper, but
in short the idea is to statically derive the range of integer as accurate as possible. Then, constraints
are defined on the variables of different functions in the form

The range of the first variable must be a subrange of the second variable.

Yet another approach is described in [11], here the authors try to combine all known techniques into one
analyzer for enhanced accuracy of the results. This approach is quite complex and requires annotations
(i.e. Design by Contract), performs constraint solving, theorem proofing, pointer analysis, and integer
analysis.

Unfortunately, due to the complexity of buffer overflows it is very hard to have a low false negative
rate. The C/C++ language allows for direct memory manipulation which is so complex that static
analysis cannot be very accurate. The best approach known until know is to combine all the different
analysis techniques to decrease the false negative rate. However, this implies also a higher false positive
rate.

2.3.4 Command Injection

Command injection is occurring occasionally [27], but fortunately it is in general quite easy to spot
command injections. Command injection can occur in very specific sequence of events. This sequence
can be detected by means of data-flow analysis combined with tainting analysis.

Command injections occur when improperly sanitized user input is inputted in functions which execute
a command outside the boundary of the current application. A common form of command injection
is executing OS commands from a web application.

The catch with detecting command execution, is that it is possible to detect if data flows from a source
to a potential “command injection sink” using taint propagation, however, there is no one function
for validating input to system commands. Sanitization of input strongly depends on the needs of the
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application under review, the system which is used to inject commands, etc.

A possible improvement here to reduce the number of false positives is to require sanitization functions
for commands which are potentially vulnerable for command injection. Only such functions can remove
taint from tainted data. This leaves only the sanitization function for manual review.

2.3.5 TOCTOU

TOCTOU (i.e. Time of Check, Time of Use) is a common race condition, sometimes leading to a
security vulnerability. TOCTOU is most common when accessing (system) resources [12]. The most
common pattern where a boolean expression is checked and depending on the result of the check some
potentially vulnerable statement is executed.

TOCTOU can be subdivided into two categories, the first category is concerned with accessing system
resources and hence is referred to as OS-level TOCTOU. By manipulating the operating system be-
tween the time of check and the time of use, an attacker may get an advantage and perform operations
on files with the rights of the exploited application.

The second category is concerned with TOCTOU at the application layer. An example here is access
control policy enforcement, which is explained in more detail in [4]. Since such specific operation can
actually be classified as business logic, they are very hard to detect in general with static analysis and
hence are outside the scope of this project.

OS related TOCTOU are detectable by context sensitive pattern matching as described in subsec-
tion 2.2.4. Such TOCTOUs are inherent when using combination of system calls. Moreover, detecting
is made even easier because there are no correct ways of doing it right when using the combination of
vulnerable functions.

2.3.6 Unsafe Use of Mutable Objects

In some programming languages (especially managed languages), the programmer does not have to
specify explicitly if a function argument is passed by reference or passed by value. If in such a case a
programmer passes a mutable object - which contains security sensitive data - to an unsafe external
function, the object can be mutated as a side effect of the function call.

Consider the following example:� �
1 package java . lang ;
2 public class Class
3 {
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4 private Object [ ] s i g n e r s ;
5 public Object [ ] g e t S i g n e r s ( )
6 {
7 return s i g n e r s ;
8 }
9 }� �

This is an example from JDK 1.1. In this example, all the signers of a class are returned in order to
validate if the signature of a class is correct. The problem occurs because objects of the type “Object”
are mutable and the returned type is a reference to an “array of objects”. Consequently, the caller
of getSigners() receives a reference to the private variable signers and thus the caller can replace an
item inside the array by simply assigning a new value to an object inside the array.

Detecting every single place in the code where a mutable object is passed by reference as argument or
returns a reference to a mutable object is easy. Unfortunately, most of these occurrences will be on
purpose at best and not harmful in the worst case. In languages such as Java or C# where almost
each object is mutable and passed by reference, this would create an enormous list of false positives.
Since it is impossible to distinguish which use is vulnerable, finding such issues is not effective with
static analysis. Fortunately, this is a very minor class of security issues.

A possible solution will be to manually aid the static analyzer by means of annotations. One can
annotate variables which should be “private”, meaning that no reference may leak outside the class.
This way, a static analyzer can narrow the search scope and check if annotated private variables are
not leaked.

2.3.7 Hardcoded passwords

Passwords are in general strings and an application contains many hardcoded strings which are not
harmful for security. To detect hardcoded passwords in a sound way, one should search for variables
with a specific name that strongly suggest a password. Examples of such variable names are:

• password

• pwd

• passwd

• pass

If a variable with such a name is assigned a constant value, then a warning should be given indicating
that passwords should not be hardcoded or that a wrong variable name is chosen.
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Another approach is to perform a reverse analysis, thereby finding function where keys/passwords are
arguments and check if these arguments have a constant value. This can be checked by rewriting the
code into SSA form (see subsection 2.2.2).

2.3.8 Information Disclosure

Information disclosure often occurs when two different control paths in a security sensitive context
lead to different outputs. In such case, a potential attacker can for example derive from the output
which path was taken.

Another usual way where information is leaked is in error message, diagnostics messages and when
exceptions occur. By default - especially in debugging environments - the default behaviour is to show
all error messages and output as much information as possible to make the life of developers easier.
It is very important to disable all such debugging output by default. Since such output is usually a
configuration setting, there is no point in doing static analysis on the source code. Only when ones
want to ensure, that even with the wrong configuration, no information is leaked, there would be use
for static analysis. However, since this is an uncommon situation, it is outside the scope of this project.
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3 Review of Static Analysers

Reviewing the performance of static analysis tools is a new field with little literature, hence, there are
no standardized methods for benchmarking. The most common way to benchmark the performance
of a (static) analyzer, is by analyzing open-source software with known vulnerabilities; examples of
this approach are [32, 6, 22, 15, 18, 33, 34]. Unfortunately, this method is very inaccurate and the
results of such a benchmark are relative. From the produced results, one can deduce how many false
positives are generated, however, making a statement on the number of false negatives is very hard.
And especially in the security context, false negatives are important. In more formal terms, one can
give an indication of the precision of the results, but not on the recall.

In order for this thesis to give more insight in the performance of the tool, simple code snippets are
created which are designed in such a way to push the limits of the static analyzer. These snippets, as
given in Appendix A will try to force the analyzer in producing a false positive or a false negative. By
doing so, one can (partly) deduce the inner working of the analyzers and therefore get a better idea of
the accuracy.

In the next section, the testing methodology will be described (subsection 3.1), hereafter (i.e. subsec-
tion 3.2), the tools that will be used for the benchmark will be discussed including a motivation for the
choice of the tools. Hereafter, the performance of the tools will be discussed in detail (subsection 3.3).
Next, the problems which were common among all tested tools will be discussed (subsection 3.4) and
finally a conclusion will be drawn in subsection 3.5.

Note that the analysis that is performed for this thesis is a qualitative analysis and not a quantitative
analysis. The main motivation for a qualitative analysis is that understanding how a tool behaves
and why it does so, is a better indicator of the overall quality compared to performing benchmarks on
random code samples and generalize the conclusions.

3.1 Methodology

In order to get a feeling of the performance of the tools, code snippets are designed by the author in
two main categories, XSS and (SQL) injections. These two categories are chosen based on the OWASP
Top 10 vulnerabilities op 2010 [27]. Other vulnerability categories are not considered since this thesis´
main focus is XSS.

The code snippets are created by analyzing vulnerabilities reported in BugTraq5 (a database of security

5http://www.securityfocus.com
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vulnerabilities) and the author’s knowledge of XSS and SQL injections. The snippets are created in
such a way that the vulnerability is not for a static analyzer and yet subtle enough to be human made.
Therefore, the code snippets are representative for flaws which are found in real applications. In each
snippet, the developer has tried to perform validation but failed due to minor errors. The challenge
for the static analyzer is to find these minor errors. Moreover, a true positive is only marked as true
positive in this benchmark if the motivation given by the analyzer is also correct. Requiring a correct
motivation is part of the qualitative analysis.

Besides the performance with respect to accuracy of the results, the aspects “usability”, “Limita-
tions”, “customization” and “price” are taken into account. Although from a scientific point of view
these aspects are less interesting, when used in a business environment they become important. The
importance of these aspects will be covered in the next paragraphs.

Usability In a business context, the aspect usability is important because of the learning curve that
is required to use a tool properly and the efficiency for using the tool. A tool with a steep learning
curve and requiring relatively much time to configure and perform a single analysis is not considered
efficient according to users6 who were shortly interviewed concerning the issue of usability. While a
tool which has a smooth user-interface and reading a tutorial is enough to use the tool properly is much
more efficient and hence more attractive in a business/enterprise environment. Also the easiness of
customization is considered to be important aspect in usability, according to the interviewed potential.

Limitations Each tool has strengths and weaknesses. Notable weaknesses of each tool are discussed
in order to provide the reader a viewpoint with respect to weaknesses of the tool as such. This aspect
of the tool is not necessarily limited to the accuracy of the results but can be any weakness such as
crashes, bugs, language detection, etc.

Customization Each application is unique and hence requires tailoring of the analysis for optimal
performance. Imagine an application which uses a single regular expression to sanitize user-input
before writing to screen. This is one of the many possible approaches to prevent XSS. Another
approach is to perform the sanitization “inline” before writing to screen. Moreover, this sanitization
is done by replacing characters with simple string replaces instead of using regular expression. This
example illustrates the need for tailoring of the analysis. If an analyzer is not customizable by the
user, chances are that the user will not be able to correctly “learn” the analyzer the specific details of
his application. Customization in static analyzers usually means the possibility for the user to extend
the rules (see Figure 1 in section 2) of the analyzer such that the accuracy increases. The ability
to customize an analyzer can vary from no customization possibilities (i.e. rules are encapsulated
inside the application) until fully customizable rules adjustable with a GUI. No customization is being
rated as the lowest while fully customizable rules will be rated as the highest for this aspect. Another
form of customization is the possibility to customize the analyzer in such a way that newly discovered
vulnerabilities can be detected.

6colleagues at PwC who perform security assessments
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Price The price of a static analyzer is in a business context an important aspect when reviewing
tools. From a business point of view, the costs of the tool should be less than the advantages (i.e.
turnover, reputation, new business development, etc). And one of the aspects that contribute to the
total cost of using the tool is the price of the tool itself. Therefor, price is taken into account when
reviewing the tools. Since from a scientific point of view the price is the least interesting, the parts
regarding the price will be concise.

3.2 Tools

This section will give a short introduction and a motivation for the tools which are chosen to be
reviewed in addition a little bit of background information on the tool will be given to provide the
reader a context.

3.2.1 Fortify 360

Fortify is one of the leading commercial tools for static security analysis. Fortify offers its product
in two forms. First, they offer their software as a service (SaaS). Users can upload their codebase to
the Fortify servers, where the code is analyzed. A report is sent back with the results of the analysis.
Second, Fortify offers “Fortify 360”, which is a complete solution for security audits. It contains a
static analyzer which is discussed in more detail below. The dynamic analyzer, also part of Fortify, is
out of scope for this research. Moreover, Fortify allows for security bug tracking and quality assurance,
as part of the complete security assessment solution.

The choice to include the results of Fortify in this thesis are twofold. First, as mentioned earlier, Fortify
is one of the leading companies in the field of static security analysis. Therefore, one can expect the
best overall performance accompanied by the newest techniques in the field of static analysis. It is
expected that any fundamental shortcoming of this tool would be an open research area. Second, the
performance of Fortify sets a baseline for the accuracy of static analysis. This research will be aimed
to improve the accuracy achieved by Fortify.

Fortify uses a number of techniques discussed earlier to produce its results. One of the most impor-
tant technique used by Fortify for the purpose of analyze specifically PHP code is tainting analysis
(subsection 2.2.3). In the snippets which were scanned using Fortify, all warnings generated relating
XSS and SQL injection were found using tainting analysis. This is deduced by looking at the individ-
ual warnings, each warning regarding XSS and SQL injection, Fortify identified a source and a sink.
Moreover, all function in between were considered, in order to identify potential validation functions.
The data is being tracked in every statement where each default PHP function can either add, remove
or leave the tainting flags. Each type of vulnerability which can be detected using taint-analysis is has
its taint flag which is set or unset when data travels form source to sink. The data-flow analysis which
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is performed is inter-procedural as well as intra-procedural. Also this is deduced from the results pro-
duced by Fortify. In the presented trace which leads to a vulnerability, all intra-procedural functions
are shown and analyzed.

Note that taint-analysis is not the only analysis technique applied by the static analyzer of Fortify.
However, the other techniques which are used are not discussed here since they are used to detect
other vulnerabilities. Hence, they’re out of scope for this research.

Since Fortify does not provide documentation on its inner workings, the details described in the
previous paragraph are deduced from the “Custom Rules Editor” (a tool to create custom rules for
the analysis).

The results in this thesis are based on the static analyzer of “Fortify 360 v2.6.5” called “Fortify SCA”.
The performance of Fortify is discussed in subsection 3.3.1.

3.2.2 RIPS

RIPS is an open-source static analyzer for PHP. It is currently in development and is not yet very
mature. RIPS is, besides RATS7, currently the only open source static security analyzer supporting
PHP which has a supporting community. For all other open-source static analyzers the development
has either stopped (i.e. there is no update on Pixy since 2007) or there is no support for PHP (i.e.
ITS4, OWASP LAPSE, PQL).

Inspecting the source code of RIPS reveals the techniques which are used by RIPS. RIPS performs
tainting analysis and a very simple form of data-flow analysis to track data from source to sink. There
are no research papers describing RIPS or its workings, therefor all the information is extracted by
inspecting the source code. The source code is at implementation level, hence the ideas and the theory
behind it are very hard to deduce.

RIPS requires a webserver with support for PHP in order to run it. As a matter of fact, RIPS is
developed in PHP, which has as advantage that it can run on any platform as long as there is a
webserver. Moreover, it can be used as a service from a central place. The disadvantage is that it
requires additional infrastructure (i.e. webserver, php installation) to run. Hence it is not a standalone
application. Another disadvantage is that the capabilities of the user-interface of a webapplication are
still more restrictive compared to the capabilities of a desktop application.7Rough Auditing Tool for Security, https://www.fortify.com/ssa-elements/threat-intelligence/rats.html
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3.2.3 Pixy

Pixy is a static analyzer for PHP especially focused on finding XSS and SQL injections, other flaws
are not found by Pixy. Although Pixy is no more actively developed, it is still on of the best open-
source tools available for analyzing PHP. It performs good dataflow analysis and has advanced features
which are not available in other analyzers. According to the paper introducing Pixy [15], it performs
flow-sensitive (subsection 2.2.1) interprocedural data-flow analysis. Moreover, the context-sensitive
data-flow analysis makes it possible to detect SQL injections with more precision than simple tainting
analysis.

Consider the function mysql real escape string(), in ordinary tainting analysis, one would consider
that this function removes taint with respect to SQL sinks. However, this rule of thumb can lead
to false negatives if the result of mysql real escape string() is not used properly in the query. Such
an example is given in Listing 32 on page 70. mysql real escape string() makes a string safe to be
inserted inside an SQL query such that the string cannot escape the context and change the semantics
of the query. This is achieved by means of sanitizing characters with a special meaning for MySQL8.
However, in Listing 32, the data which is inserted in the query is not quoted. MySQL allows for
unquoted variable values to be separated by a whitespace, therefore, one can change the semantics of
the query by simply having a correctly formed SQL injection starting with (whitespace)space one or
more characters. Pixy positively identifies such cases where sanitization functions are used improperly
and warns the user about the potential dangers.

The only paper describing Pixy is the initial paper when the tool was released. During time, Pixy re-
ceived several updates, with the feature for detecting SQL injections being the most striking. However,
none of these features are described in newer papers, so most information about the inner working of
the tool should be derived form the source-code.

3.2.4 PHP String Analyzer

PHP String Analyzer (PHP SA) is a research tool that approximates the HTML output of a single PHP
file. The output of the file is given as a Context Free Grammar. The paper [22] mentions that the tool
can be used to find XSS flaws. This is done by providing a regular expression of undesired HTML which
is should not be present in the output. PHP SA can check if this regular expression is a sublanguage
of the CFG, thereby providing proof if that is the case. By deducing these results PHP SA is based
on formal methods and automaton theory. As described in [22, sec 5], the transformation from source
code to CFG is a complex process involving multiple steps and assumptions on the language behavior.
Moreover, the transformation from the model to a CFG, simplification of the CFG or calculating the
so called “regular intersection” (i.e. intersection between a regular grammar and a CFG) are features

8http://nl3.php.net/manual/en/function.mysql-real-escape-string.php
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which come with PHP SA. This thesis will show why the possibilities of these tool are not yet fully
exploited in the context of web security and in section 4 a more robust approach will be introduced to
detect XSS using the functionality offered by PHP SA.

The current abilities of PHP SA are expected to produce a lot of false positives since no distinction is
made between output which was meant by the developer of the page and output which can be injected
by an attacker. Consider the following regular expression which should check if a CFG contains XSS:

< script > .∗? < /script >

The regular expression matches any output of the CFG which starts with a script tag, followed by
any string followed by a closing script tag. PHP SA now checks if the page will contain such output
by calculating the intersection of the regular expression given above (in PREG notation without
delimiters) and the CFG of the whole page analyzed. Besides from the limited scope of the regular
expression, there is another problem. It is very common that a page contains javascript in the form
described above which is meant to be by the developer of the application. In that case, one cannot
speak of a XSS vulnerability, it is rather part of the functionality of the application. Therefore, PHP
SA in its current form is not suited to find XSS flaws.

Another note regarding PHP SA is that is can only be used to find client side problems since the tools
focuses on the output of a PHP script.

3.2.5 Other tools

Other tools which were considered for this research are given below including a reason why they’re not
chosen to be reviewed.

PQL The Program Query Language, is a meta-languages used to find (anti)patterns in Java code.
The idea of PQL is that software security vulnerabilities are often antipatterns in the program source
code. Hence, by searching for such patterns, one can (partially) find such security vulnerabilities.
However, the PQL approach is more advanced as using regular expressions since one can specify
dataflow in the queries which leads to higher accuracy of results. PQL is not used in this research
since it is focused on Java, moreover, I did not saw any direct way to improve accuracy of current tools
by using PQL.

ITS4 ITS4 is an open-source tool freely provided by Cigital. It is an analyzer for C and C++ code
which scans for known dangerous functions and reports the dangers. ITS4 is not used for this research
since the expected results where quite. Moreover, it is only suited for C/C++ code.
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CodeScan CodeScan is a general security analyzer which does analysis on PHP, ASP and ASP.NET
for a wide variety of security vulnerabilities. CodeScan was not used in this research since it was not
possible to get an educational or trial license.

CodeSecure CodeSecure is a SaaS security analyzer for ASP.NET, VB.NET, C#, Java/J2EE, JSP,
EJB, PHP, Classic ASP and VBScript. CodeSecure was not used since it was not possible to get an
educational or trial license.

Coverity Coverity is one of the first static analyzers. In the past is was mainly aimed at C and C++
code. Recently, the analyzer is also capable of analyzing C# and Java code. Coverity is often praised
for its good results, unfortunately, also Coverity does not provide educational nor trial licenses.

OWASP O2 OWASP O2 is a project of OWASP which aids security experts. Static analysis of
.NET code is one of the parts of O2. According to the website, O2 is:

The O2 platform represents a new paradigm for how to perform, document and distribute
Web Application security reviews. O2 is designed to Automate Security Consultants
Knowledge and Workflows and to Allow non-security experts to access and consume Secu-
rity Knowledge.

Unfortunately, O2 is still in development phase and the static analyzer did not function correctly.
Consequently, O2 is not used in this research.

OWASP LAPSE LAPSE is another OWASP project aimed at security analysis. LAPSE comes as
a Eclipse plugin and is able to analyze Java J2EE web applications and targets the most common web
application vulnerabilities. Also LAPSE is in development phase and did not function correctly.

3.3 Tool performance

This section will present the results of the analysis performed on the four tools described in the previous
section using the code samples from section A.

Fortify performs best because it is able to find a lot of different types of vulnerabilities quite accurately.
Although the results are quite full of false positives, Fortify avoids missing vulnerabilities. Pixy, on
the other hand, is only able to find two types of vulnerabilities, XSS and SQL injections. However,
for these two vulnerabilities, Pixy is superior with respect to Fortify. For this reason, Pixy is marked
as second best tool of this analysis. RIPS and PHP SA are not accurate enough to be used in real-life
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settings. The number of false positives and false negatives for RIPS and the number of false positives
for PHP SA are too high to make an effective analyzer.

A short overview of the results of the review for the tested tools is given below in tabular form. Each
of the aspect which are reviewed are presented as a column in the next table. On each row, a number
of positive and negative remarks are given for each tool. Positive remarks are marked with a + while
negative ones are marked with a −. Similarly, very good remarks are preceded by a ++ while very bad
ones are preceded by a −−. The table below is a short overview of the most notable findings, in the
following subsections, the results of each tool are considered in more detail. Moreover, as a separate
appendix to this document, the raw results produced by the tools are included.

Table 1: Overview of notable performance findings

Accuracy Limitations Usability Customization Price

Fortify
360

+ Good overall
accuracy

−− A lot of false
positives

− A lot of false
positives especially
for XSS

−− Unable to
detect context
aware
vulnerabilities

++ Very user
friendly

++Integrated
solution for
vulnerability
management

+ Rule
customization via
GUI

− A lot of options,
hence steep
learning curve for
custom rules

−− Varying
from $3.000
for 1 scan,
until $64.000
for a year
license

Pixy

+ Accurate for
standard
vulnerabilities,
especially SQL
injections

− Possible false
negatives when
using unknown
functions

−− Only usable
for XSS and SQL
Injection

−− Crashes on
large applications

− Unnecessary
complex usage

+ Creates flow
graphs of
vulnerability for
easier
understanding

++ Tainting easily
customizable by
indicating sinks,
sources and
propagators

++ Multiple levels
of tainting

+ 0
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RIPS −− Not accurate
enough for practical
use

−−Results are not
displayed correctly

−− Limited analy-
ses posibilities

+ UI is decent and
includes statistics
and scan informa-
tion

- Web server &
PHP installation is
needed to run the
tool

−− No possibility
to customize analy-
sis

+ 0

PHP SA −− Default offered
XSS analysis is not
accurate

++ Accurate
output approxima-
tion

− Dynamic in-
cludes are not
handles correctly

−− A lot of basic
PHP functions are
not recognized

− Requires a lot
of manual trial
and error to get a
correct analysis

− All commaned
line based with a
lot of parameters
and options

++ Specify-
ing/overriding
function imple-
mentation to be
used for output
approximation

+ 0

Regarding the analysis performed by the different tools, below is a table with common problems found
in (almost) all the tools. Each cell indicates how the tool performs relative to other tools regarding
a common pitfall, which are explained in more detail in subsection 3.4. These problems indicate how
the tools perform on unusual input. Note that the table below only gives an overview of the common
problems and how these are handled, this table is not about the general performance.

Table 2: Overview of common issues affecting accuracy

Fortify Pixy RIPS PHP SA

Custom validation 0 0 −− ++
Context Awareness −− + −− 0
Variable functions − −− + −−
Unknown functions 0 0 0 −−
Data flow analysis 0 + −− +
Correct tainting classification 0 + − N/A
Character encoding 0 0 0 0
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3.3.1 Fortify 360 SCA

Overall, Fortify performs by better than the other tested tools. Fortify manages to find a large number
of different kinds of flaws with good accuracy. Appendix B.2 shows the results of the analysis on the
snippets from Appendix A.

Another positive aspect is the integrated environment, which makes it easy to perform code analysis
and manage code analysis projects. Fortify is outperformed by Pixy regarding XSS and SQL Injection
flaws since Pixy is focused on only these two. Finally, due to the nice user-interface and the handy bug-
tracking and project management features, Fortify becomes an ideal candidate for large-scale source
code analysis.

Accuracy The accuracy of the results produced by Fortify are reasonable, meaning that finding
vulnerabilities without Fortify would consume more time. However, the results are far from perfect
regarding false positives and to some extent false negatives. Especially cases where tainting analysis is
not enough often result in false positives/negatives. For example, consider the XSS cases in Listing 11,
Listing 12 and Listing 13. In this case Fortify marks the echo line as dangerous for XSS and motivates
this with the line “Poor Validation”. However, the poor validation message is also shown whenever
the validation function discussed (i.e. htmlspecialchars()) is used correctly.

As far as it can be deduced from the results, this is an intentional trade-off made by the developers.
An example that underlines this observation is the fact that Fortify always emits a warning when the
php function htmlspecialchars() is used as a validation function against XSS. This is not correct since
there are a lot of legitimate cases where the usage of htmlspecialchars() is correct.

If the motivation for marking some code as vulnerable is not considered, Fortify manages to identify
20 of the 33 vulnerabilities in the snippets. However, whenever also the motivation of marking the
vulnerability as vulnerable is counted, the results drop dramatically. Only 12/30 vulnerabilities are
correctly identified as security threats with a correct reason. The correct reason is important, if the
motivation is not correct, one can make a slight modification to the could which would result the
analyzer to still identify a vulnerability while it is not present anymore.

Regarding XSS, Fortify had only 4 out of the 17 snippets a correct motivation for marking a line as
vulnerable.

Limitations The accuracy of Fortify regarding XSS is a limitation. Of course, it is known that the
best way to prevent XSS is to whitelist output [26], unfortunately, this is not always possible. Hence,
validation functions are often used as a blacklist. In such a case, Fortify always emits a warning
for either weak validation (e.g. htmlspecialchars()) or no validation (e.g. strip tags()). One might
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argue that in such cases Fortify is correct to emit a warning because the use of such functions is hard.
Although the use of these functions is hard, the nature of HTML does not allow for a better approach.
Depending on the location in the document, different characters are “dangerous”, hence, one is obliged
to use the correct validation function at the right place. The PHP language could make securing PHP
applications easier by renaming functions in such a way that the function name indicates where it is
proper to use the validation function, instead of naming the function according to its functionality.

This lack of context-awareness is visible in the fact that none of the context-aware code snippets were
judged correctly by Fority. The snippets in the inclusive range Listing 11 until Listing 14 can all be
detected if context-awareness is present in the analysis. Each snippet presents a case where an attempt
to perform correct validation is done, however, due to minor yet important mistakes, the validation is
not performed correctly.

Usability Fortify 360 is the only tool with a user-interface, the so-called “Audit Workbench”. The
Audit Workbench allows the user to point-and-click through the flaws found, order-and-group flaws,
assign responsible team members, lookup the history of vulnerabilities throughout the application
lifecycle and much more. This is another extra which distinguished Fortify from the other tools.

Moreover, Fortify creates customizable reports with varying details according to purpose of the report.
The detail level of the reports can vary from management summary until detailed analysis of the
vulnerability with the relevant pieces of code, examples and possible solutions.

Validation Customization Fortify provides great means to customize validation procedures. Along
with the Audit Workbench, comes a nice tool to aid in the creation of rules. One can create fine-grained
rules to improve accuracy of the analysis. Moreover, the command line tool includes various options for
customizing the depth of the analysis and various other configuration parameters which are described
in detail in the documentation of Fortify.

Price Fortify comes with a pricing model which is adapted to the user needs. Depending on the
purpose of using Fortify, different licensing schemes are available. Note that the prices in this paragraph
are rough estimation and are not official figures published by Fortify. The estimates given below are
the figures presented by “Intelligent Enterprise Solutions”9, a reseller of Fortify. The simplest solution
to use Fortify is by performing one scan which cost approximately $3.000. This is done as a service, the
user can upload the codebase to an online portal were the analysis is performed and a detailed PDF is
sent back. In order to use this online service for 1 year, on 1 application for unlimited number of times,
one pays approximately $9.000. When using the desktop tool, users are allowed to peform unlimited
number of scans on unlimited number of times. However, the license is valid for one year and pricing
is based on two models, per LOC or per developer. The price for an “enterprise” license — which
includes full technical support and updates with new/enhanced rules for detecting vulnerabilities —
is $64.000 per million lines of code scanned. For the other model, based on number of developers, the

9http://www.iesinfo.com/
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price for the same solution is approximately $1000 per developer with a minimum of 100 developers. A
perpetual Fortify “standard” license — without support and updates — costs approximately $45.000.

3.3.2 Pixy

Pixy has a narrow scope for vulnerabilities [15] but is very accurate in finding XSS and SQL injections.
For these two vulnerability classes, Pixy performs as good as Fortify. Especially for SQL injections,
where Pixy performs context aware analysis, the results are more accurate compared to Fortify, see
Appendix B.3.

Accuracy Although Pixy produces false positives and false negatives, the overall accuracy is very
good (see Appendix B.3). The time needed to find the false positives/negatives in the result set is
minimized by Pixy since it generates a detailed flow-graph of each found vulnerability. This enables
the user to get a better understanding of how the vulnerability can be traced back in the code and
therefor it is easier for a user to understand and correctly repair a vulnerability.

Unfortunately, Pixy does not perform context-aware XSS analysis, which could be an improvement.
However, performing context-aware HTML analysis directly on source code is extremely hard, if not
impossible. Context-aware analysis requires to inspect the order in which output is produced, however,
source code does not provide this order since program flow can split at multiple locations in the code.

Limitations There are two major limitations for Pixy. First, Pixy limits its analysis to XSS and
SQL injections. Hence, it is not a complete vulnerability scanner.

Moreover, due to inherent limitations of the Java environment, one has to specify the maximum heap
size of an analysis. When a large code base is used, it frequently happens that this maximum heap size
is exceeded by the analyzer resulting in a crash. Compared to for example Fortify, Pixy used much
more memory which may suggest that the memory usage of the implementation is not optimal.

Usability The usability of Pixy is quite poor. For larger codebases, Pixy regularly crashes. Some-
times it helps to increase the amount of heap that Pixy is allowed to use, however, in some cases
also increasing the heap doesn’t help. The errors which are produced when crashing are default Java
exceptions which often do not reveal the true underlying cause of the crash.

Another issue regarding useability of Pixy is that it is only a command line analyzer and nothing more.
Hence, for each analysis one has to configure Pixy with the correct command line parameters. Pixy
then produces a text file with the results and - if desired - a tainting graph with the dataflow which
leads to a possible vulnerability.
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Pixy does not use any classification of the vulnerabilities with respect to certainty and severeness of
an issue. It groups the results in two groups, XSS and SQL injection.

Validation Customization The analysis of Pixy can be customized using plain text files. There
are different text files for tainting sources, tainting sinks and validation functions. For SQL injections,
there is also an option to define if the validation function is conditionally or unconditionally secure.
This is one of the advanced features of Pixy with respect to the other scanner. Conditionally secure
means that the query is secure, given that the query is quoted correctly. This is tested by Pixy
using string analysis. Unconditionally secure is always secure, even if the original query is not quoted
properly. An example of unconditionally secure validation is accepting only integers as user-input.
Integers make it impossible to have SQL injections, even if the query is not quoted properly.

The other options in Pixy which are customizable are concerning the environment, an example is the
heap usage. This is however out of scope for this thesis.

Price Pixy is open-source and free to use, hence there is no price for acquiring or using the software.
However, as usual with open-source software, there is no (technical) support for the system.

3.3.3 RIPS

RIPS is, among the reviewed tools, the most inaccurate one. The number of false positives and false
negatives is too large to be useful in a real-life setting. This can be accounted to the fact that it is a
one-man open source project.

RIPS is implemented as a PHP application.

Accuracy The accuracy of RIPS is too low to be used on a large source code in a security review.
For the code samples used to benchmarks as presented in the previous section, RIPS found 6 XSS
vulnerabilities and one SQL injection.

Only 3 of the reported XSS injections were legitimate and reported correctly. The remaining three
discovered vulnerabilities are reported on semicolons and curly braces. The reported SQL injection is
also a false positive. Hence, it can be concluded that RIPS is an inaccurate static analyzer.

Limitations The biggest limitations of RIPS are the produced results. The results are way too
inaccurate to be useful in a real-life setting. Even the results which are reported are not reported
correctly. It is not acceptable for a tool to report a vulnerability on a curly brace.
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Usability The advantage of RIPS compared to Pixy is that it contains a user-interface. The user-
interface enables a user to select a file, configure the analysis and reporting methods and analyze the
selected source code by pushing a button.

Unfortunately, due to bugs in the analyzing/reporting engine, the vulnerabilities which are found
(either true or false positives) are not always reported correctly. This has severe impact on the
useability of the tool.

Validation Customization RIPS does not provide any friendly way to customize the analysis
engine. The only possible way to customize the analysis is by modifying the code. Since the code is
structured quite neatly, it will not be very hard for a programmer to customize the analysis. However,
this is not an option for someone who does not have knowledge of the PHP language and is not willing
to invest.

Price RIPS is open-source and free to use, hence there is no price for acquiring or using the software.
The developer of RIPS is dedicated in constantly enhancing the performance. Moreover, due to the
dedication he will provide basic support for using the tool, but since this is voluntarily, this support is
usually not sufficient when used for commercial purposes.

3.3.4 PHP SA

PHP String Analyzer is a research tool which creates an approximation of the output produced by
a PHP page. This approximation is given in the form of a context free grammar. PHP SA can be
used to find cross-site scripting by giving a blacklist of regular expressions which are not allowed to be
present in the CFG.

Accuracy The accuracy of PHP SA for detecting XSS scripting is very poor. The tool does not
differentiate output which is meant by the developer and output which is injected by a malicious user.
Hence, the rate of false positives is very high in the results.

Fortunately, the core task of PHP SA, which is producing an approximation of the output, is done very
accurately. The CFG which is outputted is in most case accurate enough to perform further analysis
and improve the results for finding XSS vulnerabilities.

Limitations The main limitation of PHP SA is the fact that it is not accurate enough in its current
form to be used in real life applications to detect XSS. Furthermore, the results of the analysis do not
reference the original source code with detailed information. As with other open source tools, PHP
SA is not an fully integrated security solution, but a tool which aids in analysis by bare means.
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Usability The usability of PHP SA is limited. First, PHP SA is distributed as source code and
the user should compile it using the makefiles. This works on *nix based systems, however, I did not
succeed on installing it on Windows with Cygwin although the instructions in the documentation were
precisely followed.

Another issue with PHP SA is the numerous arguments which have to be provided on the command
line to configure the tool. Some of these argument could have default values which can be overwritten
if needed. This decreases the usability of the tool and makes it harder to use. Although the tool has
much potential and can be utilized further, this has not happened yet.

Validation Customization The validation is completely customizable by means of regular expres-
sions. One can specify assumption on the user-input in the form of a regular expression and specify
what form of strings should not be present in the output. Although the latter has some limitations,
customizations are possible. Allowing to specify assumptions on the input and checking output by
means of a regular expression is a powerful way to perform validation. An important side-note is
however that PHP SA should have made a distinction between intended output by the developer and
output produced by user input. Due to a lack of this distinction, the analysis accuracy deteriates

Price PHP SA is open-source and free to use, hence there is no price for acquiring or using the
software. Also note that there is no license at all available for the software. Not on the website, nor
inside the source code is there any license.

3.4 Common Problems for Reviewed Tools

This section will discuss the common problems which are encountered in all of the tools reviewed
for this research. Each “common problem” is described in more detail in the following paragraphs
such that the reader gets an insight into the possible limitations of static analysis in general. Also,
this section may serve as inspiration for new research areas as the problems described here are open
research problems.

Custom validation A common method for input validation used in many webapplications is using
custom validation methods based on the applications’ requirements. Often, such validation is imple-
mented in the form of a regular expression. This is for example found in common PHP applications
such as Wordpress, PHPbb, phpMyAdmin, etc. For example, when one is inside an HTML context
(i.e. inside a “normal” html-tag not script or style for example), removing all occurrences of < and
> is sufficient to prevent XSS. The static analyzers are not aware of such validation and hence mark
output as false positive.

Another example of custom validation is for example blacklisting files which may not be included.
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Although blacklisting is considered by security experts to be a bad practice[26], there are exceptions.
In some cases whitelisting is not possible or blacklisting is easier (to implement) and potentially safer.
In the example of file inclusion, an often seen countermeasure to prevent path traversal is to remove
each occurrence of “../”. This naive approach is not secure when it is done once, however, it is
sufficient when it is done recursively on the input string. None of both approaches are recognized as
safe by Fortify or RIPS while the former approach is flawed and the latter one is conditionally secure
(condition details are left as an exercise to the reader). Also removing all the dot-characters from the
input string, which is secure in most cases is not recognized as such in neither Fortify nor RIPS.

Furthermore, the usage of POSIX regular expressions for custom validation are not secure since the
PHP POSIX regular expression implementation is not binary safe. RIPS nor Fortify emit a warning
for using deprecated and potentially dangerous functions for validation.

Context Awareness Lack of context awareness is a major problem in the static analyzers reviewed.
Fortify does not take the context into account when performing its analysis. Examples of lack of context
awareness are listed below. Please note that the list contains mainly items concerning Fortify. This
is not because Fortify performs worst, but because Fortify tries to be complete, leading to more false
positives. Some examples of trying to be more complete are given below.

• Not reporting a security vulnerability when data is untainted by an escape function, while the
data is used improperty (i.e. without proper quoting). The only exception here is Pixy, which
takes quotes into account for SQL queries.

• Fortify, for example, gives always a warning whenever the validation function htmlspecialchars()
is used. This is however not always correct. Fortify states that htmlspecialchars() is a very weak
form of validation. This is not correct. Depending on the context, htmlspecialchars() is or is
not correct to use to prevent XSS. Note that htmlspecialchars() in Fortify is just an example of
false positives which are emitted based on the use of certain functions regardless of the context.
Another functions which is for example not correctly recognized as validation functions by Fortify
is strip tags(). Note that this is not a bug in Foritfy, but Fortify has most probably chosen to
omit these function as validators since they’re can only be used in a limited number of contexts.
Fortify seems to favor false positives above false negatives, which is of course a valid trade-off.

• Fortify attempts to recognize hardcoded passwords by means of a simple heuristic. Each time
the word password is encountered in comments, a warning is emitted. Moreover, whenever a
hardcoded string is assigned to a variable with the name $password, a warning is emitted. On
the other hand, there are no warnings emitted when a hardcoded string is assigned to a variable
named $pwd, $passwd or $pass.

Variable functions Variable functions are not taken into account in Fortify. RIPS, however, does
emit a warning for each variable function regardless if it is can potentially form a security vulnerability.
This is again a trade-off between false positives and false negatives. It is very hard to detect if the
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variable functions which is executed is dangerous or not, therefore one has to choose to either always
make a warning of a variable function - thereby giving favor to false positives instead and preventing
false negatives - or never warn about variable functions with the known consequences. One should
also take into account how often this functionality is used in practice and the consequences for “always
reporting” and “never reporting”.

Unknown functions Functions which are not known to Pixy and Fortify are considered to be safe
and assumed to be taint validators instead of taint propagators. Even when the input to such a function
is tainted, the return value is not tainted. Consider Listing 31, here, the tainted variable $ GET [′id′]
is inputted in a non-existing function. Since the function is unknown at the time of the analysis, one
has to make assumptions which should lead to the most secure results. In this case, on has to assume
that unknown functions create or propagate taint. Hence, the result of unknown functions should be
tainted by assumption.

Data flow analysis Dataflow analysis is one of the hardest parts for a static analyzer. Tracking
all different path data can travel throughout an application leads to an exploding number of different
states. Hence, compromises have to be introduced such that the results are still useful, while at the
same time the analysis can be done within reasonable amount of time and memory. One of the things
noticed during the review of the tools is the fact that Fortify starts tracking data from each reference
of the global variables, $ GET , $ POST , $ COOKIE, $ SERV ER. Although this may seem correct,
there is one special circumstance where this approach leads to false positives. Imagine a programming
style where the user stores the validated input back into the original $ GET , $ POST or $ COOKIE,
array. In this case, Fortify does not notice that the input is validated already. Pixy on the other hand,
observes such validation correctly and is able to prevent a false positive in such cases.

Incorrect tainting classification Some functions are incorrectly classified as taint propagators. An
example in Fortify is the strip tags() function. This function propagates the taint of the input, while
it should conditionally propagate the taint. Another example is addslashes(), which is recognized by
Fortify, however, it propagates taint without further notifying that addslashes() is incorrect validation
for escaping SQL input.

Character encoding None of the static analyzers reviewed takes the character encoding into ac-
count when performing the analysis. Using a non standard character encoding, one can bypass existing
filters. The character ” can be encoded as an UTF-8 character in a single byte (0x22). However, one
can use the Unicode character u0122, which is the Latin capital letter G with a cedilla (i.e. Ģ). When
this character is parsed as Unicode upon validation, the two mentioned characters are completely
different. However, when the browser later parses the page as UTF-8, u0122 become two characters,
namely 0x01 and 0x22. Hence, an attacker is able to inject a double quote character by encoding the
input as UTF-32. This is especially dangerous in environments where the input character encoding is
not explicitly defined but is automatically detected. Therefore it is crucial to always state the character
encoding of a page in the HTTP response header and in < head > tag of the HTML page.
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3.5 Conclusion

Concluding, from the four tools considered, Fortify performs best overall. It scores above other tools
with respect to accuracy, usability and customization. The price of Fortify is considerable, hence one
has to have a legitimate business case to justify the purchase. With respect to finding SQL injections,
Pixy has a higher accuracy score compared to the other tools. For all other aspects except price, Pixy
scores less. So for finding SQL injections only, Pixy is great. For finding XSS and SQL injections Pixy
is good. For all other security vulnerabilities, Pixy is not useful. The other two tools reviewed (i.e.
RIPS and PHP SA) are not usable for reviewing real-life applications due to a serious lack of accuracy.
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4 Detecting XSS based on output

approximation

Since XSS is an output validation problem, it makes more sense to analyze (statically) the output of
a web application instead of the source code. However, the source code is the basis of the output,
one cannot disregard the source code. The idea of this thesis is to build a model of the output based
on the source code and then perform the analysis on the output model (instead on the source code
model). The advantage of this method is that the analysis is performed on a model which is more
closely related to the attacks.

One of the main reasons for XSS being the most notorious security vulnerability on the web is the
many different forms it has. Unlike most other vulnerabilities, XSS can occur in a wide variety of
“contexts” (i.e. states of the HTML parser of the browser). Generic output validation is not sufficient
to prevent XSS, depending on context, different validation methods are required. Because the output
model provides a context for analysis, using it input for the analysis make the analysis much more
accurate as will be explained in the next sections.

4.1 General understanding

Since XSS is an output validation problem, it is intuitively easier to detect XSS based on possible
outputs than to detect XSS based on source code only. Compared to other static analysis methods,
where the source code is used as direct input for the static analysis, this approach uses the source
code only to make an approximation of all the possible outputs. This is represented by a context free
grammar. Although it is not always possible to describe all outputs of a webpage as a context free
grammar, the approximation is quite precise. For more details see [22, section 5.2].

Once the CFG is generated, it is used as input for the XSS analyzer. The analyzer, takes all the
possible paths through the CFG and while traversing these paths the current context is saved on a
stack. For every step that is taken in traversing the CFG, the analyzer continues to build up the
context until user-input is encountered. In that case, the analyzer calculates the intersection between
a predefined regular expression for the current context and a subset of the original CFG defined by
the user-input variable as start symbol. Since the regular expressions are blacklists, the intersection
of the partial CFG and the regular expression should be empty. If it happens that the intersection is
not empty, the variable is marked as vulnerable for XSS.

To illustrate this, consider the following example. Imagine traversing a CFG until the following pro-
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duction is encountered:

<img alt=”$5$”>Click here</a>

The variable $5$ in this example represents a variable which is typed as user-input. In this example,
the input is an attribute value for the attribute alt. Moreover, the attribute value is quoted with
double quotes, hence the only prohibited character in this case is the double quote character (see the
next section for details). The intersection of the CFG with $5$ as start symbol and the regex ” will
yield whether or not the user can insert a quote character in the attribute value and hence escape out
of the attribute value context. The regex in this case is the rule which the model should adhere to,
these regexes are derived from the OWASP XSS Cheat Sheet [26] where rules are defined that will
prevent XSS if they’re adhered to.

The reason for choosing blacklists in the form of regular expressions is twofold. Consider a solution
where one would disallow only single characters. Although this solution would be much simpler,
there is a huge disadvantage. Prohibition of dangerous character in itself is possible, but one can not
allow its escaped representation, leading to false positives. For instance, consider the case where a
single quote is not allowed, however, the character sequence \′ is allowed. This property of regular
expressions can be exploited even further by also prohibiting a backslash to escape the following
backslash. More formally, we can say that any language which contains an even number of escape
characters (e.g. slashes) followed by a dangerous character (e.g. single quote) is not allowed, while
any language which contains an odd number escape characters before a dangerous character is allowed
(i.e. the language (\\)∗′ is not allowed, while (\)(\\)∗′ is allowed). Another approach in formulating
the blacklists is by using a more powerful language than regular expression. This would be a context
free language. Although one can produce more expressive blacklists in theory, one can wonder if this
is useful. Even if it would be useful, a technical problem would prevent correct operation of such a
solution. Intersection is not closed under two context free grammars, hence the resulting context free
grammar is not necessarily context free. Consequently, it is not always possible to determine if the
resulting language is empty and therefore there would not always be a solution.

Besides the blacklists for the different context, which may require extension due to new finding, also
the contexts itself may require extension. Due to development of new attack vectors, browser bugs and
(X)HTML versions, over time one might be forced to adjust the rules. However, because the problem
of XSS is always the same, extending the “rules” will suffice in the future.

The HTML which is parsed to detect the current context is parsed using a pushdown automaton.
Determining the context actually means parsing HTML while traversing in the pushdown automaton
from state to state where each state represents a context. A pushdown automaton is needed in order to
be able to count the number of opened and closed HTML tags; a finite automaton would not allow this.
As explained before, for each given state (i.e. context) in the pushdown automata there is a predefined
blacklist in the form of a regular expression. This traversing of states whilst traversing the CFG is
stopped whenever a user-input type variable is encountered. Such variables are not allowed to change
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the context as changing the context means changing the semantics of the HTML, which creates XSS
vulnerabilities. Whenever a user-input typed variable is encountered, the analyzer instead calculates
if L(V ar)∩L(regex) = ∅. If this is the case, the analyzer concludes that no blacklisted value can flow
from user-input into the HTML page and hence the production rule is safe. If the set is not empty, a
blacklisted value can flow into the HTML page and hence the production rule is not safe. Note that
this intersection is calculated for each context once. If a production rule is encountered for the second
time in the same context, the value of the intersection is looked up. Because a pushdown automaton
is used for detecting the context, this implies that there are unlimited number of contexts (due to
an arbitrary large stack). Hence, the analyzer will not terminate in a recursive grammar. However,
because the number of items in the stack is not important for security but the type of items in the
stack is, the analysis can be implemented in such a way that it disregards the count of identical items
on the stack and treats only the individual items on the stack for determining the context. Also the
number of intersections which should be calculated is finite because the number of production variables
are finite and the number of contexts are finite. There is however a limitation on the current technique
described. In case multiple user-input variables are concatenated in the same context, the current
approach will analyze each variable separately and will not consider the situation where all three of
the variables are take together in a concatenation. However, in theory this is of course possible by
introducing a new variable which is a concatenation of the original variables and replace all occurrences
of the concatenation by the new variable.

The added value of this analysis technique compared to the original PHP SA approach is twofold:

• This approach is context sensitive, hence a lower false positive rate,

• this approach does distinguish “intended dangerous code” (i.e. not user input) and “dangerous
user-injections” (i.e. XSS).

The original PHP SA paper [22] suggests to look for all occurrences of

< script > .∗ < /script >

Each occurrence can be a potential XSS vulnerability, however, this leads to a lot of false positives
as often having blocks of javascript adhering the above regular expression is intended behavior of the
webpage. Therefore, the XSS analyzer presented in this paper only checks if user-input is dangerous.
All other potentially dangerous parts in the webpage are considered as desired behavior since there is
no user-interaction.
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4.2 Detailed Inner Working

This section will provide the reader an in-depth understanding of the analysis used in order to detect
XSS. From a high-level point of view, there are three steps in the analysis. The first step is approx-
imating the output, the next step is building a context while scanning the CFG and the last step is
detecting XSS based on the context. This section will cover these steps in more detail.

As described earlier, the first step in the analysis is the transformation form source code to a CFG
describing the output of the PHP page. This transformation step is described in detail in [22, section
5]. This approximation is then simplified by PHP SA thereby removing superfluous productions.
Removing superfluous productions is desirable, since the grammar becomes smaller which, in turn,
decreases the amount of computational power for analysis.

Next, this simplified CFG serves as input for the analyzer which is developed for this thesis. This
analyzer starts from the start-symbol and traverses all paths in the production with a detailed book-
keeping describing the current location inside the document (i.e. inside a tag, inside an attribute value,
inside attribute name, inside tagname, etc), a stack of parsed tags until now, the current attribute if
any, the current quoting style if any, etc. Traversing all paths is necessary because each traversed path
in the CFG represents a possible path in the program flow. If not all paths are traversed, the analyzer
cannot guarantee a complete result, vulnerabilities may be missed which can arise when taken the
missed path.

When user-input is encountered in the form of a production rule, the current context is inspected. The
location inside the document is taken as first decision point. As an example, user input in comments,
in the name of a tag and in the name of an attribute are always prohibited. It is too hard to protect
against user-input at these location. This rule, together with all other rules presented here are derived
from the OWASP XSS Cheat Sheet [26].

More completely, 8 different locations inside an HTML document are distinguished. Below, these
locations are enumerated with a corresponding example where the vertical bar-sign represents the
location of the cursor inside the snippet.

1. InsideTag, e.g <em> |Test</em>,

2. TagName, e.g. <e|m>Test</em>,

3. ClosingTag, e.g. <em>Test</e|m>,

4. AttributeName, e.g. <em cla|ss=”MyClass”>Test</em>,

5. AttributeValue, e.g. <em class=”My|Class”>Test</em>,
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6. InsideComment, e.g. <!−−Te|st−− >,

7. Start, e.g. |<html>...</html>,

8. End, e.g. <html>...</html>|.

The following rules are applied based on location:

• all terminals are considered “safe” irrespectively of their location in the document,

• all non-terminals are inspected recursively with respect to their current context,

• user-input in location 2, 3, 4, 6 from the previous list is always prohibited,

• user-input inside a tag (i.e. option 1) is not allowed if:

– the current tag is a script or style tag,

– the user-input matches the regex .∗(< | >).∗

• user-input inside attribute values (i.e. option 5) is not allowed if:

– the attribute value is not quoted with a double or single quote

– the current attribute is href, style, on* and the user-input does not match the regex
ˆ(1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9|0)∗$,

– the current attribute is not one of the listed above and is quoted with a double or single
quote and the user-input matches the regex .∗”.∗ resp. .∗′.∗

• User-input before the start-tag and after the end-tag is treated as if it is option 1.

The analysis algorithm checks for each production rule roughly the following attributes:

• start analyzing the grammar at the start-symbol,

• a production rule alternative is safe if it only contains terminals which are not user-input,

• a production alternative is safe if all the variables referred from the rule are safe,

• a production rule is safe if all its alternatives are safe,

• a production rule which represents user-input is safe if it adheres to the rules described above (i.e.
if the intersection of the CFG produced by the rule and the regular expression for the current
context is empty).
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The last process which is not explained is how user-input is actually detected inside the produced CFG.
A property of user-input that generally holds is that it can hold a lot of different values. This property
is exploited by the analyzer to find user-input in a given CFG. The heuristic that is used to detect if
a production rule is user input states that user-input must contain at least 10 different alternatives,
each consisting of 1 character. Moreover, user-input contains practically no variables. Sometimes the
user-input production rule contains a few variables which are reused characters used at multiple input
locations (e.g. htmlentity values of some characters).

The algorithm for analyzing the CFG is given below as pseudo-code:� �
1 func t i on Val idate ( ru le , context )
2 {
3 i f ( I sUser Input ( r u l e ) )
4 {
5 return CheckAgainstXSSRules ( ru le , context ) ;
6 }
7 else i f ( RulePending ( ru le , context ) )
8 {
9 return t rue ;

10 }
11 else i f ( ContainsOnlyTerminals ( r u l e ) )
12 {
13 parseHTML( ru le , context ) ;
14 return t rue ;
15 }
16 else
17 {
18 r e s u l t = true ;
19 fo r each a l t e r n a t i v e in r u l e . Outputs
20 prevContext = context ;
21 while ( ! done )
22 {
23 encounteredRule =
24 parseHTMLUntilVariable ( a l t e r n a t i v e , context ) ;
25 r e s u l t = r e s u l t && Val idate ( encounteredRule , context ) ;
26 done = reachedEnd ( a l t e r n a t i v e ) ;
27 }
28 context = prevContext
29 return r e s u l t ;
30 }
31 }� �

To get a better understanding of the working, consider the following example. Assume the following
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grammar is given as input to the analyzer:

1 : A→ $C$|$B$
2 : C →< b > $D$ < /b >
3 : D →< i > $E$ < /i > |$E$
4 : E → $F$$E$|$F$
5 : F → a|b|c|d|e

The start symbol is $A$. Variable $B$ is out of scope since it complicates the explanation without
giving the reader new insights. Now we can say that $A$ is safe against XSS if $C$ and $B$ are
safe against XSS. $B$ is safe by assumption. Now consider variable $C$, the production rule starts
with terminals, hence these are parsed and the context is updated. After < b > is parsed, the context
is updated to “InsideTag”. Now the variable $D$ should be safe against XSS given the context
“InsideTag”, so the analyzer proceeds with variable $D$. In this case there are two alternatives, the
variable $E$ should be safe in the context “InsideTag” with the i-tag on top of the parse stack (i.e.
first alternative) or the variable $E$ should be safe in the context of “InsideTag” with the b-tag on
top of the parse stack (i.e. second alternative). Variable $E$ is marked as “second order user-input”,
this is because the CFG created by PHP SA always builds the user-input by first having the separate
characters in one production rule and then build strings of these characters in another rule. Hence $E$
is also considered as user-input. Now, given the rules as described above and the current context (i.e.
“InsideTag”), we should make sure that the intersection of $E$ with the regular expression .∗(< | >).∗

is empty. Besides, the tag on top of the parsestack may not be a script or style tag. The intersection
is empty and the html-tag on top of the parsestack is neither a script nor a style. Hence we mark $E$
safe for context “InsideTag”, subsequently, $D$ becomes safe for the context “InsideTag”, hence $C$
becomes safe, hence $A$ becomes safe, hence the CFG representing the output is safe against XSS.
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5 Validation & Performance

In order to be able to validate the results of the idea described in section 4, a proof-of-concept is
implemented to test the idea. This PoC is meant to give an estimate of the performance in order to
get an idea if it is worth to further improve the idea and the implementation.

This chapter will first discuss the performance with respect to the accuracy of the analysis at a high
level. Only the accuracy aspect will be discussed, other aspects of the performance of the tool are not
taken into account due to the PoC status of the implementation.

Next, a more in-depth analysis will be given by discussing the problems which are solved, new problems
that have arisen and existing problems which still exist and are not solved, compared to the tools
discussed in the preceding sections. Also figures will be provided in this section with respect to the
performance of the PoC analyzer compared to the other tools. For this analysis, the same code snippets
are used as for the analysis of the other tools such that a fair comparison between the tools can be
made.

5.1 High Level Results

The results produced are very promising. On all code samples except one, the analyzer was correct
regarding the presence of a XSS. More important, the analyzer had the correct reason for marking a
vulnerability as XSS. The correct reasoning was not the case in the other tools examined. Most tools
use tainting analysis which is not accurate enough to detect XSS as tainting analysis only regards the
functions used for transforming output (i.e. transforming from unsafe to safe), while the transforma-
tion step itself is not considered. Since the string analyzer specifically looks at the transformations
performed by various functions, the results are much more accurate. Also the fact that the context
is taken into account when performing the analysis increases accuracy. As a matter of fact, having a
context aware analysis is the key reason for the accuracy regarding XSS (see subsection 3.4 for details).
The context awareness allows for correct reasoning and applying the correct validation rules on the
output.

With respect to flow-analysis, the analyzer built for this thesis does not perform above average. This is
due to the fact that PHP SA does not really consider flows. When the program-flow splits somewhere,
possible outputs form both paths are present in the CFG as the two possible alternatives. This is
of course desired behavior in general as being complete is one of the advantages of static analysis
compared to dynamic analysis (see section 1). However, even if some paths are theoretically never
possible, their outputs will still be present in the CFG produced. This can lead to false positives in
the results. In fact, the only false positive in the benchmarks (Listing 16) is due to the fact that the
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vulnerable code cannot be reached because of an impossible branch. However, the impossibility of the
branch is only deducible with automated reasoning, which is not applied in this analyzer nor in PHP
SA. Yet, in the process of development and maintenance of software, unreachable code can become
reachable, so there is an argument why it is not bad after all to have these special cases false positives.

In total, from all the examples in subsection A.1 only 3 code samples are analyzed incorrectly (List-
ing 16, Listing 21 and Listing 22). Meaning, the result given by the analyzer was incorrect or the
reasoning was incorrect. Fortify, on the other hand, had only 2 analysis correct with a correct reason.
But since the use of htmlspecialchars() before outputting is always marked as dangerous, Fortify
“guessed” correctly a few more true positives. Finally, because regular expressions are not regarded
as sufficient validation, all incorrect regular expressions for output validation are not recognized and
hence become a true positive for the wrong reasons.

Pixy performs even worse regarding XSS, Pixy gives 13 warnings while only 2 for the correct reason.
Moreover, Pixy additionally misses 3 vulnerabilities, which are not missed by Fortify and the CFG
analyzer. The poor performance can be motivated by the fact that Pixy considered the function
htmlspecialchars() as a validation function. Hence, incorrect usage of this function leads to false
negatives. Moreover, just like Fortify, Pixy does not consider regular expressions as validation, which
leads to false positives and warnings on the correct line but without a (correct) motivation.

The solution proposed here is implemented as a PoC, hence no usability aspects are taken into account
for the implementation. The customization of the approach for detecting XSS is in theory advanced.
One can define rules which indicate the start/end of a context, moreover, the regular expressions used
to calculate the intersection with can be customized. Therefore, the tool can be used even if the
HTML language changes (e.g. introduction of HTML 5). This customization features are however not
implemented in this PoC.

However, if this solution would be implemented in an established tool, say Fortify, expectations are
that this would increase the accuracy of detecting XSS in PHP based application significantly. Reason
for the increase in accuracy is discussed above. Such an implementation is feasible and useful for the
following reasons. The analysis can be done in reasonable time without any major computational
problem (i.e. 100 LOC in less than ± 30 sec, no other benchmark on time is done ). Also the effort
which is needed to implement such a solution in an existing tool is minimal. For this thesis, a PoC is
implemented in a few weeks time by 1 person from scratch, so given the results achieved, it should be
a profitable investment.

5.2 Solved Problems

In subsection 3.4 the problems which were common to all the reviewed tools are set forth. This section
will motivate which problems as given in subsection 3.4 are solved by the PoC analyzer for this thesis.
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Custom validation is one of the problems which is often encountered by static analyzers. The
usual solution offered by current static analyzers is to extend the rule set such that the customer
validation functions will be recognized as functions which remove taint from tainted input. Beside the
extra work which is involved in extending the rule set, such a black box approach is more often than
not insufficient. Consider the case where validation is done using a regular expression. The regular
expression should be 1) Correct in all cases it is used, 2) complete in all cases it is used. Simply adding
the function which performs a regular expression match with a given regular expression as a validation
function is a bad idea. In that case, if any regular match/replace is done on the tainted data, the taint
will be removed, regardless of the actual regular expression at hand. However, using string analysis
instead of tainting analysis makes it possible to handle custom validation correct, since as a matter of
fact, each function is regarded as custom validation and there are no “black box” validation functions
such as with tainting analysis.

Most surprisingly, all output-validation performed with custom regular expressions were classified
correctly, even in the presence of subtle bugs.

Consider the following example:

Listing 8: Incorrect regex. Regex should match the whole string� �
1 $input = $ GET [ ’ input ’ ] ;
2 i f (preg match ( ” / [ a−zA−Z0−9]∗/” , $ input ) )
3 echo $input ;� �

Listing 9: Correct regex validation� �
1 $input = $ GET [ ’ input ’ ] ;
2 i f (preg match ( ” /ˆ [ a−zA−Z0−9]∗$/” , $ input ) )
3 echo ”<b>$input</b>” ;� �

These two code samples are the same as Listing 20 resp. Listing 17. The difference between these
two expressions is the caret (ˆ) at the beginning of the regular expression and the dollar sign ($)
at the end of the regular expression. These small difference in validation make a huge difference
in security. This detail is easily overseen in practice due to the minor difference in notation. The
difference, however, is significant; the first regular expression matches all strings which contain any
number of alphanumeric characters while the second regular expression matches strings that consist
solely of alphanumeric characters. Such subtle bugs which lead to vulnerabilities are not discovered by
currently established techniques such as tainting analysis. However, using string analysis, such bugs
can be detected statically very accurately.

Context awareness is designed as part of the analyzer as proposed in and implemented for this
thesis. Hence, the problem of most other static analyzers which arise from a lack of (correct) context.
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Other analyzers which assume a “default” context (which could be empty) use the same output-
validation rules at each output location. However, the analyzer proposed in this thesis considers the
context where the data is outputted in order to be able to detect XSS more accurately. Moreover,
since XSS is even more context sensitive, context awareness analysis aids in improving the accuracy of
XSS detection.

Consider the following example:

Listing 10: Single quotes not escaped� �
1 $ur l = htmlspecialchars ($ GET [ ” u r l ” ] ) ;
2 echo ”<a h r e f =’ $ur l ’>Cl i ck here to continue</a>” ;� �

This is a typical example where all other static analyzers reviewed failed. None of the static analyzers
marked this as an error for the correct reason. Fortify noted that using “htmlspecialchars() is a
weak form of validation for every occurrence of the function. However, if htmlspecialchars() is used
correctly, it is very safe to use it. Pixy, on the other hand, did not emit a warning and considered this
safe against XSS. The PoC analyzer developed for this thesis however, detected the vulnerability and
reported:

Attribute quotes can be closed by user input

While, for example Fortify, reported:

The program uses HTML encoding to encode a value written to a web browser, but HTML
encoding is not always enough to prevent malicious code from reaching the web browser.

Fortify also gives this warning when htmlspecialchars() is used correctly. In contrary, the string
analysis approach used in this thesis is aware of the quotation style used and the transformation
applied and hence is able to detect whenever one is able to escape out of the attribute value. So when
using double quotes to quote the value, double quotes in the user input are prohibited while single
quotes are allowed. Vice versa, when using single quotes to encapsulate the attribute value, double
quotes are allowed but single quotes are prohibited in the user input. Other quotation styles like using
backticks or no quotes are prohibited in all cases since there are too many attack vectors to protect
against, see [26] for a complete list.
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5.3 Unsolved Problems

Flow analysis is an issue which is not addressed by the solution presented in this thesis. Hence,
branches which are theoretically impossible are still analyzed and if any XSS vulnerability is present,
this will be noticed. Due to the chosen approach to detect XSS, data flow analysis is performed very
limited. Only output flow analysis is performed by rewriting the sourcecode to SSA form and for each
branch and write every possible output to the CFG.

5.4 Other limitations

As briefly mentioned before, this approach introduces some limitations which. First and foremost is
of course that the output producd by a programming language as a result of various operations on a
string cannot always be represented by a CFG. Hence, the output in the form of a CFG is always an
approximation. According to [22] this approximation is very precise in most cases, however, there are
some cases where the approximation is way off the real output. This can deteriorate the accuracy of
the results.

Another issue is PHP SA’s ability to recognize default functions and constants. Not all default php
functions and constants are recognized and hence need a “custom implementation”. It suffices in most
cases to give a one-line implementation where the return value of the function is either an unsafe value
(i.e. a random GET, POST or COOKIE variable) or a safe value (i.e. an integer or a chosen safe string).
However, this increases the amount of work that has to be done to perform the analysis. Moreover,
object oriented implementations done in PHP are not recognized by PHP SA, which effectively means
that object oriented code cannot be analyzed. This problem can easily be solved by using the adapted
version of PHP SA by Wasserman and Su [34]. This adapted version has — among other features —
extended support for more default functions.

Another issue is how to handle malformed html. When HTML in the produced CFG is not (necessarily)
well-formed it depends on the browser’s implementation how the HTML will be interpreted, this
behavior is not defined. Hence, it is hard for analyzer to parse the HTML correctly, which is of
crucial importance to detect the context properly. The power of the analyzer described in this thesis
is its context-awareness. If contexts are recognized incorrectly, the accuracy that will be reached
dramatically decreases. The problem of malformed HTML is a very common problem and has various
forms. Although no exact figures concerning websites with malformed HTML are known, all major
web browsers implement a so called “tag soup” parser. This is a HTML parser which can deal with
minor errors in HTML syntax. Having such a feature in all browsers is an indication of the scale of the
problem. Also [2] gives an insight into problems that can arise with malformed HTML. Fortunately,
the existence of “tag soup” parsers can enable the approach described in this thesis to become more
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robust against malformed HTML.

Another limitation is the way problems are reported. Currently, PHP SA is used as a black box to
perform the transformation step from source code to a CFG. Consequently, there is no link between
the original source code and the CFG and therefore the results cannot be traced back to the source
code. As a result, the user of the application should first find all production variables which are unsafe,
trace them back to the original CFG and find in the source code the location which has resulted in
the CFG. This is cumbersome and decreases usability, fortunately, this can potentially be resolved if
PHP SA is not used as black box but is integrated into a complete analysis solution. For example, by
making a mapping between the source-lines which contribute to some production rule in the grammar
and the grammar production rules. This way, given the grammar production rule which is unsafe, one
can pinpoint the location of the original flaw in the source code.
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6 Conclusion

This thesis has evaluated the performance of four static security analyzer and has proposed a new
approach in detecting XSS in order to increase the accuracy of the analysis.

The tools which have been analyzed are Fortify, Pixy, RIPS and PHP SA. The evaluation of the
analyzers is done on four different aspects of the performance, namely accuracy, usability, customization
and price. The tool which performed overall best is Fortify. It scored much higher on useability than
other tools, but also accuracy and customization were better than the other tools. Pixy managed
to come close regarding accuracy, especially for SQL injections Pixy was more accurate than the
other tools. Yet, Pixy has a limited scope regarding vulnerabilities, it can only detect XSS and SQL
injections. RIPS and PHP SA were not accurate enough to be considered as real replacements of
Fortify or Pixy.

Because the accuracy regarding XSS vulnerabilities was very low in Pixy as well as Fortify, this research
was aimed at improving the accuracy. The aimed accuracy improvement is reached by exploiting
the power of string analysis combined with context-aware analysis. This has lead to an analysis
which performs significantly better as shown in the previous section. The increased accuracy can aid
developers in finding XSS — the most occurring vulnerability in web application — beforehand and
with more precision. This increased accuracy has of course its requirements and limitations. The
analysis requires a precise approximation of the output as well as correctly formed HTML. Since
malformed HTML is treated different in different browsers, an injection vector which is not vulnerable
in one browser might be vulnerable in another one.
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7 Future Work

There are many possibilities for future work in order to improve the results achieved by this research
even more.

First, the string analysis which is performed by PHP SA to approximate the output in the form of a
CFG can be improved in order to make a better approximation of the output. As described in the
paper [22], there are still some (minor) issues which can be resolved for better performance. Improving
the string analyzer is partly done by Wassermann and Zu, as described in [34].

Another area of improvement is support for more programming languages. For now, only PHP is
supported which is a limitation due to the dependency on PHP SA. Exploring the possibilities to have
string analyzers for more languages would improve the range of the tool. This is especially interesting
because PHP is not a common programming language in an enterprise environment.

Yet another issue which can be enhanced is the usability. In subsection 5.4 some limitations are
discussed which have an impact on the usability of a potential tool. Aspects such as robustness of
detecting a context and precise pinpointing the location of the vulnerability are would enhance the
usability and thus the reach of the analysis technique. Also the ability to customize the analyzer would
be a big improvement of the current work.

Finally, support for HTML5, which is now being rolled out, would be a big improvement. In the near
future, the current version of HTML will be replaced by HTML5. HTML5 has many new features
which require a review and update of currently defined contexts and regular expressions (see section 4)
such that the accuracy which is achieved on current HTML documents will still be achievable for
HTML5.
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A Code Samples

This section contains code samples which will be used to benchmark the quality of the tools reviewed.
These samples are mostly chosen in such a way that they are hard, yet not impossible, to detect with
static analysis. Moreover, the code snippets are realistic enough such that they could be part of a real
codebase. So, obfuscated code-fragments are not used.

Due to the limited time available for this project, this thesis will only focus on the programming
language PHP. Main reason for this choice is that the most open-source tools available for static analysis
support PHP. Moreover, since this thesis will be focused on (context sensitive) XSS vulnerabilities, the
code-samples in this section will be the most important ones. However, in order to have a benchmark
of some of the capabilities of other static analyzers on other aspects besides XSS, other code samples
will be included for this purpose.

A.1 XSS

Listing 11: Attribute value not quoted� �
1 $ur l = htmlspecialchars ($ GET [ ” u r l ” ] ) ;
2 echo ”<a h r e f=$ur l>Cl i ck here to continue</a>” ;� �

Listing 11 is a common mistake. The developer has not quoted the value of the attribute “href”.
This makes it possible for an attacker to escape out of the context of the href attribute and inject
attributes inside the “a”-tag, leading to javascript execution. Escaping out this context is possible
with any whitespace. [26] lists more characters which can be used to escape unquoted attribute values.
Furthermore, another exploit is present. In this example an attacker can insert javascript directly
into the href attribute by using the syntax “javascript :” followed by javascript payload. Hence, the
recommendation is to not write user-input directly into the href-value, but use a whitelist.

Listing 12: Attribute value not quoted, concatenated output� �
1 $ur l = htmlspecialchars ($ GET [ ” u r l ” ] ) ;
2 echo ”<a h r e f=” . $u r l . ”>Cl i ck here to continue</a>” ;� �

Listing 12 is equivalent to Listing 11, with respect to security. The difference is that string concate-
nation (i.e. the . operator) is used instead of embedding a variable inside a string. This example is
to test the analyzers ability to detect both techniques available in PHP. Note that the attribute value
$url is not quoted in this example. The quote here is to enclose the strings before and after the $url
variable.
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Listing 13: Single quotes not escaped� �
1 $ur l = htmlspecialchars ($ GET [ ” u r l ” ] ) ;
2 echo ”<a h r e f =’ $ur l ’>Cl i ck here to continue</a>” ;� �

Listing 13 is similar to the previous examples. However, in this case the developer has quoted the
attribute value with single quotes. Although this is supported by the W3C standard for (x)HTML,
the double quote is preferred. The vulnerability in this examples arises due to the fact that the
validation function “htmlspecialchars” does not escape single-quotes unless explicitly stated by the
second argument. If the second argument is omitted, the default behavior is adopted, which does not
escape single quotes. This example tests whether the static analyzer is able to detect in which case
htmlspecialchars is sufficient for validation against XSS.

Listing 14: Strip tags is enough here� �
1 $input = $ GET [ ’ input ’ ] ;
2 $input2 = strip tags ( $ input ) ;
3 echo ”<b>” . $input2 . ”</b>” ;� �

In Listing 14 the “strip tags” function is used to validate the input. In this context, the strip tags
function is sufficient since the only way to get inside an execution context is to open a tag. The
strip tags function prevents this, hence, this code is safe. This examples tests whether the static
analyzer is able to detect in which case the strip tags is sufficient for validation against XSS.

Listing 15: XSS with PHPSELF� �
1 <form ac t i on=”<?php echo $ SERVER [ ’ PHP SELF ’ ] ; ?>” method=” post ”>
2 <input name=” input1 ” />
3 <input type=”submit” value=”Submit Now” name=” btn submit ” />
4 </form>� �

Echoing the current PHP page is a very popular way to create generic code. It is often used in HTML-
forms, where the submit-page is equal to the page showing the form (see snippet in Listing 15). This
construction is very popular and is used in a wide variety of programming books and online tutorials.
However, this introduces very simple XSS vulnerabilities. The $ SERV ER[′PHP SELF ′] variable
should be treated as any other user-input variable and should be validated according to the context
where it is echoed. The example in Listing 15 tests if the analyzer is aware of other input sources
besides the GPC inputs (Get, Post, Cookie).

Listing 16: No XSS due to infinite loop� �
1 $ i = 11 ;
2 while ( $ i != 0)
3 {
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4 $ i −= 2 ;
5 }
6 i f ( $ i == 0)
7 {
8 echo $ GET [ ’ input ’ ] ;
9 }� �

This is a sample (Listing 16) where the existence of a XSS vulnerability depends on the control flow.
Although at a first glance this may appear as a XSS vulnerability, there is actually none. The glitch
in this example is that the loop is infinite, the variable $i skips the value 0. This sample tests the
analyzers ability to reason about program flow and reachable and unreachable code. Here, the XSS
vulnerability is unconditionally not reachable, hence there is no vulnerability. Of course one may argue
about the quality of such code, but note that the purpose of this example is to test the analyzer with
examples that could appear in real-life code.

Listing 17: Correct regex validation� �
1 $input = $ GET [ ’ input ’ ] ;
2 i f (preg match ( ” /ˆ [ a−zA−Z0−9]∗$/” , $ input ) )
3 echo ”<b>$input</b>” ;� �

In Listing 17 the developer tries to restrict the input to only alphanumeric characters. If this input
is completely alphanumeric, then the variable “$input” is echoed to the output. This example tests if
the analyzer is able to correctly recognize input validation with regular expressions.

Moreover, please note that this example and all following examples are not secure if it is used
in combination with the multiline option for regular expressions. This option indicates the regular
expression engine that the caret and dollar sign should match the beginning of a line instead of the
beginning of a string. This introduces vulnerabilities since an attacker can put the attack vector on
one line and some dummy input on another line.

Listing 18: Correct regex replacement� �
1 $input = $ GET [ ’ input ’ ] ;
2 $ sa f e Input = preg replace ( ” / [ˆ a−zA−Z0−9]/” , ”” , $ input ) ;
3 echo ”<b>$sa fe Input</b>” ;� �

Listing 18 is similar to Listing 17. Here, any input that does not match the predefined whitelist of
alphanumeric characters is removed from the input. Note that opposed to Listing 17, this regex does
not match the beginning and end of a string. This would be incorrect since this is a replacement. See
also Listing 19.

Listing 19: Incorrect regex replacement. Regex wants to match the whole string� �
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1 $input = $ GET [ ’ input ’ ] ;
2 $ sa f e Input = preg replace ( ” /ˆ [ˆ a−zA−Z0−9]∗$/” , ”” , $ input ) ;
3 echo $sa f e Input ;� �

Listing 19 is equal to Listing 18 except that this regex tries to match the beginning and end of the
string, which is incorrect. This gives attackers the opportunity to start the string with an alphanumeric
part, and continue the it with an injection vector. This would evade this filter, and give rise to an XSS
vulnerability.

Listing 20: Incorrect regex. Regex should match the whole string� �
1 $input = $ GET [ ’ input ’ ] ;
2 i f (preg match ( ” / [ a−zA−Z0−9]∗/” , $ input ) )
3 echo $input ;� �

Listing 20 is the wrong implementation of Listing 17. Here, the search pattern does not need to match
the beginning and end of the string, but can match any part of the string. Hence, the attack vector is
to used the wished attack vector followed by a sequence of alphanumeric characters in order to satisfy
the filter.

Listing 21: Error due to not type-safe comparison� �
1 <?php
2 $id = $content = ’ d e f a u l t ’ ;
3 i f ( i s set ($ GET [ ’ id ’ ] ) && ($ GET [ ’ id ’ ]==1 | | $ GET [ ’ id ’ ]==2)) {
4 $id = $ GET [ ’ id ’ ] ;
5 }
6 i f ( i s set ($ GET [ ’ content ’ ] ) ) {
7 $content = stripslashes ($ GET [ ’ content ’ ] ) ;
8 }
9 ?>

10 <html>
11 <head>
12 <meta http−equiv=” content−type ” content=” text /html ; cha r s e t=utf−8” />
13 <t i t l e >Test 1</ t i t l e >
14 </head>
15 <body>
16 <p id=”<?php echo $id ; ?>”>
17 <?php echo htmlspecialchars ( $content ,ENT QUOTES) ; ?></p>
18 </body>
19 </html>� �

This example is a little bit more complete and indicates the subtleness of XSS, especially when PHP
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is used as programming language. The intended goal of the developer is to make sure that the $id
variable contains the numeric value 1 or 2. However, because PHP is not type-safe, this code gives rise
to an XSS vulnerability. The problem here is that any string which is not empty (i.e. ε), evaluates to
true. So whenever a boolean comparison is made of an integer with a string, the string evaluates to
true, a integer unequal to 0 evaluates to true and hence the whole expression evaluates to true. This
happens on line 3 in Listing 21. Hence, every non-empty string passes the input validation for the $id
variable, leading to XSS. The purpose of this example is to see if the analyzer is able to detect very
subtle, but real, vulnerabilities. The could would be correct if the comparison on line 3 would be done
using type-safe equality operator (===).

Listing 22: POSIX regular expression is not binary safe� �
1 <?php
2 $id = $content = ’ d e f a u l t ’ ;
3 i f ( i s set ($ GET [ ’ id ’ ] ) ) {
4 $id = stripslashes ($ GET [ ’ id ’ ] ) ;
5 }
6 i f ( i s set ($ GET [ ’ content ’ ] ) ) {
7 $content = stripslashes ($ GET [ ’ content ’ ] ) ;
8 }
9 i f ( ! eregi ( ’ ˆ [ a−z [ : space : ] ] ∗ $ ’ , $ id ) | |

10 ! eregi ( ’ ˆ [ a−z [ : space : ] ] ∗ $ ’ , $content ) ) {
11 $id = $content = ’ d e f a u l t ’ ;
12 }
13 ?>
14 <html>
15 <head>
16 <meta http−equiv=” content−type ” content=” text /html ; cha r s e t=utf−8” />
17 <t i t l e >Test 2</ t i t l e >
18 </head>
19 <body>
20 <p id=”<?php echo $id ; ?>”><?php echo $content ; ?></p>
21 </body>
22 </html>� �

In Listing 22, a XSS vulnerability exists due to the use of eregi. Although the logic is correct, the
implementation of POSIX regular expressions is not binary safe in PHP. Hence, if the string contains
binary characters, especially a null-character, the behavior is undefined. In the current implementation,
the eregi-function will stop the search when it comes across a null-character. This allows an attacker
to bypass the validation by inserting a null-character before the attack vector. Such vulnerabilities
should be easily detected by static analyzers since the POSIX regular expression functions should not
be used at all.

Listing 23: XSS injection with printf instead of echo� �
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1 printf ( ”XSS : %s ” , $ GET [ ’ input ’ ] ) ;� �
This sample (Listing 23) tests whether a static analyzer recognizes printf as a potential sink for XSS
vulnerabilities.

Listing 24: XSS through sprintf� �
1 $fmtInput = sprintf ( ”XSS : %s ” , $ GET [ ’ input ’ ] ) ;
2 echo $fmtInput ;� �

In this sample, the ability of the static analyzer to detect dataflow from a tainted data source, through
sprintf to the sink echo.

Listing 25: XSS through vprintf� �
1 v p r i n t f ( ”XSS : %s ” , $ GET ) ;� �

Another example of XSS with the printf family.

Listing 26: XSS through vsprintf� �
1 $fmtInput = vsprintf ( ”XSS : %s ” , $ GET ) ;
2 echo $fmtInput ;� �

Another example of XSS with the printf family.

Listing 27: XSS through vsprintf� �
1 printf ( ”No XSS : %d” , $ GET [ ’ input ’ ] ) ;� �

Listing 27 tests if the analyzer uses string analysis in printf function to determine what the possible
output can be. In this example, only integer values will be outputted, hence there is no XSS flaw.

A.2 Injections

In this category, different type of injections vulnerabilities will proposed in order to test the limits of
static analyzers. One should think of SQL injections, remote command execution, and file inclusion.

Listing 28: Improper file include validation� �
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1 $ f i l ename = $ GET [ ” f i l ename ” ] ;
2 $ s a f e F i l e = s t r r e p l a c e ( ” . . / ” , ”” , $ f i l ename ) ;
3 include ( ”home/ t e s t / t r a v e r s a l /” . $ s a f e F i l e . ” . php” ) ;� �

Listing 28 shows a common mistake made by inexperienced developers. In order to prevent path
traversal vulnerabilities, they replace each occurrence of “../” with ε. There are two major problems
with this approach. The first and foremost vulnerability is not performing the replacement recursively.
This gives an attacker the chance to bypass this validation by using “..././” to traverse up one directory.
The second vulnerability here is that this is a blacklisting approach instead of a whitelisting approach.
In some cases, an attacker can use a different character encoding schemes to traverse up. Perhaps
the most famous example of bypassing input validation by using an unexpected character encoding
is the “IIS Unicode Exploit” described in more detail in [21]. Besides, on some systems it is possible
to traverse up a directory using “..\” instead, making the blacklist validation in Listing 28 useless.
Therefore, it is not possible to untaint input which represents a file on the filesystem in a safe manner.
The only safe approach is to use whitelisting and include only files which are known to be safe.

Listing 29: Correct input validation� �
1 $ i n t v a l = intval ($ GET [ ” id ” ] ) ;
2 mysql query ( ”SELECT ∗ FROM prods WHERE id =’” . $ i n t v a l . ” ’ ” ) ;� �

In the sample shown in Listing 29, the input validation is done correctly. The expected input is an
integer, and the developer has enforced the variable to be an integer. Also, the value is quoted inside
the SQL query, this is a correct way to perform input validation for SQL. The static analyzer should
detect these two aspects. It should detect that the value is untainted by the intval() function and
moreover that the input is quoted inside the SQL query.

Listing 30: No input validation� �
1 $noVal idat ion = $ GET [ ” id ” ] ;
2 mysql query ( ”SELECT ∗ FROM prods WHERE id =’” . $noVal idat ion . ” ’ ” ) ;� �

The above sample (Listing 30) is a very basic SQL injection where there is no input validation what-
soever. Any static analyzer should detect this kind of SQL injections since tainted data is inserted
directly into a SQL query.

Listing 31: Invalid function call� �
1 $noVal idat ion = NonExist ingFunction ($ GET [ ” id ” ] ) ;
2 mysql query ( ”SELECT ∗ FROM prods WHERE id =’” . $noVal idat ion . ” ’ ” ) ;� �

This sample (Listing 32) tests the ability of static analyzers to deal with non-existing function refer-
ences. The desired behavior should be to output an error or a warning that the function reference was
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undefined. For taint-propagation, the analyzer should assume that if the parameters contain tainted
value, the function returns a tainted value. Unfortunately, this is not ideal for two reasons. First, it is
very well thinkable that the function does not return a tainted value, even if it has tainted parameters.
Second, a function which does not have tainted parameters can still return a tainted value. However,
the rule of thumb described above is from a security point of view the best choice in order to create a
balance between false positives and false negatives.

Listing 32: Incorrect use of sql validation� �
1 $query = m y s q l r e a l e s c a p e s t r i n g ($ GET [ ” id ” ] ) ;
2 mysql query ( ”SELECT ∗ FROM prods WHERE id=” . $query ) ;� �

In Listing 32 the intention to validate input is shown. Unfortunately, a very basic error is made,
creating a SQL injection vulnerability. The PHP function mysql real escape string() escapes all
characters in SQL that could change the semantics of a query. However, since the data inserted in
the query is not quoted, one can escape out of the data field with any whitespace character. In order
to detect such a flaw with static analysis, string analysis should be performed. The analyzer should
detect that user-input is inserted inside the query without surrounding quotes.

Listing 33: Incorrect validation function� �
1 $query = addslashes ($ GET [ ” id ” ] ) ;
2 mysql query ( ”SELECT ∗ FROM prods WHERE id=” . $query ) ;� �

Listing 33 uses a wrong input-validation function. The addslashes function escapes single quotes and
slashes by prepending it with an addition slash. Although this seems safe, there are some problems
with addslashes. The correct way of escaping input for the database.

Listing 34: Correct validation with custom function� �
1 $ in tva lVa l i da t ed = v a l i d a t e ($ GET [ ” id ” ] ) ;
2 mysql query ( ”SELECT ∗ FROM prods WHERE id =’” . $ in tva lVa l i da t ed . ” ’ ” ) ;
3
4 func t i on v a l i d a t e ( $input )
5 {
6 return intval ( $ input ) ;
7 }� �

The purpose of Listing 34 is to see if the analyzer does interprocedural analysis. In case the analyzer
does so, this code should not show any warning. If there is not interfunctional analysis, the analyzer
should show a warning since the variable $intvalV alidated$ is tainted.

Listing 35: SQL injection due to incorrect validation� �
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1 $htmlva l idated = validateSQLWithHTML ($ GET [ ” id ” ] ) ;
2 mysql query ( ”SELECT ∗ FROM prods WHERE id =’” . $htmlva l idated . ” ’ ” ) ;
3
4 func t i on validateSQLWithHTML ( $input )
5 {
6 return htmlspecialchars ( $ input ) ;
7 }� �

In Listing 35 two concepts are mixed up. The function “htmlspecialchars” is used to validate input
which is then sent to a MySQL query. This is incorrect since MySQL requires SQL validation, escaping
html characters is not useful to defend against SQL injections. The purpose of this test is to check
whether the analyzer uses different type of taint flags or just one taint flag.

Listing 36: Safe dynamic code evaluation� �
1 $arg = intval ($ GET [ ’ arg ’ ] ) ;
2 eval ( ”MyFunction ( ” . $arg . ” ) ; ” ) ;� �

Listing 35 is an example of dynamic code evaluation. Although this example is not a common scenario
for dynamic code evaluation, it is a very safe one. This sample tests if the analyzer performs context
sensitive analysis on dangerous function which evaluate and execute code at runtime.

Listing 37: Unsafe dynamic code evaluation leading to remote code execution� �
1 $arg = $ GET [ ’ arg ’ ] ;
2 eval ( ”MyFunction ( ” . $arg . ” ) ; ” ) ;� �

Listing 35 shows an example of incorrect usage of dynamic code evaluation. Since the input is not
validated, an attacker can execute any code he wished. All input is directly put into “eval()” and
hence it is evaluated. This gives the attacker full control over the machine and the users. Remote code
execution vulnerabilities have a very high impact on the security of the system. The static analyzer
should detect that tainted input is inserted into “eval()”, which may not happen.

Listing 38: Variable reuse with dynamic code evaluation� �
1 $arg = $ GET [ ’ arg ’ ] ;
2 $arg = ”” ;
3 eval ( ”MyFunction ( ” . $arg . ” ) ” ) ;� �

The sample in Listing 38 is part of the testing set in order to test if the dataflow analysis is done
correctly. In this sample, the $arg variable is tainted on line 1. Due to the assignment on line 2, the
taint is removed. Hence, the usage of this variable in line 3 is harmless.
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Listing 39: Dynamic code evaluation with variable function and tainted argument� �
1 $a = ” eva l ” ;
2 $arg = $ GET [ ” arg ” ] ;
3 $a ( $arg ) ;� �

The sample as given in Listing 39, demonstrates the use of variable functions. Although the usage of
variable functions is not so common in php, it is very easy to recognize with static analysis (simple
regular expression is sufficient). And since there is practically no reason in general to use variable
functions, they should always trigger at least a warning with a low rating.

Listing 40: Remote code execution� �
1 $cmd = $ GET [ ’cmd ’ ] ;
2 $arg = $ GET [ ’ arg ’ ] ;
3 $cmd( $arg ) ;� �

This sample (Listing 40) demonstrates remote code execution with variable functions. The function
to execute and its arguments are both direct user-input without any validation. This is a high-impact
vulnerability, hence should be recognized by any static analysis tool, especially because it is easy to
recognize.

Listing 41: Remote command execution with backtick� �
1 $input = $ GET [ ’ input ’ ] ;
2 `$input` ;� �

Listing 41 shows the usage of the backtick operator in PHP. Using the backtick operator, one can
execute OS commands. The backtick operator is equivalent to the function shell exec() and similar
to exec(). This code sample tests if the static analyzer understands the backtick operator as a sink.
Only untainted data may enter this sink, which is not the case in Listing 41.

Listing 42: Input validation with recursion� �
1 $recVa l idated = v a l i d a t e R e c u r s i v e l y ($ GET [ ” id ” ] ) ;
2 $recVa l idated2 = v a l i d a t e R e c u r s i v e l y 2 ($ GET [ ” id ” ] ) ;
3 mysql query ( ”SELECT ∗ FROM prods WHERE id =’” . $ recVa l idated . ” ’ ” ) ;
4 mysql query ( ”SELECT ∗ FROM prods WHERE id =’” . $ recVa l idated2 . ” ’ ” ) ;
5
6 func t i on v a l i d a t e R e c u r s i v e l y ( $input )
7 {
8 i f ( strlen ( $ input ) == 0)
9 re turn $input ; // re turn t a i n t e d

10 else
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11 return v a l i d a t e R e c u r s i v e l y ( substr ( $input , 0 , strlen ( $ input )−1)) ;
12 }
13
14 func t i on v a l i d a t e R e c u r s i v e l y 2 ( $input )
15 {
16 i f ( strlen ( $ input ) <= 10)
17 re turn $input ;
18 else
19 return v a l i d a t e R e c u r s i v e l y ( substr ( $input , 0 , strlen ( $ input )−1)) ;
20 }� �

The purpose of Listing 42 is to test the analyzers ability to analyze recursive functions. Although the
example does not do any useful input validation, the point is to push the analyzer to see how well it
handles recursive functions. The above function is safe since validateRecursively() returns an ε for
each input, which is safe. The second recursive validation function, validateRecursively2() returns
the first 10 characters of the input, which is of course unsafe.
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B Raw Scan Results

B.1 Scanned File
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<?php
//[1]
//the validation here is insufficient because the value for the href attribute
//is not quoted. Hence, using htmlspecialchars does not fix the problem here.
$url = htmlspecialchars($_GET["url"]);
echo "<a href=$url>Click here to continue</a>";

//[2]
//the validation here is insufficient because the value for the href attribute
//is not quoted. Hence, using htmlspecialchars does not fix the problem here.
$url = htmlspecialchars($_GET["url"]);
echo "<a href=".$url.">Click here to continue</a>";

//[3]
//The problem here is that htmlspecialchars is used incorrectly
//the default setting for htmlspecialchars is that it does not
//escape single quotes, so on can break out of the context
$url = htmlspecialchars($_GET["url"]);
echo "<a href='$url'>Click here to continue</a>";

//[4]
//the replace here is not enough since an attacker can
//use ..././..././ in the path for traversal
$filename = $_GET["filename"];
$safeFile = str_replace("../", "", $filename);
include("home/test/traversal/" . $safeFile . ".php");

//[5]
//hardcoded key
//no IV
//ECB Mode
mcrypt_encrypt(MCRYPT_RIJNDAEL_256, "hkasdas7896238746897fdsfghjksdfghs98d7",
"dataaaaa", MCRYPT_MODE_ECB);

//[6]
//injection not possible since the input can only be numeric
$intval = intval($_GET["id"]);
mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE id='" . $intval . "'");

//[7]
//this is the most straightforward sql injection, there is no validation
//on the input at all.
$noValidation = $_GET["id"];
mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE id='" . $noValidation . "'");

//[8]
//this function is to test whether the analyzer uses optimistic or
//pessimistic analysis.
$noValidation = blablabla($_GET["id"]);
mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE id='" . $noValidation . "'");

//[9]
//here the mysql_real_escape function is used, which is correct
//unfortunately, the value for the id field is not quoted, hence
//one can inject SQL by simply inserting a value for id followed by
//whitespace and by then the injection vector
$query = mysql_real_escape_string($_GET["id"]);
mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE id=" . $query);

//[10]
//addslashes is first of all a bad practice since it is not compatible with
//all charsets. Moreover, the value inside the query is not quoted, hence
//one can break out the context with whitespace
$query = addslashes($_GET["id"]);
mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE id=" . $query);

//[11]
//the validate function does proper validation with mysql_real_escape
//hence, there is no problem here.
$intvalValidated = validate($_GET["id"]);
mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE id='" . $intvalValidated . "'");

//[12]
//wrong validation does a strip_tags on the input. This is wrong validation
//for HTML and completely wrong for SQL.
$wrongValidated = wrongValidation($_GET["id"]);
mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE id='" . $wrongValidated . "'");
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//[13]
//validateSQLWithHTML performs a htmlspecialchars validation on the input
//not proper for preveting SQL injections
$htmlvalidated = validateSQLWithHTML($_GET["id"]);
mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE id='" . $htmlvalidated . "'");

//[14]
//no php injection is possible since the argument
//is only an integer. To my knowledge, it is not possible to
//somehow abuse integers in this case. Should stil check this. TODO!!!!
$arg = intval($_GET['arg']);
eval("MyFunction(".$arg.");");

//[15]
//basic php injection. No validation on input.
$arg = $_GET['arg'];
eval("MyFunction(".$arg.");");

//[16]
//mess around with the analyzer. First assign a
//tainted value to $arg then assign an empty string to $arg.
//this code is perfectly save.
$arg = $_GET['arg'];
$arg = "";
eval("MyFunction(".$arg.")");

//[17]
//this is an obsure php injection.
//the dynamic functions feature of php is used
//to evalute a function dynamically with arguments
//coming directly from the get request.
//Is totally unsafe. Dynamic functions should always
//give a warning. Seldomly needed, often misused
//introduced almost always security bugs.
$a = "eval";
$arg = $_GET["arg"];
$a($arg);

//[18]
//executes an arbitrary php function with arbitrary arguments
//Totally unsafe.
$cmd = $_GET['cmd'];
$arg = $_GET['arg'];
$cmd($arg);

//[19]
//here a hardcoded string is assigned to a
//variable. Some of the variablenames suggest
//that they hold the value of a password.
//Having hardcoded password in the source-code
//is bad practice.
$password = "pass";
$pass = "pass";
$pwd = "pass";
$passwd = "pass";
$blaa = "pass";
$pawd = "pass";

//[20]
//The following code is safe under two conditions:
//1) If the written output is not between the beginning and and of a html tag
//(e.g. <b .... >Here allowed</b>)
//2) If strip_tags is used without using the second argument ($allowedTags).
$input = $_GET['input'];
$input2 = strip_tags($input);
echo "<b>" . $input2 . "</b>";

//[21]
//following code is unsafe because backticks are
//a shortcute notation for executing commands on the shell
$input = $_GET['input'];
$asd = `$input`; //notice the backticks

//[22]
//this is an unsafe source since the request can contain
//a xss vector. For example index.php/<script>alert('xss');</script>
echo $_SERVER['PHP_SELF']; //is a tainted source
echo $_SERVER['PATH_INFO'];
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//[23]
//this code is secure since the data value is quoted. However,
//the quotes are splitted. This code is safe.
$id = mysql_real_escape_string($_GET['id']);
$where = "id='";
$sql = "SELECT * FROM users WHERE $where $id '";

//[24]
//same as before, but now the value is not quoted. Injection is possible
//by injection a whitespace.
$id = mysql_real_escape_string($_GET['id']);
$where = "id=";
$sql = "SELECT * FROM users WHERE $where $id ";

//[25,26]
//the following code can only be analyzed correctly]
//if precise flow analysis is exectued. The loop below is
//infinite since $i never gets the value 0. Hence, the
//obvious xss and sqli will never occur.
$i = 11;
while($i != 0)
{

$i -= 2;
}
if ($i == 0)
{

echo $_GET['input'];
}
if ($i == 0)
{

mysql_query("SELECT * FROM tables WHERE id = '" . $_GET['id'] . "'");
}

//[27]
//The validateRecursively function is an infinite recursion and performs
//no validation whatsoever. In practice, injection is not possible since
//the function will exshaut the memory (stackoverflow)
$recValidated = validateRecursively($_GET["id"]);
$recValidated2 = validateRecursively2($_GET["id"]);
mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE id='" . $recValidated . "'");
mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE id='" . $recValidated2 . "'");

//[31]
$input = $_GET['input'];
if (preg_match("/^[a-zA-Z0-9]*$/", $input))

echo $input;

//[32]
$input = $_GET['input'];
$safeInput = preg_replace("/[^a-zA-Z0-9]*/", "", $input);
echo $safeInput;

//[33]
$input = $_GET['input'];
$safeInput = preg_replace("/^[^a-zA-Z0-9]*$/", "", $input);
echo $safeInput;

//[34]
$input = $_GET['input'];
if (preg_match("/[a-zA-Z0-9]*/", $input))

echo $input;

//[35]
printf("XSS: %s", $_GET['input']);
//[36]
$fmtInput = sprintf("XSS: %s", $_GET['input']);
echo $fmtInput;

//[37]
vprintf("XSS: %s", $_GET);
//[38]
$fmtInput = vsprintf("XSS: %s", $_GET);
echo $fmtInput;

//[41]
printf("No XSS: %d", $_GET['input']);
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//[42]
//The catch in this sample is that the quoting depends on which branch is
//chosen. The if-branch quotes correctly, hence there are no error, while the
//second branch produces a query which is not quoted and hence is insecure.
$sql = "SELECT * FROM prod WHERE name =";
if ($_GET['id'] === 1)

$sql .= " '" . mysql_real_escape_string($_POST['name']) . "'";
else

$sql .= mysql_real_escape_string($_POST['name']);
mysql_query($sql);

//[43]
//check if the analyzer follows the data from the beginning
//or that it is only followed by name and data propageted
//through other variables.
$cleanValue = mysql_real_escape_string($_POST['name']);
$_GET['name'] = $cleanValue;
mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE name = '".$_GET['name']."'");

//[39]
//This is unsafe since the input may not contain a closing tag,
//but the tag can be closed by following html. The following code executes
//the script. <img src="blablabl" onerror="alert('xss');" given that it is followed
//by for example <b>test</b>
$input = $_GET['input'];
$safeInput = preg_replace("\<.*\>", "", $input);
echo $safeInput;

//[40]
$filename = $_GET["filename"];
$prevfn = $filename;
do
{

$prevfn = $filename;
$filename = str_replace("../", "" , $filename);

} while ($prevfn == $filename);
include($filename);

function validate($input)
{

return intval($input);
}

function validateRecursively($input)
{

if (str_len($input) == 0)
return "";

else
return validateRecursively(substr($input, 0, strlen($input)-1));

}

function wrongValidation($input)
{

return strip_tags($input);
}

function validateSQLWithHTML($input)
{

return htmlspecialchars($input);
}

?>
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The scan found 36 issues.
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Abstract:
Sending unvalidated data to a web browser can result in the browser executing malicious code.

Explanation:
Cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities occur when:

1. Data enters a web application through an untrusted source. In the case of Reflected XSS, the untrusted source is typically a
web request, while in the case of Persisted (also known as Stored) XSS it is typically a database or other back-end datastore.

2. The data is included in dynamic content that is sent to a web user without being validated for malicious code.

The malicious content sent to the web browser often takes the form of a segment of JavaScript, but may also include HTML,
Flash or any other type of code that the browser may execute. The variety of attacks based on XSS is almost limitless, but they
commonly include transmitting private data like cookies or other session information to the attacker, redirecting the victim to
web content controlled by the attacker, or performing other malicious operations on the user's machine under the guise of the
vulnerable site.

Example 1: The following PHP code segment reads an employee ID, eid, from an HTTP request and displays it to the user.

<?php

$eid = $_GET['eid'];

...

?>

...

<?php

echo "Employee ID: $eid";

?>

The code in this example operates correctly if eid contains only standard alphanumeric text. If eid has a value that includes meta-
characters or source code, then the code will be executed by the web browser as it displays the HTTP response.

Initially this might not appear to be much of a vulnerability. After all, why would someone enter a URL that causes malicious
code to run on their own computer? The real danger is that an attacker will create the malicious URL, then use e-mail or social
engineering tricks to lure victims into visiting a link to the URL. When victims click the link, they unwittingly reflect the
malicious content through the vulnerable web application back to their own computers. This mechanism of exploiting vulnerable
web applications is known as Reflected XSS.

Example 2: The following PHP code segment queries a database for an employee with a given ID and prints the corresponding
employee's name.
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<?php...

$con = mysql_connect($server,$user,$password);

...

$result = mysql_query("select * from emp where id="+eid);

$row = mysql_fetch_array($result)

echo 'Employee name: ', mysql_result($row,0,'name');

...

?>

As in Example 1, this code functions correctly when the values of name are well-behaved, but it does nothing to prevent exploits
if they are not. Again, this code can appear less dangerous because the value of name is read from a database, whose contents are
apparently managed by the application. However, if the value of name originates from user-supplied data, then the database can
be a conduit for malicious content. Without proper input validation on all data stored in the database, an attacker can execute
malicious commands in the user's web browser. This type of exploit, known as Persistent (or Stored) XSS, is particularly
insidious because the indirection caused by the data store makes it more difficult to identify the threat and increases the
possibility that the attack will affect multiple users. XSS got its start in this form with web sites that offered a "guestbook" to
visitors. Attackers would include JavaScript in their guestbook entries, and all subsequent visitors to the guestbook page would
execute the malicious code.

As the examples demonstrate, XSS vulnerabilities are caused by code that includes unvalidated data in an HTTP response. There
are three vectors by which an XSS attack can reach a victim:

- As in Example 1, data is read directly from the HTTP request and reflected back in the HTTP response. Reflected XSS exploits
occur when an attacker causes a user to supply dangerous content to a vulnerable web application, which is then reflected back to
the user and executed by the web browser. The most common mechanism for delivering malicious content is to include it as a
parameter in a URL that is posted publicly or e-mailed directly to victims. URLs constructed in this manner constitute the core of
many phishing schemes, whereby an attacker convinces victims to visit a URL that refers to a vulnerable site. After the site
reflects the attacker's content back to the user, the content is executed and proceeds to transfer private information, such as
cookies that may include session information, from the user's machine to the attacker or perform other nefarious activities.

- As in Example 2, the application stores dangerous data in a database or other trusted data store. The dangerous data is
subsequently read back into the application and included in dynamic content. Persistent XSS exploits occur when an attacker
injects dangerous content into a data store that is later read and included in dynamic content. From an attacker's perspective, the
optimal place to inject malicious content is in an area that is displayed to either many users or particularly interesting users.
Interesting users typically have elevated privileges in the application or interact with sensitive data that is valuable to the
attacker. If one of these users executes malicious content, the attacker may be able to perform privileged operations on behalf of
the user or gain access to sensitive data belonging to the user.

- A source outside the application stores dangerous data in a database or other data store, and the dangerous data is subsequently
read back into the application as trusted data and included in dynamic content.

Recommendations:
The solution to XSS is to ensure that validation occurs in the correct places and checks for the correct properties.

Since XSS vulnerabilities occur when an application includes malicious data in its output, one logical approach is to validate data
immediately before it leaves the application. However, because web applications often have complex and intricate code for
generating dynamic content, this method is prone to errors of omission (missing validation). An effective way to mitigate this
risk is to also perform input validation for XSS.

Web applications must validate their input to prevent other vulnerabilities, such as SQL injection, so augmenting an application's
existing input validation mechanism to include checks for XSS is generally relatively easy. Despite its value, input validation for
XSS does not take the place of rigorous output validation. An application may accept input through a shared data store or other
trusted source, and that data store may accept input from a source that does not perform adequate input validation. Therefore, the
application cannot implicitly rely on the safety of this or any other data. This means the best way to prevent XSS vulnerabilities
is to validate everything that enters the application or leaves the application destined for the user.

The most secure approach to validation for XSS is to create a whitelist of safe characters that are allowed to appear in HTTP
content and accept input composed exclusively of characters in the approved set. For example, a valid username might only
include alpha-numeric characters or a phone number might only include digits 0-9. However, this solution is often infeasible in
web applications because many characters that have special meaning to the browser should still be considered valid input once
they are encoded, such as a web design bulletin board that must accept HTML fragments from its users.

A more flexible, but less secure approach is known as blacklisting, which selectively rejects or escapes potentially dangerous
characters before using the input. In order to form such a list, you first need to understand the set of characters that hold special
meaning for web browsers. Although the HTML standard defines what characters have special meaning, many web browsers try
to correct common mistakes in HTML and may treat other characters as special in certain contexts. The CERT(R) Coordination
Center at the Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University provides the following details about special
characters in various contexts [1]:

In the content of a block-level element (in the middle of a paragraph of text):

- "<" is special because it introduces a tag.

- "&" is special because it introduces a character entity.
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- ">" is special because some browsers treat it as special, on the assumption that the author of the page intended to include an
opening "<", but omitted it in error.

The following principles apply to attribute values:

- In attribute values enclosed with double quotes, the double quotes are special because they mark the end of the attribute value.

- In attribute values enclosed with single quote, the single quotes are special because they mark the end of the attribute value.

- In attribute values without any quotes, white-space characters, such as space and tab, are special.

- "&" is special when used with certain attributes, because it introduces a character entity.

In URLs, for example, a search engine might provide a link within the results page that the user can click to re-run the search.
This can be implemented by encoding the search query inside the URL, which introduces additional special characters:

- Space, tab, and new line are special because they mark the end of the URL.

- "&" is special because it either introduces a character entity or separates CGI parameters.

- Non-ASCII characters (that is, everything above 128 in the ISO-8859-1 encoding) are not allowed in URLs, so they are
considered to be special in this context.

- The "%" symbol must be filtered from input anywhere parameters encoded with HTTP escape sequences are decoded by server
-side code. For example, "%" must be filtered if input such as "%68%65%6C%6C%6F" becomes "hello" when it appears on the
web page in question.

Within the body of a <SCRIPT> </SCRIPT>:

- The semicolon, parenthesis, curly braces, and new line should be filtered in situations where text could be inserted directly into
a pre-existing script tag.

Server-side scripts:

- Server-side scripts that convert any exclamation characters (!) in input to double-quote characters (") on output might require
additional filtering.

Other possibilities:

- If an attacker submits a request in UTF-7, the special character '<' appears as '+ADw-' and may bypass filtering. If the output is
included in a page that does not explicitly specify an encoding format, then some browsers try to intelligently identify the
encoding based on the content (in this case, UTF-7).

Once you identify the correct points in an application to perform validation for XSS attacks and what special characters the
validation should consider, the next challenge is to identify how your validation handles special characters. If special characters
are not considered valid input to the application, then you can reject any input that contains special characters as invalid. A
second option in this situation is to remove special characters with filtering. However, filtering has the side effect of changing
any visual representation of the filtered content and may be unacceptable in circumstances where the integrity of the input must
be preserved for display.

If input containing special characters must be accepted and displayed accurately, validation must encode any special characters to
remove their significance. A complete list of ISO 8859-1 encoded values for special characters is provided as part of the official
HTML specification [2].

Many application servers attempt to limit an application's exposure to cross-site scripting vulnerabilities by providing
implementations for the functions responsible for setting certain specific HTTP response content that perform validation for the
characters essential to a cross-site scripting attack. Do not rely on the server running your application to make it secure. When an
application is developed there are no guarantees about what application servers it will run on during its lifetime. As standards and
known exploits evolve, there are no guarantees that application servers will also stay in sync.

Tips:
In Fortify Source Code Analysis Suite, the database is treated as a source of untrusted data for XSS vulnerabilities. If the
database is a trusted resource in your environment, customize Audit Workbench to filter out data flow issues generated by
database sources.

xss.php, line 266 (Cross-Site Scripting: Reflected)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 266 of xss.php sends unvalidated data to a web browser, which can result in the

browser executing malicious code.
Source: xss.php:264 Read $_GET['input']()
262 	//the script. <img src="blablabl" onerror="alert('xss');" given that it is followed

263 	//by for example <b>test</b>

264 	$input = $_GET['input'];

265 	$safeInput = preg_replace("\<.*\>", "", $input);

266 	echo $safeInput;
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Sink: xss.php:266 builtin_echo()
264 	$input = $_GET['input'];

265 	$safeInput = preg_replace("\<.*\>", "", $input);

266 	echo $safeInput;

267

268 	//[40]

xss.php, line 211 (Cross-Site Scripting: Reflected)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 211 of xss.php sends unvalidated data to a web browser, which can result in the

browser executing malicious code.
Source: xss.php:209 Read $_GET['input']()
207

208 	//[32]

209 	$input = $_GET['input'];

210 	$safeInput = preg_replace("/[^a-zA-Z0-9]*/", "", $input);

211 	echo $safeInput;

Sink: xss.php:211 builtin_echo()
209 	$input = $_GET['input'];

210 	$safeInput = preg_replace("/[^a-zA-Z0-9]*/", "", $input);

211 	echo $safeInput;

212

213 	//[33]

xss.php, line 233 (Cross-Site Scripting: Reflected)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 233 of xss.php sends unvalidated data to a web browser, which can result in the

browser executing malicious code.
Source: xss.php:232 Read $_GET()
230 	vprintf("XSS: %s", $_GET);

231 	//[38]

232 	$fmtInput = vsprintf("XSS: %s", $_GET);

233 	echo $fmtInput;

234

Sink: xss.php:233 builtin_echo()
231 	//[38]

232 	$fmtInput = vsprintf("XSS: %s", $_GET);

233 	echo $fmtInput;

234

235 	//[41]

xss.php, line 221 (Cross-Site Scripting: Reflected)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 221 of xss.php sends unvalidated data to a web browser, which can result in the

browser executing malicious code.
Source: xss.php:219 Read $_GET['input']()
217

218 	//[34]

219 	$input = $_GET['input'];

220 	if (preg_match("/[a-zA-Z0-9]*/", $input))

221 		echo $input;

Sink: xss.php:221 builtin_echo()
219 	$input = $_GET['input'];

220 	if (preg_match("/[a-zA-Z0-9]*/", $input))

221 		echo $input;

222
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223 	//[35]

hiddenxss2.php, line 27 (Cross-Site Scripting: Reflected)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 27 of hiddenxss2.php sends unvalidated data to a web browser, which can result

in the browser executing malicious code.
Source: hiddenxss2.php:15 Read $_GET['content']()
13 }

14 if(isset($_GET['content'])) {

15     $content = stripslashes($_GET['content']);

16 }

17 if(!eregi('^[a-z[:space:]]*$',$id) || !eregi('^[a-z[:space:]]*$',$content)) {

Sink: hiddenxss2.php:27 builtin_echo()
25 </head>

26 <body>

27     <p id="<?php echo $id; ?>"><?php echo $content; ?></p>

28 </body>

29 </html>

xss.php, line 216 (Cross-Site Scripting: Reflected)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 216 of xss.php sends unvalidated data to a web browser, which can result in the

browser executing malicious code.
Source: xss.php:214 Read $_GET['input']()
212

213 	//[33]

214 	$input = $_GET['input'];

215 	$safeInput = preg_replace("/^[^a-zA-Z0-9]*$/", "", $input);

216 	echo $safeInput;

Sink: xss.php:216 builtin_echo()
214 	$input = $_GET['input'];

215 	$safeInput = preg_replace("/^[^a-zA-Z0-9]*$/", "", $input);

216 	echo $safeInput;

217

218 	//[34]

xss.php, line 227 (Cross-Site Scripting: Reflected)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 227 of xss.php sends unvalidated data to a web browser, which can result in the

browser executing malicious code.
Source: xss.php:226 Read $_GET['input']()
224 	printf("XSS: %s", $_GET['input']);

225 	//[36]

226 	$fmtInput = sprintf("XSS: %s", $_GET['input']);

227 	echo $fmtInput;

228

Sink: xss.php:227 builtin_echo()
225 	//[36]

226 	$fmtInput = sprintf("XSS: %s", $_GET['input']);

227 	echo $fmtInput;

228

229 	//[37]

xss.php, line 186 (Cross-Site Scripting: Reflected)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
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Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 186 of xss.php sends unvalidated data to a web browser, which can result in the

browser executing malicious code.
Source: xss.php:186 Read $_GET['input']()
184 	if ($i == 0)

185 	{

186 		echo $_GET['input'];

187 	}

188 	if ($i == 0)

Sink: xss.php:186 builtin_echo()
184 	if ($i == 0)

185 	{

186 		echo $_GET['input'];

187 	}

188 	if ($i == 0)

xss.php, line 230 (Cross-Site Scripting: Reflected)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 230 of xss.php sends unvalidated data to a web browser, which can result in the

browser executing malicious code.
Source: xss.php:230 Read $_GET()
228

229 	//[37]

230 	vprintf("XSS: %s", $_GET);

231 	//[38]

232 	$fmtInput = vsprintf("XSS: %s", $_GET);

Sink: xss.php:230 vprintf()
228

229 	//[37]

230 	vprintf("XSS: %s", $_GET);

231 	//[38]

232 	$fmtInput = vsprintf("XSS: %s", $_GET);

hiddenxss2.php, line 27 (Cross-Site Scripting: Reflected)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 27 of hiddenxss2.php sends unvalidated data to a web browser, which can result

in the browser executing malicious code.
Source: hiddenxss2.php:12 Read $_GET['id']()
10 $id = $content = 'default';

11 if(isset($_GET['id'])) {

12     $id = stripslashes($_GET['id']);

13 }

14 if(isset($_GET['content'])) {

Sink: hiddenxss2.php:27 builtin_echo()
25 </head>

26 <body>

27     <p id="<?php echo $id; ?>"><?php echo $content; ?></p>

28 </body>

29 </html>

hiddenxss3.php, line 31 (Cross-Site Scripting: Reflected)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 31 of hiddenxss3.php sends unvalidated data to a web browser, which can result

in the browser executing malicious code.
Source: hiddenxss3.php:21 Read $_GET['content']()
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19 }

20 if(isset($_GET['content'])) {

21     $content = stripslashes($_GET['content']);

22 }

23 ?>

Sink: hiddenxss3.php:31 builtin_echo()
29 <body>

30     <p id="<?php echo htmlspecialchars($id,ENT_QUOTES); ?>">

31 	<?php echo strip_tags($content); ?></p>

32 </body>

33 </html>

xss.php, line 224 (Cross-Site Scripting: Reflected)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 224 of xss.php sends unvalidated data to a web browser, which can result in the

browser executing malicious code.
Source: xss.php:224 Read $_GET['input']()
222

223 	//[35]

224 	printf("XSS: %s", $_GET['input']);

225 	//[36]

226 	$fmtInput = sprintf("XSS: %s", $_GET['input']);

Sink: xss.php:224 printf()
222

223 	//[35]

224 	printf("XSS: %s", $_GET['input']);

225 	//[36]

226 	$fmtInput = sprintf("XSS: %s", $_GET['input']);

xss.php, line 205 (Cross-Site Scripting: Reflected)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 205 of xss.php sends unvalidated data to a web browser, which can result in the

browser executing malicious code.
Source: xss.php:203 Read $_GET['input']()
201

202 	//[31]

203 	$input = $_GET['input'];

204 	if (preg_match("/^[a-zA-Z0-9]*$/", $input))

205 		echo $input;

Sink: xss.php:205 builtin_echo()
203 	$input = $_GET['input'];

204 	if (preg_match("/^[a-zA-Z0-9]*$/", $input))

205 		echo $input;

206

207

xss.php, line 236 (Cross-Site Scripting: Reflected)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 236 of xss.php sends unvalidated data to a web browser, which can result in the

browser executing malicious code.
Source: xss.php:236 Read $_GET['input']()
234

235 	//[41]

236 	printf("No XSS: %d", $_GET['input']);

237

238 	//[42]
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Sink: xss.php:236 printf()
234

235 	//[41]

236 	printf("No XSS: %d", $_GET['input']);

237

238 	//[42]

hiddenxss1.php, line 28 (Cross-Site Scripting: Reflected)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 28 of hiddenxss1.php sends unvalidated data to a web browser, which can result

in the browser executing malicious code.
Source: hiddenxss1.php:16 Read $_GET['id']()
14 $id = $content = 'default';

15 if(isset($_GET['id']) && ($_GET['id']==1 || $_GET['id']==2)) {

16     $id = $_GET['id'];

17 }

18 if(isset($_GET['content'])) {

Sink: hiddenxss1.php:28 builtin_echo()
26 </head>

27 <body>

28     <p id="<?php echo $id; ?>">

29 	<?php echo htmlspecialchars($content,ENT_QUOTES); ?></p>

30 </body>

xss.php, line 146 (Cross-Site Scripting: Reflected)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 146 of xss.php sends unvalidated data to a web browser, which can result in the

browser executing malicious code.
Source: xss.php:144 Read $_GET['input']()
142 	//(e.g. <b .... >Here allowed</b>)

143 	//2) If strip_tags is used without using the second argument ($allowedTags).

144 	$input = $_GET['input'];

145 	$input2 = strip_tags($input);

146 	echo "<b>" . $input2 . "</b>";

Sink: xss.php:146 builtin_echo()
144 	$input = $_GET['input'];

145 	$input2 = strip_tags($input);

146 	echo "<b>" . $input2 . "</b>";

147

148 	//[21]
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Category: SQL Injection (6 Issues)

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0

Number of Issues
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Bad Practice
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Abstract:
Constructing a dynamic SQL statement with user input might allow an attacker to modify the statement's meaning or to execute
arbitrary SQL commands.

Explanation:
SQL injection errors occur when:

1. Data enters a program from an untrusted source.

2. The data is used to dynamically construct a SQL query.

Example 1: The following code dynamically constructs and executes a SQL query that searches for items matching a specified
name. The query restricts the items displayed to those where the owner matches the user name of the currently-authenticated
user.

...

$userName = $_SESSION['userName'];

$itemName = $_POST['itemName'];

$query = "SELECT * FROM items WHERE owner = '$userName' AND itemname = '$itemName';";

$result = mysql_query($query);

...

The query that this code intends to execute follows:

SELECT * FROM items

WHERE owner = <userName>

AND itemname = <itemName>;

However, because the query is constructed dynamically by concatenating a constant base query string and a user input string, the
query only behaves correctly if itemName does not contain a single-quote character. If an attacker with the user name wiley
enters the string "name' OR 'a'='a" for itemName, then the query becomes the following:

SELECT * FROM items

WHERE owner = 'wiley'

AND itemname = 'name' OR 'a'='a';

The addition of the OR 'a'='a' condition causes the where clause to always evaluate to true, so the query becomes logically
equivalent to the much simpler query:

SELECT * FROM items;

This simplification of the query allows the attacker to bypass the requirement that the query only return items owned by the
authenticated user; the query now returns all entries stored in the items table, regardless of their specified owner.

Example 2: This example examines the effects of a different malicious value passed to the query constructed and executed in
Example 1. If an attacker with the user name wiley enters the string "name'; DELETE FROM items; --" for itemName, then the
query becomes the following two queries:
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SELECT * FROM items

WHERE owner = 'wiley'

AND itemname = 'name';

DELETE FROM items;

--'

Many database servers, including Microsoft(R) SQL Server 2000, allow multiple SQL statements separated by semicolons to be
executed at once. While this attack string results in an error on Oracle and other database servers that do not allow the batch-
execution of statements separated by semicolons, on databases that do allow batch execution, this type of attack allows the
attacker to execute arbitrary commands against the database.

Notice the trailing pair of hyphens (--), which specifies to most database servers that the remainder of the statement is to be
treated as a comment and not executed [4]. In this case the comment character serves to remove the trailing single-quote left over
from the modified query. On a database where comments are not allowed to be used in this way, the general attack could still be
made effective using a trick similar to the one shown in Example 1. If an attacker enters the string "name'); DELETE FROM
items; SELECT * FROM items WHERE 'a'='a", the following three valid statements will be created:

SELECT * FROM items

WHERE owner = 'wiley'

AND itemname = 'name';

DELETE FROM items;

SELECT * FROM items WHERE 'a'='a';

One traditional approach to preventing SQL injection attacks is to handle them as an input validation problem and either accept
only characters from a whitelist of safe values or identify and escape a blacklist of potentially malicious values. Whitelisting can
be a very effective means of enforcing strict input validation rules, but parameterized SQL statements require less maintenance
and can offer more guarantees with respect to security. As is almost always the case, blacklisting is riddled with loopholes that
make it ineffective at preventing SQL injection attacks. For example, attackers can:

- Target fields that are not quoted

- Find ways to bypass the need for certain escaped meta-characters

- Use stored procedures to hide the injected meta-characters

Manually escaping characters in input to SQL queries can help, but it will not make your application secure from SQL injection
attacks.

Another solution commonly proposed for dealing with SQL injection attacks is to use stored procedures. Although stored
procedures prevent some types of SQL injection attacks, they fail to protect against many others. Stored procedures typically
help prevent SQL injection attacks by limiting the types of statements that can be passed to their parameters. However, there are
many ways around the limitations and many interesting statements that can still be passed to stored procedures. Again, stored
procedures can prevent some exploits, but they will not make your application secure against SQL injection attacks.

Recommendations:
The root cause of a SQL injection vulnerability is the ability of an attacker to change context in the SQL query, causing a value
that the programmer intended to be interpreted as data to be interpreted as a command instead. When a SQL query is constructed,
the programmer knows what should be interpreted as part of the command and what should be interpreted as data. Parameterized
SQL statements can enforce this behavior by disallowing data-directed context changes and preventing nearly all SQL injection
attacks. Parameterized SQL statements are constructed using strings of regular SQL, but where user-supplied data needs to be
included, they include bind parameters, which are placeholders for data that is subsequently inserted. In other words, bind
parameters allow the programmer to explicitly specify to the database what should be treated as a command and what should be
treated as data. When the program is ready to execute a statement, it specifies to the database the runtime values to use for each
of the bind parameters without the risk that the data will be interpreted as a modification to the command.

When connecting to MySQL, the previous example can be rewritten to use parameterized SQL statements (instead of
concatenating user supplied strings) as follows:

...

$mysqli = new mysqli($host,$dbuser, $dbpass, $db);

$userName = $_SESSION['userName'];

$itemName = $_POST['itemName'];

$query = "SELECT * FROM items WHERE owner = ? AND itemname = ?";

$stmt = $mysqli->prepare($query);

$stmt->bind_param('ss',$username,$itemName);

$stmt->execute();

...
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The MySQL Improved extension (mysqli) is available for PHP5 users of MySQL. Code that relies on a different database should
check for similar extensions.

More complicated scenarios, often found in report generation code, require that user input affect the structure of the SQL
statement, for instance by adding a dynamic constraint in the WHERE clause. Do not use this requirement to justify
concatenating user input to create a query string. Prevent SQL injection attacks where user input must affect command structure
with a level of indirection: create a set of legitimate strings that correspond to different elements you might include in a SQL
statement. When constructing a statement, use input from the user to select from this set of application-controlled values.

Tips:
A common mistake is to use parameterized SQL statements that are constructed by concatenating user-controlled strings. Of
course, this defeats the purpose of using parameterized SQL statements. If you are not certain that the strings used to form
parameterized statements are constants controlled by the application, do not assume that they are safe because they are not being
executed directly as SQL strings. Thoroughly investigate all uses of user-controlled strings in SQL statements and verify that
none can be used to modify the meaning of the query.

xss.php, line 84 (SQL Injection)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 84 of xss.php invokes a SQL query built using unvalidated input.  This call

could allow an attacker to modify the statement's meaning or to execute arbitrary
SQL commands.

Source: xss.php:83 Read $_GET['id']()
81 	//validateSQLWithHTML performs a htmlspecialchars validation on the input

82 	//not proper for preveting SQL injections

83 	$htmlvalidated = validateSQLWithHTML($_GET["id"]);

84 	mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE id='" . $htmlvalidated . "'");

85

Sink: xss.php:84 mysql_query()
82 	//not proper for preveting SQL injections

83 	$htmlvalidated = validateSQLWithHTML($_GET["id"]);

84 	mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE id='" . $htmlvalidated . "'");

85

86

xss.php, line 190 (SQL Injection)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 190 of xss.php invokes a SQL query built using unvalidated input.  This call

could allow an attacker to modify the statement's meaning or to execute arbitrary
SQL commands.

Source: xss.php:190 Read $_GET['id']()
188 	if ($i == 0)

189 	{

190 		mysql_query("SELECT * FROM tables WHERE id = '" . $_GET['id'] . "'");

191 	}

192

Sink: xss.php:190 mysql_query()
188 	if ($i == 0)

189 	{

190 		mysql_query("SELECT * FROM tables WHERE id = '" . $_GET['id'] . "'");

191 	}

192

xss.php, line 45 (SQL Injection)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 45 of xss.php invokes a SQL query built using unvalidated input.  This call

could allow an attacker to modify the statement's meaning or to execute arbitrary
SQL commands.

Source: xss.php:44 Read $_GET['id']()
42 	//this is the most straightforward sql injection, there is no validation
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43 	//on the input at all.

44 	$noValidation = $_GET["id"];

45 	mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE id='" . $noValidation . "'");

46

Sink: xss.php:45 mysql_query()
43 	//on the input at all.

44 	$noValidation = $_GET["id"];

45 	mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE id='" . $noValidation . "'");

46

47 	//[8]

xss.php, line 256 (SQL Injection)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 256 of xss.php invokes a SQL query built using unvalidated input.  This call

could allow an attacker to modify the statement's meaning or to execute arbitrary
SQL commands.

Source: xss.php:256 Read $_GET['name']()
254 	$cleanValue = mysql_real_escape_string($_POST['name']);

255 	$_GET['name'] = $cleanValue;

256 	mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE name = '".$_GET['name']."'");

257

258

Sink: xss.php:256 mysql_query()
254 	$cleanValue = mysql_real_escape_string($_POST['name']);

255 	$_GET['name'] = $cleanValue;

256 	mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE name = '".$_GET['name']."'");

257

258

xss.php, line 78 (SQL Injection)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 78 of xss.php invokes a SQL query built using unvalidated input.  This call

could allow an attacker to modify the statement's meaning or to execute arbitrary
SQL commands.

Source: xss.php:77 Read $_GET['id']()
75 	//wrong validation does a strip_tags on the input. This is wrong validation

76 	//for HTML and completely wrong for SQL.

77 	$wrongValidated = wrongValidation($_GET["id"]);

78 	mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE id='" . $wrongValidated . "'");

79

Sink: xss.php:78 mysql_query()
76 	//for HTML and completely wrong for SQL.

77 	$wrongValidated = wrongValidation($_GET["id"]);

78 	mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE id='" . $wrongValidated . "'");

79

80 	//[13]

xss.php, line 66 (SQL Injection)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 66 of xss.php invokes a SQL query built using unvalidated input.  This call

could allow an attacker to modify the statement's meaning or to execute arbitrary
SQL commands.

Source: xss.php:65 Read $_GET['id']()
63 	//all charsets. Moreover, the value inside the query is not quoted, hence

64 	//one can break out the context with whitespace

65 	$query = addslashes($_GET["id"]);
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66 	mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE id=" . $query);

67

Sink: xss.php:66 mysql_query()
64 	//one can break out the context with whitespace

65 	$query = addslashes($_GET["id"]);

66 	mysql_query("SELECT * FROM prods WHERE id=" . $query);

67

68 	//[11]
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Category: Cross-Site Scripting: Poor Validation (5 Issues)
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Abstract:
Relying on HTML encoding to validate user input can result in the browser executing malicious code.

Explanation:
Using htmlspecialchars() or htmlentities() will prevent some, but not all cross-site scripting attacks. Depending on the context in
which the data appears, characters beyond the basic <, >, &, ' (only when ENT_QUOTES is set) and " that are HTML-encoded
may take on meta-meaning. Relying on htmlspecialchars() or htmlentities() is equivalent to using a weak blacklist to prevent
cross-site scripting and might allow an attacker to inject malicious code that will be executed in the browser.

Cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities occur when:

1. Data enters a web application through an untrusted source. In the case of Reflected XSS, an untrusted source is most
frequently a web request, and in the case of Persistent (a.k.a. Stored) XSS -- it is the results of a database query.

2. The data is included in dynamic content that is sent to a web user without being validated for malicious code.

The malicious content sent to the web browser often takes the form of a segment of JavaScript, but may also include HTML,
Flash or any other type of code that the browser may execute. The variety of attacks based on XSS is almost limitless, but they
commonly include transmitting private data like cookies or other session information to the attacker, redirecting the victim to
web content controlled by the attacker, or performing other malicious operations on the user's machine under the guise of the
vulnerable site.

Example 1: The following code segment reads in the text parameter, from an HTTP request and displays it in an alert box in
between script tags.

<?php

$var=$_GET['text'];

...

$var2=htmlspecialchars($var);

echo "<script>alert('$var2')</script>";

?>

The code in this example operates correctly if text contains only standard alphanumeric text. If text has a single quote, a round
bracket and a semicolon, it ends the alert textbox whereafter the code will be executed.

Initially this might not appear to be much of a vulnerability. After all, why would someone enter a URL that causes malicious
code to run on their own computer? The real danger is that an attacker will create the malicious URL, then use e-mail or social
engineering tricks to lure victims into visiting a link to the URL. When victims click the link, they unwittingly reflect the
malicious content through the vulnerable web application back to their own computers. This mechanism of exploiting vulnerable
web applications is known as Reflected XSS.

As the examples demonstrate, XSS vulnerabilities are caused by code that includes unvalidated data in an HTTP response. There
are three vectors by which an XSS attack can reach a victim:

- As in Example 1, data is read directly from the HTTP request and reflected back in the HTTP response. Reflected XSS exploits
occur when an attacker causes a user to supply dangerous content to a vulnerable web application, which is then reflected back to
the user and executed by the web browser. The most common mechanism for delivering malicious content is to include it as a
parameter in a URL that is posted publicly or e-mailed directly to victims. URLs constructed in this manner constitute the core of
many phishing schemes, whereby an attacker convinces victims to visit a URL that refers to a vulnerable site. After the site
reflects the attacker's content back to the user, the content is executed and proceeds to transfer private information, such as
cookies that may include session information, from the user's machine to the attacker or perform other nefarious activities.
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- The application stores dangerous data in a database or other trusted data store. The dangerous data is subsequently read back
into the application and included in dynamic content. Persistent XSS exploits occur when an attacker injects dangerous content
into a data store that is later read and included in dynamic content. From an attacker's perspective, the optimal place to inject
malicious content is in an area that is displayed to either many users or particularly interesting users. Interesting users typically
have elevated privileges in the application or interact with sensitive data that is valuable to the attacker. If one of these users
executes malicious content, the attacker may be able to perform privileged operations on behalf of the user or gain access to
sensitive data belonging to the user.

- A source outside the application stores dangerous data in a database or other data store, and the dangerous data is subsequently
read back into the application as trusted data and included in dynamic content.

Recommendations:
The solution to XSS is to ensure that validation occurs in the correct places and checks for the correct properties.

Since XSS vulnerabilities occur when an application includes malicious data in its output, one logical approach is to validate data
immediately before it leaves the application. However, because web applications often have complex and intricate code for
generating dynamic content, this method is prone to errors of omission (missing validation). An effective way to mitigate this
risk is to also perform input validation for XSS.

Web applications must validate their input to prevent other vulnerabilities, such as SQL injection, so augmenting an application's
existing input validation mechanism to include checks for XSS is generally relatively easy. Despite its value, input validation for
XSS does not take the place of rigorous output validation. An application may accept input through a shared data store or other
trusted source, and that data store may accept input from a source that does not perform adequate input validation. Therefore, the
application cannot implicitly rely on the safety of this or any other data. This means the best way to prevent XSS vulnerabilities
is to validate everything that enters the application or leaves the application destined for the user.

The most secure approach to validation for XSS is to create a whitelist of safe characters that are allowed to appear in HTTP
content and accept input composed exclusively of characters in the approved set. For example, a valid username might only
include alpha-numeric characters or a phone number might only include digits 0-9. However, this solution is often infeasible in
web applications because many characters that have special meaning to the browser should still be considered valid input once
they are encoded, such as a web design bulletin board that must accept HTML fragments from its users.

A more flexible, but less secure approach is known as blacklisting, which selectively rejects or escapes potentially dangerous
characters before using the input. In order to form such a list, you first need to understand the set of characters that hold special
meaning for web browsers. Although the HTML standard defines what characters have special meaning, many web browsers try
to correct common mistakes in HTML and may treat other characters as special in certain contexts. The CERT(R) Coordination
Center at the Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellow University provides the following details about special
characters in various contexts [1]:

In the content of a block-level element (in the middle of a paragraph of text):

- "<" is special because it introduces a tag.

- "&" is special because it introduces a character entity.

- ">" is special because some browsers treat it as special, on the assumption that the author of the page intended to include an
opening "<", but omitted it in error.

The following principles apply to attribute values:

- In attribute values enclosed with double quotes, the double quotes are special because they mark the end of the attribute value.

- In attribute values enclosed with single quote, the single quotes are special because they mark the end of the attribute value.

- In attribute values without any quotes, white-space characters, such as space and tab, are special.

- "&" is special when used with certain attributes, because it introduces a character entity.

In URLs, for example, a search engine might provide a link within the results page that the user can click to re-run the search.
This can be implemented by encoding the search query inside the URL, which introduces additional special characters:

- Space, tab, and new line are special because they mark the end of the URL.

- "&" is special because it either introduces a character entity or separates CGI parameters.

- Non-ASCII characters (that is, everything above 128 in the ISO-8859-1 encoding) are not allowed in URLs, so they are
considered to be special in this context.

- The "%" symbol must be filtered from input anywhere parameters encoded with HTTP escape sequences are decoded by server
-side code. For example, "%" must be filtered if input such as "%68%65%6C%6C%6F" becomes "hello" when it appears on the
web page in question.

Within the body of a <SCRIPT> </SCRIPT>:

- The semicolon, parenthesis, curly braces, and new line should be filtered in situations where text could be inserted directly into
a pre-existing script tag.

Server-side scripts:
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- Server-side scripts that convert any exclamation characters (!) in input to double-quote characters (") on output might require
additional filtering.

Other possibilities:

- If an attacker submits a request in UTF-7, the special character '<' appears as '+ADw-' and may bypass filtering. If the output is
included in a page that does not explicitly specify an encoding format, then some browsers try to intelligently identify the
encoding based on the content (in this case, UTF-7).

Once you identify the correct points in an application to perform validation for XSS attacks and what special characters the
validation should consider, the next challenge is to identify how your validation handles special characters. If special characters
are not considered valid input to the application, then you can reject any input that contains special characters as invalid. A
second option in this situation is to remove special characters with filtering. However, filtering has the side affect of changing
any visual representation of the filtered content and may be unacceptable in circumstances where the integrity of the input must
be preserved for display.

If input containing special characters must be accepted and displayed accurately, validation must encode any special characters to
remove their significance. A complete list of ISO 8859-1 encoded values for special characters is provided as part of the official
HTML specification [2].

Many application servers attempt to limit an application's exposure to cross-site scripting vulnerabilities by providing
implementations for the functions responsible for setting certain specific HTTP response content that perform validation for the
characters essential to a cross-site scripting attack. Do not rely on the server running your application to make it secure. When an
application is developed there are no guarantees about what application servers it will run on during its lifetime. As standards and
known exploits evolve, there are no guarantees that application servers will also stay in sync.

Tips:
In Fortify Source Code Analysis Suite, the database is treated as a source of untrusted data for XSS vulnerabilities. If the
database is a trusted resource in your environment, customize Audit Workbench to filter out data flow issues generated by
database sources.

xss.php, line 12 (Cross-Site Scripting: Poor Validation)

Fortify Priority: Medium Folder Medium
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: The program uses HTML encoding to encode a value written to a web browser in

xss.php, but HTML encoding is not always enough to prevent malicious code from
reaching the web browser.

Source: xss.php:11 Read $_GET['url']()
9 	//the validation here is insufficient because the value for the href attribute

10 	//is not quoted. Hence, using htmlspecialchars does not fix the problem here.

11 	$url = htmlspecialchars($_GET["url"]);

12 	echo "<a href=".$url.">Click here to continue</a>";

Sink: xss.php:12 builtin_echo()
10 	//is not quoted. Hence, using htmlspecialchars does not fix the problem here.

11 	$url = htmlspecialchars($_GET["url"]);

12 	echo "<a href=".$url.">Click here to continue</a>";

13

14 	//[3]

xss.php, line 19 (Cross-Site Scripting: Poor Validation)

Fortify Priority: Medium Folder Medium
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: The program uses HTML encoding to encode a value written to a web browser in

xss.php, but HTML encoding is not always enough to prevent malicious code from
reaching the web browser.

Source: xss.php:18 Read $_GET['url']()
16 	//the default setting for htmlspecialchars is that it does not

17 	//escape single quotes, so on can break out of the context

18 	$url = htmlspecialchars($_GET["url"]);

19 	echo "<a href='$url'>Click here to continue</a>";

20

Sink: xss.php:19 builtin_echo()
17 	//escape single quotes, so on can break out of the context

18 	$url = htmlspecialchars($_GET["url"]);

19 	echo "<a href='$url'>Click here to continue</a>";

20
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21

hiddenxss3.php, line 30 (Cross-Site Scripting: Poor Validation)

Fortify Priority: Medium Folder Medium
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: The program uses HTML encoding to encode a value written to a web browser in

hiddenxss3.php, but HTML encoding is not always enough to prevent malicious code
from reaching the web browser.

Source: hiddenxss3.php:18 Read $_GET['id']()
16 $id = $content = 'default';

17 if(isset($_GET['id'])) {

18     $id = stripslashes($_GET['id']);

19 }

20 if(isset($_GET['content'])) {

Sink: hiddenxss3.php:30 builtin_echo()
28 </head>

29 <body>

30     <p id="<?php echo htmlspecialchars($id,ENT_QUOTES); ?>">

31 	<?php echo strip_tags($content); ?></p>

32 </body>

xss.php, line 6 (Cross-Site Scripting: Poor Validation)

Fortify Priority: Medium Folder Medium
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: The program uses HTML encoding to encode a value written to a web browser in

xss.php, but HTML encoding is not always enough to prevent malicious code from
reaching the web browser.

Source: xss.php:5 Read $_GET['url']()
3 	//the validation here is insufficient because the value for the href attribute

4 	//is not quoted. Hence, using htmlspecialchars does not fix the problem here.

5 	$url = htmlspecialchars($_GET["url"]);

6 	echo "<a href=$url>Click here to continue</a>";

7

Sink: xss.php:6 builtin_echo()
4 	//is not quoted. Hence, using htmlspecialchars does not fix the problem here.

5 	$url = htmlspecialchars($_GET["url"]);

6 	echo "<a href=$url>Click here to continue</a>";

7

8 	//[2]

hiddenxss1.php, line 29 (Cross-Site Scripting: Poor Validation)

Fortify Priority: Medium Folder Medium
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: The program uses HTML encoding to encode a value written to a web browser in

hiddenxss1.php, but HTML encoding is not always enough to prevent malicious code
from reaching the web browser.

Source: hiddenxss1.php:19 Read $_GET['content']()
17 }

18 if(isset($_GET['content'])) {

19     $content = stripslashes($_GET['content']);

20 }

21 ?>

Sink: hiddenxss1.php:29 builtin_echo()
27 <body>

28     <p id="<?php echo $id; ?>">

29 	<?php echo htmlspecialchars($content,ENT_QUOTES); ?></p>

30 </body>

31 </html>
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Category: Dangerous File Inclusion (2 Issues)

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00

Number of Issues

<Unaudited>

Not an Issue
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Bad Practice

Suspicious
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Abstract:
Allowing unvalidated user input to to control files that are included dynamically in PHP can lead to malicious code execution.

Explanation:
Many modern web scripting languages enable code re-use and modularization through the ability to include additional source
files within one encapsulating file. This ability is often used to apply a standard look and feel to an application (templating),
share functions without the need for compiled code, or break the code into smaller more manageable files. Included files are
interpreted as part of the parent file and executed in the same manner. File inclusion vulnerabilities occur when the path of the
included file is controlled by unvalidated user input.

File inclusion vulnerabilities are one of the most prolific and severe vulnerabilities in PHP applications. Prior to PHP 4.2.0, PHP
installations shipped with the register_globals option enabled by default, which permits attackers to easily overwrite internal
server variables. Although disabling register_globals can limit a program's exposure to file inclusion vulnerabilities, these
problems still occur in modern PHP applications.

Example 1: The following code includes a file under the application defined $server_root in a template.

...

<?php include($server_root . '/myapp_header.php'); ?$gt;

...

If register_globals is set to on, an attacker can overwrite the $server_root value by supplying $server_root as a request parameter,
thereby taking partial-control of the dynamic include statement.

Example 2: The following code takes a user specified template name and includes it in the PHP page to be rendered.

...

<?php include($_GET['headername']); ?$gt;

...

In Example 2, an attacker can take complete control of the dynamic include statement by supplying a malicious value for
headername that causes the program to include a file from an external site.

If the attacker specifies a valid file to a dynamic include statement, the contents of that file will be passed to the PHP interpreter.
In the case of a plain text file, such as /etc/shadow, the file might be rendered as part of the HTML output. Worse, if the attacker
can specify a path to a remote site controlled by the attacker, then the dynamic include statement will execute arbitrary malicious
code supplied by the attacker.

Recommendations:

Disable the register_globals option by including the following line in php.ini:

register_globals = 'off'

Do not allow unvalidated user input to control paths used in dynamic include statements. Instead, a level of indirection should be
introduced: create a list of legitimate files for inclusion, and only allow users to select from the list. With this approach,the user
can not directly specify a file from the filesystem.

Example 2 could be improved to map user input to a key that selects the desired template, as follows:

<?php

$templates = array('main.php' => 1, 'blue.php' => 2, 'red.php' => 3);
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?$gt;

...

<?php include($templates[$_GET['headername']]); ?$gt;

...

xss.php, line 27 (Dangerous File Inclusion)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: The file xss.php passes an unvalidated filename to a dynamic include statement on

line 27. Allowing unvalidated user input to to control files that are included
dynamically in PHP can lead to malicious code execution.

Source: xss.php:25 Read $_GET['filename']()
23 	//the replace here is not enough since an attacker can

24 	//use ..././..././ in the path for traversal

25 	$filename = $_GET["filename"];

26 	$safeFile = str_replace("../", "", $filename);

27 	include("home/test/traversal/" . $safeFile . ".php");

Sink: xss.php:27 builtin_include()
25 	$filename = $_GET["filename"];

26 	$safeFile = str_replace("../", "", $filename);

27 	include("home/test/traversal/" . $safeFile . ".php");

28

29 	//[5]

xss.php, line 276 (Dangerous File Inclusion)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: The file xss.php passes an unvalidated filename to a dynamic include statement on

line 276. Allowing unvalidated user input to to control files that are included
dynamically in PHP can lead to malicious code execution.

Source: xss.php:269 Read $_GET['filename']()
267

268 	//[40]

269 	$filename = $_GET["filename"];

270 	$prevfn = $filename;

271 	do

Sink: xss.php:276 builtin_include()
274 		$filename = str_replace("../", "" , $filename);

275 	} while ($prevfn == $filename);

276 	include($filename);

277

278
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Category: Password Management: Password in Comment (2 Issues)

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00
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Abstract:
Hardcoded passwords can compromise system security in a way that cannot be easily remedied.

Explanation:
It is never a good idea to hardcode a password. Not only does hardcoding a password allow all of the project's developers to view
the password, it also makes fixing the problem extremely difficult. Once the code is in production, the password cannot be
changed without patching the software. If the account protected by the password is compromised, the owners of the system will
be forced to choose between security and availability.

Example: The following comment specifies the default password to connect to a database:

...

// Default username for database connection is "scott"

// Default password for database connection is "tiger"

...

This code will run successfully, but anyone who has access to it will have access to the password. Once the program has shipped,
there is no going back from the database user "scott" with a password of "tiger" unless the program is patched. A devious
employee with access to this information can use it to break into the system.

Recommendations:
Passwords should never be hardcoded and should generally be obfuscated and managed in an external source. Storing passwords
in plaintext anywhere on the system allows anyone with sufficient permissions to read and potentially misuse the password.

xss.php, line 129 (Password Management: Password in Comment)

Fortify Priority: Low Folder Low
Kingdom: Security Features
Abstract: Hardcoded passwords can compromise system security in a way that cannot be easily

remedied.
Sink: xss.php:129 Comment()
127 	//here a hardcoded string is assigned to a

128 	//variable. Some of the variablenames suggest

129 	//that they hold the value of a password.

130 	//Having hardcoded password in the source-code

131 	//is bad practice.

xss.php, line 130 (Password Management: Password in Comment)

Fortify Priority: Low Folder Low
Kingdom: Security Features
Abstract: Hardcoded passwords can compromise system security in a way that cannot be easily

remedied.
Sink: xss.php:130 Comment()
128 	//variable. Some of the variablenames suggest

129 	//that they hold the value of a password.
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130 	//Having hardcoded password in the source-code

131 	//is bad practice.

132 	$password = "pass";
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Category: System Information Leak (2 Issues)
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Abstract:
Revealing system data or debugging information helps an adversary learn about the system and form a plan of attack.

Explanation:
An information leak occurs when system data or debugging information leaves the program through an output stream or logging
function.

Example: The following code prints an exception to the standard error stream:

<?php

...

echo "Server error! Printing the backtrace";

debug_print_backtrace();

...

?>

Depending upon the system configuration, this information can be dumped to a console, written to a log file, or exposed to a
remote user. In some cases the error message tells the attacker precisely what sort of an attack the system is vulnerable to. For
example, a database error message can reveal that the application is vulnerable to a SQL injection attack. Other error messages
can reveal more oblique clues about the system. In the example above, the search path could imply information about the type of
operating system, the applications installed on the system, and the amount of care that the administrators have put into
configuring the program.

Recommendations:
Write error messages with security in mind. In production environments, turn off detailed error information in favor of brief
messages. Restrict the generation and storage of detailed output that can help administrators and programmers diagnose
problems. Be careful, debugging traces can sometimes appear in non-obvious places (embedded in comments in the HTML for
an error page, for example).

Even brief error messages that do not reveal stack traces or database dumps can potentially aid an attacker. For example, an
"Access Denied" message can reveal that a file or user exists on the system.

Tips:
Do not rely on wrapper scripts, corporate IT policy, or quick-thinking system administrators to prevent system information leaks.
Write software that is secure on its own.

This category of vulnerability does not apply to all types of programs. For example, if your application executes on a client
machine where system information is already available to an attacker, or if you print system information only to a trusted log file,
you can use AuditGuide to filter out this category.

xss.php, line 158 (System Information Leak)

Fortify Priority: Low Folder Low
Kingdom: Encapsulation
Abstract: The program might review system data or debugging information in xss.php with a

call to builtin_echo() on line 158.  The information revealed by builtin_echo() could
help an adversary form a plan of attack.

Source: xss.php:158 Read $_SERVER['PATH_INFO']()
156 	//a xss vector. For example index.php/<script>alert('xss');</script>
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157 	echo $_SERVER['PHP_SELF'];	//is a tainted source

158 	echo $_SERVER['PATH_INFO'];

159

160 	//[23]

Sink: xss.php:158 builtin_echo()
156 	//a xss vector. For example index.php/<script>alert('xss');</script>

157 	echo $_SERVER['PHP_SELF'];	//is a tainted source

158 	echo $_SERVER['PATH_INFO'];

159

160 	//[23]

xss.php, line 157 (System Information Leak)

Fortify Priority: Low Folder Low
Kingdom: Encapsulation
Abstract: The program might review system data or debugging information in xss.php with a

call to builtin_echo() on line 157.  The information revealed by builtin_echo() could
help an adversary form a plan of attack.

Source: xss.php:157 Read $_SERVER['PHP_SELF']()
155 	//this is an unsafe source since the request can contain

156 	//a xss vector. For example index.php/<script>alert('xss');</script>

157 	echo $_SERVER['PHP_SELF'];	//is a tainted source

158 	echo $_SERVER['PATH_INFO'];

159

Sink: xss.php:157 builtin_echo()
155 	//this is an unsafe source since the request can contain

156 	//a xss vector. For example index.php/<script>alert('xss');</script>

157 	echo $_SERVER['PHP_SELF'];	//is a tainted source

158 	echo $_SERVER['PATH_INFO'];

159
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Category: Command Injection (1 Issues)

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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Abstract:
Executing commands from an untrusted source or in an untrusted environment can cause an application to execute malicious
commands on behalf of an attacker.

Explanation:
Command injection vulnerabilities take two forms:

- An attacker can change the command that the program executes: the attacker explicitly controls what the command is.

- An attacker can change the environment in which the command executes: the attacker implicitly controls what the command
means.

In this case we are primarily concerned with the first scenario, the possibility that an attacker may be able to control the
command that is executed. Command injection vulnerabilities of this type occur when:

1. Data enters the application from an untrusted source.

2. The data is used as or as part of a string representing a command that is executed by the application.

3. By executing the command, the application gives an attacker a privilege or capability that the attacker would not otherwise
have.

Example 1: The following code from a system utility uses the system property APPHOME to determine the directory in which it
is installed and then executes an initialization script based on a relative path from the specified directory.

...

$home = $_ENV['APPHOME'];

$cmd = $home . $INITCMD;

system(cmd);

...

The code in Example 1 allows an attacker to execute arbitrary commands with the elevated privilege of the application by
modifying the system property APPHOME to point to a different path containing a malicious version of INITCMD. Because the
program does not validate the value read from the environment, if an attacker can control the value of the system property
APPHOME, then they can fool the application into running malicious code and take control of the system.

Example 2: The following code is from an administrative web application designed allow users to kick off a backup of an Oracle
database using a batch-file wrapper around the rman utility and then run a cleanup.bat script to delete some temporary files. The
script rmanDB.bat accepts a single command line parameter, which specifies what type of backup to perform. Because access to
the database is restricted, the application runs the backup as a privileged user.

...

$btype = $_GET['backuptype'];

$cmd = "cmd.exe /K \"c:\\util\\rmanDB.bat " . $btype . "&&c:\\utl\\cleanup.bat\"";

system(cmd);

...
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The problem here is that the program does not do any validation on the backuptype parameter read from the user. Typically the
Runtime.exec() function will not execute multiple commands, but in this case the program first runs the cmd.exe shell in order to
run multiple commands with a single call to Runtime.exec(). Once the shell is invoked, it will happily execute multiple
commands separated by two ampersands. If an attacker passes a string of the form "&& del c:\\dbms\\*.*", then the application
will execute this command along with the others specified by the program. Because of the nature of the application, it runs with
the privileges necessary to interact with the database, which means whatever command the attacker injects will run with those
privileges as well.

Example 3: The following code is from a web application that allows users access to an interface through which they can update
their password on the system. Part of the process for updating passwords in certain network environments is to run a make
command in the /var/yp directory, the code for which is shown below.

...

$result = shell_exec("make");

...

The problem here is that the program does not specify an absolute path for make and fails to clean its environment prior to
executing the call to Runtime.exec(). If an attacker can modify the $PATH variable to point to a malicious binary called make
and cause the program to be executed in their environment, then the malicious binary will be loaded instead of the one intended.
Because of the nature of the application, it runs with the privileges necessary to perform system operations, which means the
attacker's make will now be run with these privileges, possibly giving the attacker complete control of the system.

Recommendations:
Do not allow users to have direct control over the commands executed by the program. In cases where user input must affect the
command to be run, use the input only to make a selection from a predetermined set of safe commands. If the input appears to be
malicious, the value passed to the command execution function should either default to some safe selection from this set or the
program should decline to execute any command at all.

In cases where user input must be used as an argument to a command executed by the program, this approach often becomes
impractical because the set of legitimate argument values is too large or too hard to keep track of. Developers often fall back on
blacklisting in these situations. Blacklisting selectively rejects or escapes potentially dangerous characters before using the input.
Any list of unsafe characters is likely to be incomplete and will be heavily dependant on the system where the commands are
executed. A better approach is to create a white list of characters that are allowed to appear in the input and accept input
composed exclusively of characters in the approved set.

An attacker can indirectly control commands executed by a program by modifying the environment in which they are executed.
The environment should not be trusted and precautions should be taken to prevent an attacker from using some manipulation of
the environment to perform an attack. Whenever possible, commands should be controlled by the application and executed using
an absolute path. In cases where the path is not known at compile time, such as for cross-platform applications, an absolute path
should be constructed from trusted values during execution. Command values and paths read from configuration files or the
environment should be sanity-checked against a set of invariants that define valid values.

Other checks can sometimes be performed to detect if these sources may have been tampered with. For example, if a
configuration file is world-writable, the program might refuse to run. In cases where information about the binary to be executed
is known in advance, the program may perform checks to verify the identity of the binary. If a binary should always be owned by
a particular user or have a particular set of access permissions assigned to it, these properties can be verified programmatically
before the binary is executed.

Although it may be impossible to completely protect a program from an imaginative attacker bent on controlling the commands
the program executes, be sure to apply the principle of least privilege wherever the program executes an external command: do
not hold privileges that are not essential to the execution of the command.

xss.php, line 152 (Command Injection)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: Line 152 in xss.php calls shell_exec() with a command built from untrusted data. This

call can cause the program to execute malicious commands on behalf of an attacker.
Source: xss.php:151 Read $_GET['input']()
149 	//following code is unsafe because backticks are

150 	//a shortcute notation for executing commands on the shell

151 	$input = $_GET['input'];

152 	$asd = `$input`; //notice the backticks

153

Sink: xss.php:152 shell_exec()
150 	//a shortcute notation for executing commands on the shell

151 	$input = $_GET['input'];

152 	$asd = `$input`; //notice the backticks

153

154 	//[22]
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Category: Dynamic Code Evaluation: Code Injection (1 Issues)
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Abstract:
Interpreting user-controlled instructions at run-time can allow attackers to execute malicious code.

Explanation:
Many modern programming languages allow dynamic interpretation of source instructions. This capability allows programmers
to perform dynamic instructions based on input received from the user. Code injection vulnerabilities occur when the
programmer incorrectly assumes that instructions supplied directly from the user will perform only innocent operations, such as
performing simple calculations on active user objects or otherwise modifying the user's state. However, without proper
validation, a user might specify operations the programmer does not intend.

Example: In this classic code injection example, the application implements a basic calculator that allows the user to specify
commands for execution.

...

$userOps = $_GET['operation'];

$result = eval($userOps);

...

The program behaves correctly when the operation parameter is a benign value, such as "8 + 7 * 2", in which case the result
variable is assigned a value of 22. However, if an attacker specifies languages operations that are both valid and malicious, those
operations would be executed with the full privilege of the parent process.  Such attacks are even more dangerous when the
underlying language provides access to system resources or allows execution of system commands. For example, if an attacker
were to specify " exec('shutdown -h now')" as the value of  operation, a shutdown command would be executed on the host
system.

Recommendations:

Avoid dynamic code interpretation whenever possible. If your program's functionality requires code to be interpreted
dynamically, the likelihood of attack can be minimized by constraining the code your program will execute dynamically as much
as possible, limiting it to an application- and context-specific subset of the base programming language.

If dynamic code execution is required, unvalidated user input should never be directly executed and interpreted by the
application.  Instead, a level of indirection should be introduced: create a list of legitimate operations and data objects that users
are allowed to specify, and only allow users to select from the list. With this approach, input provided by users is never executed
directly.

xss.php, line 97 (Dynamic Code Evaluation: Code Injection)

Fortify Priority: High Folder High
Kingdom: Input Validation and Representation
Abstract: The file xss.php interprets unvalidated user input as source code on line 97.

Interpreting user-controlled instructions at run-time can allow attackers to execute
malicious code.

Source: xss.php:96 Read $_GET['arg']()
94 	//[15]

95 	//basic php injection. No validation on input.

96 	$arg = $_GET['arg'];

97 	eval("MyFunction(".$arg.");");

98
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Sink: xss.php:97 builtin_eval()
95 	//basic php injection. No validation on input.

96 	$arg = $_GET['arg'];

97 	eval("MyFunction(".$arg.");");

98

99 	//[16]
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Category: Password Management: Hardcoded Password (1 Issues)

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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Abstract:
Hardcoded passwords could compromise system security in a way that cannot be easily remedied.

Explanation:
It is never a good idea to hardcode a password. Not only does hardcoding a password allow all of the project's developers to view
the password, it also makes fixing the problem extremely difficult. Once the code is in production, the password cannot be
changed without patching the software. If the account protected by the password is compromised, the owners of the system will
be forced to choose between security and availability.

Example: The following code uses a hardcoded password to connect to a database:

...

$link = mysql_connect($url, 'scott', 'tiger');

if (!$link) {

die('Could not connect: ' . mysql_error());

}

...

This code will run successfully, but anyone who has access to it will have access to the password. Once the program has shipped,
there is no going back from the database user "scott" with a password of "tiger" unless the program is patched. A devious
employee with access to this information can use it to break into the system. Even worse, if attackers have access to the binary
for application, they can use one of many populated available decompilers to access the disassembled code, which will contain
the values of the passwords used.

Recommendations:
Passwords should never be hardcoded and should generally be obfuscated and managed in an external source. Storing passwords
in plaintext anywhere on the system allows anyone with sufficient permissions to read and potentially misuse the password.

Some third party products claim the ability to manage passwords in a more secure way. For a secure solution, the only viable
option today appears to be a proprietary one that you create.

xss.php, line 132 (Password Management: Hardcoded Password)

Fortify Priority: Critical Folder Critical
Kingdom: Security Features
Abstract: Hardcoded passwords could compromise system security in a way that cannot be

easily remedied.
Sink: xss.php:132 FieldAccess: $password()
130 	//Having hardcoded password in the source-code

131 	//is bad practice.

132 	$password = "pass";

133 	$pass = "pass";

134 	$pwd = "pass";
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Code base location: C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php

Files Scanned:

hiddenxss1.php		5 Lines	795 bytes	Oct 20, 2010 1:00:18 PM

hiddenxss2.php		5 Lines	777 bytes	Oct 13, 2010 2:56:07 PM

hiddenxss3.php		4 Lines	1.2 KB	Oct 13, 2010 11:12:05 AM

xss.php		69 Lines	9.4 KB	Jan 19, 2011 5:12:03 PM

  

Classpath:

 

No classpath specified during translation

 

Libdirs:

 

No libdirs specified during translation

  

Valid Rulepacks:

 

Name: 		geotool.xml

Version: 	1.0

ID: 				62C87B9B-A45E-4365-8D81-0DDBA9D8E0A1

SKU: 			SKU-62C87B9B-A45E-4365-8D81-0DDBA9D8E0A1

 

Name: 		Fortify Secure Coding Rules, Core, Annotations

Version: 	2010.3.0.0031

ID: 				14EE50EB-FA1C-4AE8-8B59-39F952E21E3B

SKU: 			RUL13078

 

Name: 		Fortify Secure Coding Rules, Core, ColdFusion

Version: 	2010.3.0.0031

ID: 				EEA7C678-058E-462A-8A59-AF925F7B7164

SKU: 			RUL13024

 

Name: 		Fortify Secure Coding Rules, Core, C/C++

Version: 	2010.3.0.0031

ID: 				711E0652-7494-42BE-94B1-DB3799418C7E

SKU: 			RUL13001

 

Name: 		Fortify Secure Coding Rules, Core, .NET

Version: 	2010.3.0.0031

ID: 				D57210E5-E762-4112-97DD-019E61D32D0E

SKU: 			RUL13002

 

Name: 		Fortify Secure Coding Rules, Core, Java

Detailed Project Summary
Files Scanned

Reference Elements

Rulepacks
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Version: 	2010.3.0.0031

ID: 				06A6CC97-8C3F-4E73-9093-3E74C64A2AAF

SKU: 			RUL13003

 

Name: 		Fortify Secure Coding Rules, Core, JavaScript

Version: 	2010.3.0.0031

ID: 				BD292C4E-4216-4DB8-96C7-9B607BFD9584

SKU: 			RUL13059

 

Name: 		Fortify Secure Coding Rules, Core, PHP

Version: 	2010.3.0.0031

ID: 				343CBB32-087C-4A4E-8BD8-273B5F876069

SKU: 			RUL13058

 

Name: 		Fortify Secure Coding Rules, Core, Python

Version: 	2010.3.0.0031

ID: 				FD15CBE4-E059-4CBB-914E-546BDCEB422B

SKU: 			RUL13083

 

Name: 		Fortify Secure Coding Rules, Core, SQL

Version: 	2010.3.0.0031

ID: 				6494160B-E1DB-41F5-9840-2B1609EE7649

SKU: 			RUL13004

 

Name: 		Fortify Secure Coding Rules, Core, Classic ASP, VBScript, and VB6

Version: 	2010.3.0.0031

ID: 				1D426B6F-8D33-4AD6-BBCE-237ABAFAB924

SKU: 			RUL13060

 

Name: 		Fortify Secure Coding Rules, Extended, Configuration

Version: 	2010.3.0.0031

ID: 				CD6959FC-0C37-45BE-9637-BAA43C3A4D56

SKU: 			RUL13005

 

Name: 		Fortify Secure Coding Rules, Extended, Content

Version: 	2010.3.0.0031

ID: 				9C48678C-09B6-474D-B86D-97EE94D38F17

SKU: 			RUL13067

 

Name: 		Fortify Secure Coding Rules, Extended, C/C++

Version: 	2010.3.0.0031

ID: 				BD4641AD-A6FF-4401-A8F4-6873272F2748

SKU: 			RUL13006

 

Name: 		Fortify Secure Coding Rules, Extended, .NET

Version: 	2010.3.0.0031

ID: 				557BCC56-CD42-43A7-B4FE-CDD00D58577E

SKU: 			RUL13027

 

Name: 		Fortify Secure Coding Rules, Extended, Java

Version: 	2010.3.0.0031
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ID: 				AAAC0B10-79E7-4FE5-9921-F4903A79D317

SKU: 			RUL13007

 

Name: 		Fortify Secure Coding Rules, Extended, JSP

Version: 	2010.3.0.0031

ID: 				00403342-15D0-48C9-8E67-4B1CFBDEFCD2

SKU: 			RUL13026

 

Name: 		Fortify Secure Coding Rules, Extended, SQL

Version: 	2010.3.0.0031

ID: 				4BC5B2FA-C209-4DBC-9C3E-1D3EEFAF135A

SKU: 			RUL13025

 

  

awt.toolkit=sun.awt.windows.WToolkit

com.fortify.AuthenticationKey=C:\Documents and Settings\hhambartsu001\Local Settings\Application Data/Fortify/config/tools

com.fortify.Core=C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core

com.fortify.InstallRoot=C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5

com.fortify.InstallationUserName=hhambartsu001

com.fortify.SCAExecutablePath=C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\bin\sourceanalyzer.exe

com.fortify.TotalPhysicalMemory=3070599168

com.fortify.VS.RequireASPPrecompilation=true

com.fortify.WorkingDirectory=C:\Documents and Settings\hhambartsu001\Local Settings\Application Data/Fortify

com.fortify.locale=en

com.fortify.sca.AllocationWebServiceURL=https://per-use.fortify.com/services/GasAllocationService

com.fortify.sca.BuildID=php

com.fortify.sca.BundleControlflowIssues=true

com.fortify.sca.CustomRulesDir=C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\config\customrules

com.fortify.sca.DaemonCompilers=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.GppCompiler,com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.GccCompiler,com.f

ortify.sca.util.compilers.AppleGppCompiler,com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.AppleGccCompiler,com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.Micr

osoftCompiler,com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.MicrosoftLinker,com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.LdCompiler,com.fortify.sca.util.com

pilers.ArUtil,com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.SunCCompiler,com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.SunCppCompiler,com.fortify.sca.util.co

mpilers.IntelCompiler,com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.ExternalCppAdapter

com.fortify.sca.DeadCodeFilter=true

com.fortify.sca.DeadCodeIgnoreTrivialPredicates=true

com.fortify.sca.DefaultAnalyzers=semantic:dataflow:controlflow:nullptr:configuration:content:structural:buffer

com.fortify.sca.DefaultFileTypes=java,jsp,jspx,sql,cfm,php,ctp,pks,pkh,pkb,xml,config,properties,dll,exe,inc,asp,vbscript,js,ini,ba

s,cls,vbs,frm,ctl,html,htm,xsd,wsdd,xmi,py,cfml,cfc

com.fortify.sca.DefaultJarsDirs=default_jars

com.fortify.sca.DefaultRulesDir=C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\config\rules

com.fortify.sca.DisableDeadCodeElimination=false

com.fortify.sca.DisableFunctionPointers=false

com.fortify.sca.DisableGlobals=false

com.fortify.sca.DisplayProgress=true

com.fortify.sca.FVDLAllowUnifiedVulnerability=true

com.fortify.sca.FVDLDisableDescriptions=false

com.fortify.sca.FVDLDisableProgramData=false

com.fortify.sca.FVDLDisableSnippets=false

Properties
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com.fortify.sca.FVDLStylesheet=C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core/resources/sca/fvdl2html.xsl

com.fortify.sca.IldasmPath=C:/Program Files/Microsoft SDKs/Windows/v7.1/Bin/ildasm.exe

com.fortify.sca.IndirectCallGraphBuilders=com.fortify.sca.analyzer.callgraph.VirtualCGBuilder,com.fortify.sca.analyzer.callgrap

h.J2EEIndirectCGBuilder,com.fortify.sca.analyzer.callgraph.JNICGBuilder,com.fortify.sca.analyzer.callgraph.StoredProcedureRe

solver,com.fortify.sca.analyzer.callgraph.JavaWSCGBuilder,com.fortify.sca.analyzer.callgraph.StrutsCGBuilder,com.fortify.sca.a

nalyzer.callgraph.DotNetWSCGBuilder,com.fortify.sca.analyzer.callgraph.SqlServerSPResolver,com.fortify.sca.analyzer.callgrap

h.ASPCGBuilder,com.fortify.sca.analyzer.callgraph.ScriptedCGBuilder

com.fortify.sca.JVMArgs=-Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote=true -XX:SoftRefLRUPolicyMSPerMB=100 -Xss1M -Xmx600M

-Xms300M -server

com.fortify.sca.JdkVersion=1.4

com.fortify.sca.LowSeverityCutoff=1.0

com.fortify.sca.MachineOutputMode=

com.fortify.sca.NoNestedOutTagOutput=org.apache.taglibs.standard.tag.rt.core.RemoveTag,org.apache.taglibs.standard.tag.rt.cor

e.SetTag

com.fortify.sca.PID=5412

com.fortify.sca.PidFile=C:\Temp\PID2847899010271587762.tmp

com.fortify.sca.ProjectRoot=C:\Documents and Settings\hhambartsu001\Local Settings\Application Data/Fortify

com.fortify.sca.Renderer=fpr

com.fortify.sca.ResultsFile=C:\Documents and Settings\hhambartsu001\Local Settings\Application Data/Fortify\AWB 360-

5.9\php\php.fpr

com.fortify.sca.SolverTimeout=15

com.fortify.sca.SuppressLowSeverity=true

com.fortify.sca.Tank=C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\config\tank.dat#49055#1#C:\Program

Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\config\tank.a05412#1467032#1#C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\Core\config\tank.b05412#1532572#1#

com.fortify.sca.UnicodeInputFile=true

com.fortify.sca.analyzer.controlflow.EnableLivenessOptimization=false

com.fortify.sca.analyzer.controlflow.EnableMachineFiltering=false

com.fortify.sca.analyzer.controlflow.EnableRefRuleOptimization=false

com.fortify.sca.analyzer.controlflow.EnableTimeOut=true

com.fortify.sca.compilers.ant=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.AntAdapter

com.fortify.sca.compilers.ar=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.ArUtil

com.fortify.sca.compilers.armcc=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.ArmCcCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.armcpp=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.ArmCppCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.c++=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.GppCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.cc=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.GccCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.cl=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.MicrosoftCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.clearmake=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.TouchlessCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.devenv=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.DevenvNetAdapter

com.fortify.sca.compilers.fortify=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.FortifyCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.g++=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.GppCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.g++-*=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.GppCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.g++2*=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.GppCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.g++3*=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.GppCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.g++4*=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.GppCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.gcc=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.GccCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.gcc-*=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.GccCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.gcc2*=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.GccCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.gcc3*=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.GccCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.gcc4*=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.GccCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.gmake=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.TouchlessCompiler
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com.fortify.sca.compilers.icc=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.IntelCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.icpc=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.IntelCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.jam=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.TouchlessCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.javac=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.JavacCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.ld=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.LdCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.link=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.MicrosoftLinker

com.fortify.sca.compilers.make=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.TouchlessCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.msdev=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.DevenvAdapter

com.fortify.sca.compilers.nmake=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.TouchlessCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.tcc=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.ArmCcCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.tcpp=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.ArmCppCompiler

com.fortify.sca.compilers.touchless=com.fortify.sca.util.compilers.FortifyCompiler

com.fortify.sca.cpfe.command=C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core/private-bin/sca/cpfe.exe

com.fortify.sca.cpfe.file.option=--gen_c_file_name

com.fortify.sca.cpfe.options=--remove_unneeded_entities --suppress_vtbl -tused

com.fortify.sca.cpfe.options=--remove_unneeded_entities --suppress_vtbl -tused

com.fortify.sca.env.exesearchpath=C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Start Menu\Programs\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5;C:\WINDOWS\System32;C:\WINDOWS;C:\WINDOWS\System32\Wbem;c:\lotus\notes\program;C:\Program

Files\Utimaco\SafeGuard Easy;c:\program files\fortify software\fortify 360 v2.6.5\pta;c:\program files\fortify software\fortify 360

v2.6.5\bin;c:\program files\miktex 2.8\miktex\bin;c:\program files\fortify software\scas-

demo4.0.0;c:\windows\system32\windowspowershell\v1.0;c:\program files\toshiba\bluetooth toshiba stack\sys;c:\program

files\graphviz2.26.3\bin;c:\program files\objective caml\bin;c:\program files\objective caml\lib;c:\program files\brown

cs17\camelia

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.asp=ASP

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.bas=VB6

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.cfc=CFML

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.cfm=CFML

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.cfml=CFML

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.cls=VB6

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.config=XML

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.ctl=VB6

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.ctp=PHP

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.dll=MSIL

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.exe=MSIL

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.frm=VB6

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.htm=HTML

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.html=HTML

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.ini=JAVA_PROPERTIES

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.java=JAVA

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.js=JAVASCRIPT

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.jsp=JSP

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.jspx=JSP

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.mdl=MSIL

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.mod=MSIL

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.php=PHP

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.pkb=PLSQL

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.pkh=PLSQL

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.pks=PLSQL

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.properties=JAVA_PROPERTIES

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.py=PYTHON

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.sql=TSQL
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com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.vbs=VB6

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.vbscript=VBSCRIPT

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.wsdd=XML

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.xmi=XML

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.xml=XML

com.fortify.sca.fileextensions.xsd=XML

com.sun.management.jmxremote=true

dotnet.install.dir=c:\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework

dotnet.sdk.v3x.install.dir=C:\Program Files\Microsoft SDKs\Windows\v6.0A

dotnet.v30.referenceAssemblies=C:\Program Files\Reference Assemblies\Microsoft\Framework\v3.0

dotnet.v35.referenceAssemblies=c:\Program Files\Reference Assemblies\Microsoft\Framework\v3.5

file.encoding=Cp1252

file.encoding.pkg=sun.io

file.separator=\

java.awt.graphicsenv=sun.awt.Win32GraphicsEnvironment

java.awt.printerjob=sun.awt.windows.WPrinterJob

java.class.path=C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\Core\config\languages;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\resources;C:\Program Files\Fortify

Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\activation-1.1.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\Core\lib\ant_1.6.0.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\awb.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify

Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\axiom-api-1.2.2.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\axiom-

dom-1.2.2.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\axiom-impl-1.2.2.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify

Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\axis2-adb-1.1.1.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\axis2-adb-

codegen-1.1.1.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\axis2-codegen-1.1.1.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify

Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\axis2-java2wsdl-1.1.1.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\Core\lib\axis2-jaxbri-1.1.1.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\axis2-jibx-

1.1.1.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\axis2-kernel-1.1.1.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify

Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\axis2-saaj-1.1.1.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\axis2-

soapmonitor-1.1.1.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\axis2-spring-1.1.1.jar;C:\Program

Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\axis2-tools-1.1.1.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\Core\lib\axis2-xmlbeans-1.1.1.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\bcel-5.1.jar;C:\Program

Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\bcprov-jdk14-133.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\Core\lib\bugtracker.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\castor-1.1.2.1-

commons.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\castor-1.1.2.1-xml.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify

Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\com4j.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\Core\lib\common.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\common13.jar;C:\Program

Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\common13gen.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\Core\lib\common15.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\commons-cli-1.1.jar;C:\Program

Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\commons-codec-1.3.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\Core\lib\commons-fileupload-1.1.1.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\commons-httpclient-

3.0.1.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\commons-httpclient-3.1.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify

Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\commons-io-1.2.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\Core\lib\commons-lang-2.4.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\commons-logging-

1.1.1.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\commons-ssl-0.3.9.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify

Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\fortify-meta-api.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\fortify-

meta-impl.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\fortify-public.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify

Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\fortify-sca.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\google-collect-

1.0.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\hpqc-10_0-bugtracker.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify

Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\iidmigrator.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\itext-

2.0.6.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\iTextAsian.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify

360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\jakarta-oro-2.0.8.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\jargs-0.5.jar;C:\Program
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Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\jasper2_jasper-compiler.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\Core\lib\jasper2_jasper-runtime.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\jcommon-

1.0.10.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\jfreechart-1.0.6.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify

Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\log4j-1.2.15.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\mail-

1.4.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\minijdd.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\Core\lib\model.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\model15.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify

Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\rhino1.6r7.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\Core\lib\saxon8.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\sca-frontend.jar;C:\Program

Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\sca-property-upgrade.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\Core\lib\scastate.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\sjsxp.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify

Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\sourceanalyzer.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\tomcat-

5.5.15_commons-el.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\tomcat-5.5.15_commons-logging-

api.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\tomcat-5.5.15_jsp-api.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify

Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\tomcat-5.5.15_servlet-api.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\Core\lib\wsclient.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\wsdl4j-1.6.2.jar;C:\Program

Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\wsobjects.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\Core\lib\xalan.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\xbean-2.2.0.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify

Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\xercesImpl-2.6.2.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\Core\lib\xmlmerge-full.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\xmlParserAPIs-

2.6.2.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core\lib\XmlSchema-1.2.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify

Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core/lib/jaxb2\jaxb-api-2.1.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\Core/lib/jaxb2\jaxb-impl-2.1.5.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core/lib/jaxb2\jaxb1-

impl.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\Core/lib/jaxb2\jsr173_1.0_api.jar

java.class.version=50.0

java.endorsed.dirs=C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\jre\lib\endorsed

java.ext.dirs=C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\jre\lib\ext;C:\WINDOWS\Sun\Java\lib\ext

java.home=C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\jre

java.io.tmpdir=C:\Temp\

java.library.path=C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\jre\bin;.;C:\WINDOWS\Sun\Java\bin;C:\WINDOWS\system32;C:\WINDOWS;C:\WINDOWS\System32;C:\WINDOWS;

C:\WINDOWS\System32\Wbem;c:\lotus\notes\program;C:\Program Files\Utimaco\SafeGuard Easy;c:\program files\fortify

software\fortify 360 v2.6.5\pta;c:\program files\fortify software\fortify 360 v2.6.5\bin;c:\program files\miktex

2.8\miktex\bin;c:\program files\fortify software\scas-demo4.0.0;c:\windows\system32\windowspowershell\v1.0;c:\program

files\toshiba\bluetooth toshiba stack\sys;c:\program files\graphviz2.26.3\bin;c:\program files\objective caml\bin;c:\program

files\objective caml\lib;c:\program files\brown cs17\camelia

java.rmi.server.randomIDs=true

java.runtime.name=Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment

java.runtime.version=1.6.0_14-b08

java.specification.name=Java Platform API Specification

java.specification.vendor=Sun Microsystems Inc.

java.specification.version=1.6

java.vendor=Sun Microsystems Inc.

java.vendor.url=http://java.sun.com/

java.vendor.url.bug=http://java.sun.com/cgi-bin/bugreport.cgi

java.version=1.6.0_14

java.vm.info=mixed mode

java.vm.name=Java HotSpot(TM) Server VM

java.vm.specification.name=Java Virtual Machine Specification

java.vm.specification.vendor=Sun Microsystems Inc.

java.vm.specification.version=1.0

java.vm.vendor=Sun Microsystems Inc.
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java.vm.version=14.0-b16

line.separator=

 

max.file.path.length=255

os.arch=x86

os.name=Windows XP

os.version=5.1

path.separator=;

stderr.isatty=false

stdout.isatty=false

sun.arch.data.model=32

sun.boot.class.path=C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\jre\lib\resources.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify

Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\jre\lib\rt.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\jre\lib\sunrsasign.jar;C:\Program

Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\jre\lib\jsse.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360

v2.6.5\jre\lib\jce.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\jre\lib\charsets.jar;C:\Program Files\Fortify

Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\jre\classes

sun.boot.library.path=C:\Program Files\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5\jre\bin

sun.cpu.endian=little

sun.cpu.isalist=pentium_pro+mmx pentium_pro pentium+mmx pentium i486 i386 i86

sun.desktop=windows

sun.io.unicode.encoding=UnicodeLittle

sun.java.launcher=SUN_STANDARD

sun.jnu.encoding=Cp1252

sun.management.compiler=HotSpot Tiered Compilers

sun.os.patch.level=Service Pack 3

user.country=NL

user.dir=C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Start Menu\Programs\Fortify Software\Fortify 360 v2.6.5

user.home=C:\Documents and Settings\hhambartsu001

user.language=nl

user.name=hhambartsu001

user.timezone=Europe/Berlin

user.variant=

vs.90.dotnet.clr.version=v2.0.50727

vs.90.dotnet.install.dir=c:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio 9.0\Common7\IDE

win32.LocalAppdata=C:\Documents and Settings\hhambartsu001\Local Settings\Application Data

  

-scan

-pid-file

C:\Temp\PID2847899010271587762.tmp

-b

php

-machine-output

-format

fpr

-f

C:\Documents and Settings\hhambartsu001\Local Settings\Application Data/Fortify\AWB 360-5.9\php\php.fpr

  

Commandline Arguments
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No warnings occurred during analysis

Warnings
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B.3 Pixy
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C:\Tooling\Pixy>set mypath=C:\Tooling\Pixy\ 

C:\Tooling\Pixy>java -Xmx1500m -Xms200m -Dpixy.hom
e="C:\Tooling\Pixy\\" -classpath "C:\Tooling\Pixy\
lib;C:\Tooling\Pixy\build\class" at.ac.tuwien.info
sys.www.pixy.Checker -a -y xss:sql "c:\My Document
s\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php" 
File: c:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php

*** resolving literal includes ***

*** resolving non-literal includes ***

inclusion matching against 47 candidates

*** performing type analysis ***

Warning: can't find function str_len
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:290

Warning: can't find function blablabla
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:50
Warning: can't find function validaterecursively2
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:198

inclusion iterations:            1
resolved literal includes:       0
resolved non-literal includes:   0
cyclic includes:                 0
not found includes:              1
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:27
   [\Qhome/test/traversal/\E.*\Q.php\E$]
unresolved non-literal includes: 1
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:276



*** performing taint analysis ***

Finished.

Time: 0 seconds

*** detecting vulnerabilities ***

*****************
XSS Analysis BEGIN
*****************

Number of sinks: 16

XSS Analysis Output
--------------------

Vulnerability detected!
- unconditional
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:146

- Graph: xss4

Vulnerability detected!
- unconditional
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:157

- Graph: xss5

Vulnerability detected!
- unconditional
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:158

- Graph: xss6

Vulnerability detected!
- unconditional
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:186



- Graph: xss7

Vulnerability detected!
- unconditional
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:205

- Graph: xss8

Vulnerability detected!
- unconditional
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:211

- Graph: xss9

Vulnerability detected!
- unconditional
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:216

- Graph: xss10

Vulnerability detected!
- unconditional
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:221

- Graph: xss11

Vulnerability detected!
- unconditional
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:224

- Graph: xss13

Vulnerability detected!
- unconditional
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:227

- Graph: xss14

Unmodeled builtin function: vsprintf
Vulnerability detected!
- unconditional



- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:233

- Graph: xss15

Vulnerability detected!
- unconditional
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:236

- Graph: xss17

Vulnerability detected!
- unconditional
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:266

- Graph: xss18

Total Vuln Count: 13

*****************
XSS Analysis END
*****************

*****************
SQL Analysis BEGIN
*****************

Number of sinks: 13

SQL Analysis Output
--------------------

directly tainted!
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:45
- Graphs: sql2
- unconditional

directly tainted!
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:51
- Graphs: sql3
- unconditional



indirectly tainted and dangerous!
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:59
- Graphs: sql4
- unconditional

indirectly tainted and dangerous!
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:66
- Graphs: sql5
- unconditional

directly tainted!
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:78
- Graphs: sql7
- unconditional

directly tainted!
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:190

- Graphs: sql9
- unconditional

directly tainted!
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:200

- Graphs: sql11
- unconditional

indirectly tainted and dangerous!
- C:\My Documents\Afstuderen\Fase 2\php\xss.php:247

- Graphs: sql12
- unconditional

Total Vuln Count: 8

*****************
SQL Analysis END
*****************

Total Time: 1 seconds
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